








That means, finding sources of energy that are 
replaceable, cheap and do not incur environmental 
or social costs.
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IN GOOD COMPANY
Creating a nurturing workplace environ has brought out the best among 
EDC’s employees.

BUILDING THE ROAD AND TRAVELING IT
The path to self-reliance is a journey worth taking. EDC reports on its 
social performance vis-à-vis the 122 host communities’ collective success 
in generating sustainable incomes in 2009.

THE SILENT GREEN REVOLUTION
Geothermal energy has been regenerating precious watershed in its 
reservations and by doing so, has created a harmonious interplay 
between energy development and biodiversity protection.
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SUSTAIN VIA RENEW 
In this Report, we frame our Sustainability Initiative in the mathematical 
symbol ">," which means "greater than," to communicate EDC's 
sustainability goals in relation to its vision of becoming the number one 
geothermal company in the world. The power of this symbol stands for 
everything that EDC has been doing for the past 34 years and also defines 
what it intends to do in the future–to deliver more clean and renewable 
energy and in return, create the most positive effect on the environment and 
people.
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VISION

We are the leader in geothermal 
energy development and renewable 
energy sources with recognized 
expertise in exploration, drilling, 
reservoir management, fluid collection 
and recycling system, engineering 
design and construction, power 
generation and environmental 
management.

OUR BUSINESS 

Energy Development Corporation is a former subsidiary of the Philippine National Oil Company (PNOC), incorporated and registered 
with the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on March 5, 1976.

Commercial operations started with the commissioning of its first geothermal steamfield in 1983 and has since become responsible for 
making the Philippines the world’s second largest producer of geothermal energy.  

In December 2006, EDC became a publicly listed corporation in the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) through an Initial Public Offering 
(IPO) of 6 billion common shares each via a primary and secondary offering. An additional 3 billion common shares was offered in 
a secondary offering in July 2007. The Government sold its remaining interests in EDC via an auction conducted in November 2007 
paving the way for EDC’s full privatization as a subsidiary of Red Vulcan Holdings Corporation, a 100% subsidiary of First Gen 
Corporation. The ultimate parent of EDC is First Philippine Holdings Corporation.

It operates in five geothermal sites in Leyte, Bicol, Cotabato, Northern Negros and Southern Negros. It also acquired 60 percent 
controlling stake in the First Gen Hydro Power Corporation that operates the 122.5-MW Pantabangan-Masiway hydro power complex 
in Nueva Ecija. 

MISSION

We are a viable and responsible 
enterprise with core business in 
geothermal and renewable energy 
development committed to delivering 
superior benefits to our stakeholders 
through high caliber performance in 
all our undertakings.

VALUES

Our core corporate values 
motivate us to persevere and aim 
for excellence while we maintain 
favorable relations with our co-
workers as well as with
our stakeholders. We believe 
and practice TEAMWORK,
TRUST, RESPECT, INTEGRITY and 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY.
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EDC owns and operates five production fields in 
Leyte, Bicol, Southern Negros, Northern Negros 
and Cotabato; nine geothermal power 
generation facilities in Leyte, Southern Negros, 
Northern Negros and Cotabato; and one 
hydroelectric power complex in Pantabangan, 
Nueva Ecija.The steam we produce is sold to the 
National Power Corporation through a Steam 
Sales Agreement. The electricity we generate is 
sold to the National Power Corporation through 
a Power Purchase Agreement and to 12 electric 
cooperatives through Electricity Supply Contracts.
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message
Chairman

of the

Message of the Chairman

Sustain
via Renew
Our valued shareholders and stakeholders,

Your company celebrates a milestone 
with the release of its very first 
Integrated Annual and Sustainability 
Report. This Report is a nascent 
project that will be woven into the 
fabric of EDC’s strategic management 
system via a reporting platform that 
monitors vital information about 
EDC’s performance in three key 
parameters – economic contribution, 
ecological footprint and social equity 
distribution.

Simply put, this report aims to make 
sustainability an organic activity in 

the company’s annual reporting. 
EDC has a wealth of stories to tell 
about its pioneering initiatives in 
geothermal technology development, 
environmental management and 
social engineering, and those stories 
have been inspiring us to grow the 
business in the most sustainable way 
possible.

In our economic performance 
report, we highlight the generation 
of an economic value of PhP22.46 
billion and, in a cycle of economic 
distribution, gave back PhP17.51 
billion through community 
investments, employee wages and 

benefits, taxes and dividends.  EDC’s 
retained economic value for 2009 
amounted to PhP4.95 billion. Look 
closely and you will discover that 
your company contributes more than 
what is indicated in its financial 
statements. It is worth noting that in 
2009, EDC supplied 11 percent of 
the country’s total power generation 
mix or a total of 6,547 Gigawatt-
hours of clean electricity to the 
power grid. In economic terms, this 
translates to 10 million barrels of fuel 
oil equivalent or a foreign exchange 
savings of USD667 million for the 
national economy.

      EDC has a wealth 
of stories about its 
pioneering initiatives 
in geothermal 
technology development, 
environmental 
management and social 
engineering, and those 
stories have been 
inspiring us to grow 
the business in the 
most sustainable way 
possible. 
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operations reporting happens very 
timely as the Lopez Group embarks 
on what seems to be a new period of 
business renaissance. After achieving 
80 glorious years, the Lopez Group 
takes into its fold a generation’s 
worth of experience that EDC’s 34 
years can provide. Together, we 
gear up for the bright prospects that 
lie ahead and with an even keel, 
deliver on our promise of giving you 
dividends obtained from operating a 
sustainable business.

For us, sustainability is the care of all 
creation, the Golden Rule extended 
to future generations.Sustainability is 
the name of the game and we will be 
ahead of the race. 

OSCAR M. LOPEZ

message
Chairman

of the

In our environmental performance 
report, we feature EDC’s initiatives 
on restoring biodiversity. Since EDC 
started commercial operations, 
more than 8,000 hectares of forest 
lands have been reforested within its 
concession areas. These areas were 
being ravaged by illegal logging 
activities before EDC’s inception. 
As per our environment group’s 
estimates, these geothermal forests 
absorb an average 120,000 tons 
of carbon dioxide per year. We 
also present in the report some 
of the species highlighted in the 
first year of our implementation of 
the Biodiversity Conservation and 
Monitoring Program that is being 
conducted together with the Institute 
of Biodiversity of the University of 
the Philippines. These rare species 
have been found to be thriving in our 
geothermal reservations.

In our social performance report, 
we talk about how the sustainability 
regime was founded by the profound 
illuminations of erstwhile poor 
mountain communities that gave up 
destructive forest farming practices. 
These communities organized 
farmers’ associations that were taught 
self-reliance via alternative livelihood 
projects and capital fund build-up 
schemes. Later on, they banded 
together as EDC’s staunch partners 
in protecting the biodiversity of our 
geothermal forests. 

EDC’s business chain spans the 
whole socio-environmental spectrum, 
allowing us to contribute meaningfully 
to the nation’s progress while 
nurturing geothermal as a viable 
business. As you have observed, the 

business was built on a simple pact 
between man and environment – the 
concession to develop raw steam 
power into usable electricity is to be 
reciprocated by the responsibility 
to take very good care of this 
unique energy resource. It was 
from this understanding that EDC’s 
sustainability philosophy was born. 
Social equity stands with ecology 
and economy as fundamental to any 
notion of sustainability for without 
it, we will not be able to foster the 
cooperation needed to maintain 
the life-sustaining ability of our 
geothermal reservations.

What is being measured is not so 
much performance but the disclosure 
of EDC’s sustainability efforts. In our 
subsequent reports, we will expand 
our reporting to higher levels using 
the international standards set forth 
in the Global Reporting Initiative or 
GRI Framework for comparability. 
Our goal is to make sustainability 
reporting a living process. It does 
not end with a printed or online 
publication. As much as we can, 
we will be forthright in identifying 
our sustainability initiatives in terms 
of policies, projects and programs 
with regards to the work place, 
the community, the regulatory 
environment and the natural 
environment.

It is worth reminding ourselves of 
perhaps the most easily forgotten 
sustainability theme of all: the path 
to our common future starts right 
here in the present. The release of 
this report and its integration in the 
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Paul Aquino drafted a much needed vision for a company that is hungry 

for new directions. He raised the bar of excellence one notch higher by 

putting a premium on accountability and recognized stakeholders as 

partners in sustainability -- a proud legacy he will pass on to EDC’s new 

leaders.

The release of EDC’s Integrated 
Annual and Sustainability Report 
aptly titled Sustain Via Renew
highlights the company’s growth-
enhancing activities that are based 
on the Sustainability Initiative. 
Through the CSR and Corporate 
Governance activities implemented 
in 2009, your company has 
built effective dialogues across 
stakeholder sectors – Community, 
Employees, Regulatory Bodies and 
Business Partners – and rallied the 
collective goodwill to enhance EDC’s 
sustainable growth programs.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS ON 
QUALITY EDUCATION

Our CSR program called Community 
Partnerships has been nurturing 
44 primary partner communities 
that are now on the path to self-
reliance. Key to their progress is our 
strategic investment on education and 
knowledge-based initiatives. 

Now on its 6th year, the Leyte 
Schools for Excellence (SFE) project 
has been providing quality basic 
education to 700 students up in 
the mountain villages of Kananga 
and Ormoc in Leyte. The schools 
are being managed via a multi-
sectoral partnership with the local 
government units of Ormoc and 

report
Stakeholders

to

Stakeholders Report of the Vice Chairman and CEO

Making A Pact For 
Sustainability

Kananga, the Department of 
Education (DepEd), the Parent-
Teachers-Community Associations, 
the Ateneo Center for Education 
Development and the Philippine 
Science High School-Eastern Visayas 
Campus. In 2009, the project 
received 30 awards from the DepEd, 
bringing its total academic and 

Our valued shareholders and stakeholders,

New instructional materials arrive for the SFE Speech lab
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skills training and capability-building 
seminars.

We work  closely with the community 
associations and equip them with the 
tools and capabilities such as training 
on bookkeeping and net worth 
management system incorporating a 
Capital Build-Up (CBU) Fund System. 
These are critical components for the 
sustainability and competitiveness 
of their enterprise and in the pump 
priming of the local economy.    

In 2009, EDC has provided technical 
assistance to the 9,268 members 
that comprise the 122 community 
associations. Primary projects such 
as rice production and production of 
high-yielding crops netted PhP26.15 
million in gross income for these 
associations – earning for themselves 
PhP1.3 million from the PhP24.7 

non-academic recognitions to 74 to 
date.  This achievement is due to its 
remarkable performance in terms of 
enrolment, participation, survival and 
achievement rate.  In two years’ time, 
we shall have our first batch of SFE 
graduates and I am positive that they 
will be more than qualified to enroll 
in our country’s private and science 
high schools.

From the SFE model sprang another 
education initiative – the Kananga 
EDC Institute of Technology or 
KEITECH. In 2009, we completed 
the construction of a three-hectare 
campus in the villages of Hiluctugan 
and Rizal in the Municipality of 
Kananga and began offering 
vocational and technical skills 
training to a pioneering batch of 117 
students. Implemented in partnership 
with the Municipality of Kananga 
and the Technical Education and 
Skills Development Authority (TESDA), 
KEITECH’s vision is to become a 
world-class post-secondary technical-
vocational training center that will 
produce highly skilled workers with 
self-discipline and correct work 
attitude.  KEITECH adopts the pay-
it-forward principle that encourages 
graduates to sponsor future KEITECH 
trainees after obtaining gainful 
employment.

All of the 117 trainees passed 
the TESDA National Certification 
Assessment and are now listed as 
TESDA NC experts.  With a 100 
percent success rate, KEITECH is the 

only technical-vocational center in 
Eastern Visayas that has consistently 
passed all TESDA NC Assessments.
More importantly, its values formation 
program will soon be TESDA’s 
benchmark in its other training centers 
around the country.  

PROMOTING SELF-SUSTAINING 
COMMUNITIES

EDC’s CSR philosophy centers on 
the view of people empowerment.  
We give our host communities the 
power to raise themselves out of 
poverty by providing them with the 
means and the opportunities to earn 
a living as well as the support system 
to sustain their new-found earning 
capacity. We strive to cultivate 
entrepreneurial energies that help 
build a community’s self-sufficiency 
through community organizations, 

report
Stakeholders

to
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million that EDC invested in capital. 
The absolute amount is plowed back 
into the coffers of the association for 
capital build-up, which in turn is used 
to continue the livelihood projects.

NURTURING OUR MOST 
VALUABLE RESOURCE

Our average employee tenure of 
15 years and retention of a pool 
of specialists attest to EDC’s ability 
to attract the best and the brightest 
in the industry.  From world-class 
training and facilities to at-par 
remuneration and incentives, we 
prioritize our employees’ interests 
because we believe that higher 
workplace satisfaction boosts morale 
and thus, higher productivity.    

Our benefits package is equivalent 
to 40 percent of our employees’ 
base pay, a comfortable level 
that compares very well with the 
standards of the industry. We have 
always respected our employees’ 
right to self-organization.  In 
EDC, there are 1,518 employees 
organized into 14 union groups 
distributed among six sites including 
the Fort Bonifacio office. To some, 

14 unions may be viewed as a labor 
relations nightmare. But to EDC, 14 
unions create a healthy platform for 
employee-management dialogue. 

I am proud to report that there 
has been no incidence of strike 
or work stoppage in the past nine 
years. Both sides of the negotiation 
panel engage in dialogues that are 
anchored on our corporate values 
of trust and teamwork. Some of our 
Labor-Management Council officers 
are being invited to participate in 
regional development councils and 
as observer in the labor-management 
councils of other companies.  This 
is perhaps the reason why one of 
EDC’s union leaders, Rene delos 
Reyes, was elected by his peers to the 
presidency of the Philippine League 
of Labor-Management Cooperation 
Practitioners or PHILMACOP.    

EDC continues to implement its total 
wellness program that encompasses 
our employees’ sports interest, health 
needs and wellness concerns.  From 
monthly Walk-the-Talk walkathons to 
different sports activities to various 
dance classes, our employees come 
together to sweat it out and promote 

camaraderie and sportsmanship 
and go out there for the sheer joy of 
the game. We converted one of our 
office spaces into a wellness center 
exclusive to our employees. 

Our vocally talented employees 
have banded together to form the 
EDC Chorale. Since their debut 
performance in the Philippine 
Stock Exchange for the listing of 
EDC shares in 2006, they are now 
making the rounds in various Lopez 
group events, the latest of which is a 
finale ensemble performance at the 
‘Undaunted’ musicale. 

STRIKING GOLD IN CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE

Your company’s corporate 
governance scorecard shows its 
strong adherence to the tenets of 
accountability and transparency.  
EDC has been scoring consistently 

Indigenous people themselves become players 
in the exercise of free enterprise - the Manobos 
are partners in the Lake Agco Health Spa and 
Resort in Kidapawan, home to EDC’s Mindanao 
Geothermal Power Complex. The resort spa has 
generated revenues that may soon give it economic 
independence.

report
Stakeholders

to
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well on the key parameters on 
corporate governance score card set 
forth by the independent Institute of 
Corporate Directors (ICD) which is 
supported by the Philippine Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC). 
When EDC joined the rankings as 
a publicly listed firm, it garnered a 
higher score than the average 76 
percent score of companies in the 
Electricity, Energy, Power and Water 
industry. In 2009, EDC obtained a 
Silver rating in the score card which 
demonstrated a strong 90 to 94 
percent average.  For 2010, EDC is 
one of the 10 Philippine corporations 
to receive the highest Gold award in 
corporate governance. 

We are pushing the finish line further 
by embarking on a Corporate 
Governance Improvement Project in 
partnership with the Asian Institute of 
Management’s Center for Corporate 
Governance.

ACCOUNTABILITY IN OUR 
BUSINESS DEALINGS

We preserve the integrity of our Bids 
and Awards Committee by ensuring 

transparency, diligence, fairness 
and veracity in all procurement and 
service contracts that EDC enters 
into.  We take pride in being good 
clients who conscientiously pay our 
bills on time as long as all documents 
are in order. We likewise continue 
to contribute to government coffers 
by consistently remitting taxes due 
and collected from our suppliers and 
contractors. Our bank dealings and 
financial obligations are being met 
as we have not missed an interest or 
principal payment. 

Our private set-up also allows us 
to focus more on our core business 
while outsourcing other aspects 
of the business thereby indirectly 
creating more jobs for our suppliers 
and contractors, and in the case of 
our host communities, small-scale 
jobs to farmers’ associations and 
cooperatives. In 2009, EDC has 
awarded 1,624 small-scale contracts 
that generated an additional 
income of PhP138.8 million for the 
community organizations.

report
Stakeholders

to
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LEAVING BEHIND A LEGACY OF 
SUSTAINABILITY

It was the Greek philosopher Pericles 
who once said, “What we leave 
behind is not what is engraved in 
stone monuments, but what is woven 
into the lives of others.”

EDC may have developed more than 
a thousand Megawatts of steamfields 
and generated tens of thousands 
of Gigawatt-hours in electricity, but 
EDC’s true impact as an energy 
company will be measured by the 
number of individuals who have 
found better choices in life because 
geothermal power gave them more 
than just electricity. In the same 
way that the Earth’s bountiful steam 
energy gives us a viable business, 
we will transcend this viability into 
enriching people’s lives so they may 
in turn, become active partners in the 
Sustainability Initiative. 

Our evolving Sustainability Initiative 
shows EDC’s consistent goal of 
harmonizing the geothermal business 
with environment and community. 
We have people who possess the 
talent, the right work attitude and the 
desire to help the company become 
the world's number one geothermal 
company.

As your Vice Chairman and CEO, I 
am proud to have been part of EDC’s 
sustainability commitment. It is indeed 
a shared legacy that will enable 
individuals, empower communities 
and foster a nation’s growth based 
on clean and indigenous energy 
resource. EDC will carry on the 
legacy of excellence onwards to a 
sustainable energy future. 

                                            
PAUL A. AQUINO

LIST OF BANKS AND 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
As of December 2009

DOMESTIC

Allied Banking Corporation
Allied Savings Bank
Banco de Oro Universal Bank
Bank of the Philippine Islands
BDO Private Bank, Inc.
Development Bank of the 

Philippines
Land Bank of the Philippines
Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co.
Philippine National Bank
Rizal Commercial Banking Corp.
Robinsons Savings Bank
Security Banking Corporation
Union Bank of the Philippines
United Coconut Planters Bank

FOREIGN

Australia & New Zealand 
Banking Group Ltd.

Citibank, N.A.
Calyon Corporate and 

Investment Bank
Deutsche Bank
ING Bank
International Finance 

Corporation
J.P. Morgan Chase Bank
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.
Standard Chartered Bank
The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi  

UFJ Ltd

report
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Broom-making is one of the livelihood projects of EDC's Manobo host communities
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In a world turning increasingly hostile to carbon emissions, geothermal 

stands as one of the truly clean green source of baseload power. EDC, with 

its 34-year track record in developing sustainable geothermal projects, has 

a considerable head start over would-be competitors but recognizes that 

there are significant challenges to sustaining its leadership position both 

locally, where competition has intensified, and globally, as more players 

set their sights on geothermal and renewable markets.  EDC’s response 

has been to appoint Richard “Ricky” B. Tantoco as its President and Chief 

Operating Officer to take the helm of EDC’s operations providing both 

the energy and direction towards the company’s ambitious goal of being 

number one.  Ricky has charted a new growth map to stimulate EDC to 

achieve operational excellence and sustainability as the company expands 

on its identified growth platforms. 

The following interactive exchange represents the new President and COO’s views on the past year, the present 
and future of EDC:

Q&A with the President and COO

interview
President

with the

Q1 How did EDC perform in 2009?

By any measure, 2009 yielded 
great results against a challenging 
backdrop of tight credit markets and 
fierce competition for geothermal 
assets being privatized by the 
Philippine Government.  On our 
core geothermal power generation 
business, we focused on integrating 
three new assets into EDC’s business 
fabric: the first being the Mindanao 
Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) power 
plants and the National Power 
Corporation (NPC) plants, Palinpinon 
and Tongonan, which we acquired 

      EDC operates in a 
sweet spot: we have a 
healthy balance sheet 
to support the various 
initiatives, a lot of 
growth opportunities 
in the short and long 
term and the human 
resources to manage 
the business and 
make it grow. 

Disciplined and
Deliberate Growth

from the Power Sector Assets and 
Liabilities Management Corporation 
(PSALM).  We also invested in our 
drilling equipment and increased the 
number of make up and replacement 
wells to augment steam production.
In my view, our people, from the 
Board and Management to the 
frontline, met the challenges with 
excellent results:

portfolio 65 percent through 
takeover of Mindanao BOT plants 
and acquisition of NPC plants;
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concession areas in the southern 
Philippines;

consolidated net income by 
optimizing our integrated 
steamfield and power generation 
operations;

billion to redenominate our debt to 
drastically reduce our loans’ third 
currency Yen risk;

of our debt dropped to 40 percent, 
down from 87 percent in 2008;

achieved safety records as a 
result of rehabilitation programs, 
retraining on safety, and focus on 
operational excellence in our key 
cost driver areas;

processing jobs more quickly and 
reducing cycle times for crucial 
projects and supply chain activities; 
and

enjoy the vote of confidence of our 
community stakeholders for our 
investments in the environment and 
in improving the quality of life of 
communities within our areas of 
operation.

Q2 The EDC team would be proud to 
report these achievements any year. 
Being able to do so after a year like 

2009 is all the more rewarding. What 
were the milestone performances?

In June, we took over the 106-
MW Mindanao power plants 
after the BOT Agreement was 
completed. The plants represent 
10.5 percent of the capacity of the
Mindanao Grid, a solid foothold 
in the island from which we intend 
to expand. The plants have an 
enviable track record: since their 
commissioning more than 10 years 
ago, Mindanao 1 and Mindanao 
2 have average availability factors 
of 96 percent and 98 percent, 
respectively. 

In October, we acquired power 
generating assets that increased our 
aggregate capacity to 1,049 MW.  
We won the 112.5 MW Tongonan 1 
and the 192.5 Palinpinon geothermal 
power plants for USD220 million 
or at a cost of USD0.7 million/MW. 
We achieved the turnover in record 
time of five weeks.  The real work, 
however, commenced upon the 
turning over of these plants from 
NPC, with the start of the subsequent 
3-year rehabilitation and upgrade 
period aimed at restoring plant 
reliability, performance and safety 
to private sector standards. The 
rehabilitation and upgrading efforts 
are proceeding on schedule.

The Unified Leyte power plants 
exceeded its 13th Contract Year 
Nomination by delivering 7GWh 
more than what was required. The 
Palinpinon, Bacman and Mindanao 
steamfields met their respective 
contractual obligations and continue 
to be in good operating condition.

Another milestone was the company’s 
financial performance in 2009 
despite the credit crunch. Our 
finance team raised PhP25 billion in 
challenging times. Looking back with 
the benefit of hindsight, I believe the 
success of our fundraising hinged on 
the fact that investors appreciated 
the company’s fundamentally sound 
cash flow and recognized its ability 
to generate sustained profits and 
growth.

Q3 EDC is now on its second year as 
a private company and in that period 
the company initiated operational 
reforms aimed at sharpening its edge. 
What were those reforms? 

Drilling operations is a key cost and 
revenue driver in EDC’s business 
model. The faster we drill, the lower 
the costs and the quicker we can 
hook up the new wells to generate 
incremental revenue.  Our reforms 
in the drilling group focused on four 

interview
President

with the
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basic items with equal emphasis on 
each: safety, equipment, process 
and people. We also purchased a 
state-of-the-art 2,000-horsepower 
rig. Today, our rigs collectively have 
a penetration rate performance of 
about 40 meters/day compared 
to just about 30 meters/day in 
2008, representing a 33 percent 
improvement and a substantial cost 
savings.  We recently beat a decade-
old record by drilling a well in 57 
days. Our sights are set at completing 
2,500-meter wells consistently in just 
45 days. 

Our most basic, yet most demanding, 
everyday responsibility will always 
be to provide dependable operations. 
Nothing is more crucial to meeting 
this challenge than continuously 
making smart and timely investments 
in our assets. We are investing 
heavily on rig equipment, on steam 
collection and reinjection systems 
and on power plant rehabilitation 
and upgrades.  Some of our power 
plants have been operating for more 
than 20 years and carefully targeted 
investment will result in increased 
efficiency and output that generate 
high returns.  

We are also investing a lot of time 
and resources in basic systems with a 
planned and deliberate migration to 
proven platforms for our accounting, 
budgeting and procurement 
processes as well as maintenance 
systems across our power plant 
assets.  In the past, EDC was 
constrained by government rules from 
using anything but in-house written 
code, programs and processes. We 
are also moving towards proven 
platforms in other areas of our value 
chain, including items such as real-
time data acquisition for each of our 
seven drilling rigs. Importantly, now 
that we have a procurement process 
where we are not constrained to 
simply accept the lowest cost offer, 
we are choosing the proposals that 
offer the best value and consider the 
total cost of ownership over time. 

In terms of capex, we now have a 
very rigorous process for prioritizing 
opportunities that offer the best 
returns. On the cost side as well, in 
addition to the savings we realize 

Pantabangan hydropower projects 
in the past years. Last year alone, 
we planted 842,675 trees plus 346 
seedlings of 23 prime endangered 
species as mother trees over 1,230 
hectares as part of the “BINHI” 
initiative of our Chairman to reforest 
10,000 hectares in 10 years.  EDC is 
allocating an average of PhP50 million 
per year for watershed management 
and development projects which 
include reforestation, forest 
protection, community development 
and livelihood projects, slope 
stabilization and conduct of special 
studies including the Biodiversity 
Conservation and Monitoring 
Program that we are doing with the 
University of the Philippines’ Institute 
of Biology.

Q5 What’s in store for EDC in the next 
five years? Ten years? 

We expect to be the top geothermal 
company in the world in about 3 
years’ time.  We have firm plans 
and the resources to achieve this 
and our business development and 
environmental teams are working 
hard to execute the projects.
However, I view this milestone as a 

Our business is joined at the hip with the 
environment so we need to take care of the 
watershed in our geothermal reservations. 

per well, we are achieving significant 
savings through our supply chain 
initiatives. In 2009, EDC generated 
over PhP300 million in savings 
through negotiations, representing 
8 percent of the total spend for 
transactions last year, surpassing the 
3 percent target. We expect this to 
improve over time.

Q4 Since the banding of financial 
institutions around the Equator 
Principles in 2003, more and more 
investors in equities prefer to put 
their money in environmentally and 
socially responsible companies.  How 
does EDC fare in these areas?

The Equator Principles have 
encouraged the finance sector to 
recognize the value of undertaking 
enhanced environmental and social 
due diligence with the objective of 
minimizing risks with sustainable 
practices. The Equator Principles 
use a categorization that is based 
on the environmental and social 
screening criteria of the International 
Finance Corporation. In early 2009, 
EDC availed of a PhP4-billion loan 
from IFC and has since consistently 
demonstrated that we meet or exceed 
very stringent performance standards 
on social and environmental 
sustainability. 

Our lenders and investors consider 
factors such as forestry conservation, 
social equity investments and climate 
change mitigating efforts. These 
are areas that showcase EDC’s 
excellent track record given the fact 
that our business model is truly tied 
to the environment and the remote 
communities in which we operate. 
We recognize that the viability of our 
business depends on a sustainable 
steam resource beneath the earth 
and a vibrant ecosystem that it 
supports above the ground. Without 
forest cover and a proven fluid 
reinjection strategy, the recharge 
of our reservoirs will be in peril.  In 
the truest sense of the phrase, our 
business is joined at the hip with the 
environment.

We have done significant 
reforestation of denuded lands within 
the watersheds of our geothermal 
concession areas and in the 

interview
President
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seeking partnerships with EDC and 
government support for renewables 
through fiscal incentives and grants.

In sum, I see a bright future for EDC, 
which I can describe as a period of 
disciplined and deliberate growth. 

temporary weigh station where we 
will stop over so briefly to celebrate, 
then immediately press on. 

In 2010, we also expect to enter 
into wind power generation with 
our planned 86-MW wind farm in 
Burgos, Ilocos Norte.  We have also 
entered into Wind Energy Service 
Contracts in five other areas and 
we continue to pursue other high 
potential sites. This will complement 
our existing base of expertise in 
geothermal and hydro and will make 
us a formidable player in three clean 
power generation technologies that 
can achieve scale and scope.

Finally regarding growth, expect 
EDC to go international.  We began 
on this effort in the 4th quarter of 
2009 and in our plans, the next 
two years will be spent acquiring 
concessions independently and 
through partnerships overseas.  We 
are focusing on countries that have 
sufficient geothermal resources 
to justify our presence, and we 
prefer these to one-off opportunities 
that have no potential to achieve 
scale.  As our domestic expansion 
opportunities are systematically 
executed and wane, growth will come 
from overseas.  We are planting the 
seeds for this now given it takes five 
to seven years to develop geothermal 
projects.

On the people side of the business, 
we are making investments in training 
and advanced degrees in pure 
sciences.  This runs the gamut from 
leadership development, safety, crisis 

preparedness and management, 
financial modeling, drilling, masteral 
and PhD degrees in reservoir 
modeling, geochemistry, geology, 
petrology and other geosciences.
The austerity programs of government 
affected EDC until the end of 2007, 
but now that we are private, we 
are looking far into the future and 
making sure that our cadre of skilled 
employees meets the needs of the 
future EDC.

EDC operates in a sweet spot: we 
have a healthy balance sheet to 
support the various initiatives, a lot of 
growth opportunities in the short and 
long term and the human resources 
to manage the business and make 
it grow.  We are in an environment 
where the industry dynamics are 
favorable – there is demand to 
develop indigenous and clean power, 
lack of technical expertise, developers 

interview
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We never stop moving 
forward on green energy
Thirty-four years in the industry says a lot about a company.

Our able staff of geoscientists, drillers and engineers is in demand for both 

consultancy and actual work in geothermal exploration and development. 

This enabled us to become the largest focused producer of geothermal 

energy in the world.

Globally recognized for our knowledge and expertise, EDC is now at the 

frontline of wet steamfield technology and geothermal energy production. 

At EDC, we know green energy and we make it happen. 
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Report of the Chief Financial Officer 

Managing Liquidity
for Sustained Growth

EDC's overall financial performance 
in 2009 demonstrated the company's 
fiscal prudence in calibrating 
borrowings to meet refinancing and 
investment requirements -- operational 
and strategic –in support of growth 
aspirations.

We were one of the few that thrived 
despite last year's tight credit 
markets. While others struggled 
with liquidity problems, EDC, as 
in past financial crises, focused on 

fundamentally enhancing its cash 
flows. As a consequence, we were 
able to extend financial support 
to our existing geothermal assets 
and newly acquired operating 
subsidiaries, which collectively 
account for close to PhP2.2 billion of 
our consolidated revenues.
We also prioritized financial risk 
management and participated 
actively in regulatory consultations 
to protect EDC's interests, which are 
critical to the company's financial 
results for the year.   

Thus for 2009, we report a 26.5 
percent increase in core net income 
of PhP7.38 billion from PhP5.83 
billion in 2008, buoyed by higher 
revenues from electricity sales and 
drilling services as well as a complete 
turnaround from a PhP9.4-billion 
foreign exchange loss in 2008 to a 
PhP1.3-billion foreign exchange gain 
in 2009. 

Cash from our operating geothermal 
assets with solid off-take contracts 
covered our operating expenses, 
minor capital expenditures and 
regular debt servicing.  We also 

saw in June 2009 the seamless 
integration of the last of the Build-
Operate-Transfer (BOT) plants as 
EDC took over operations of the 
Mindanao 1 and 2 geothermal 
power plants.  Aside from eliminating 
the BOT fee payments, this milestone 
further solidified EDC's position 
as a geographically diversified 
independent power producer using 
indigenous geothermal power.   
A total of PhP25.1 billion was 
availed of during the year from all-
Peso facilities, with part of the funds 
invested in new power generating 
assets and steamfield development to 
increase their respective generating 
capacities.

FISCAL FORESIGHT 

EDC's operating mantra is to manage 
cash and protect liquidity. Coming 
from a tight credit market in late 
2008 and anticipating the financial 
burden of bullet loan maturities in 
2009 and 2010, we embarked on 
refinancing early on.

We focused on retiring the company’s 
Yen-denominated obligations that 

      We were one of 
the few that thrived 
despite last year's tight 
credit markets. While 
others struggled with 
liquidity problems, 
EDC, as in past 
financial crises, focused 
on fundamentally 
enhancing its cashflows 

The ability to recognize opportunities, backed by a focused fiscal program, 

was key to EDC's strong financial performance in 2009. The company 

capitalized on stable revenues and robust cashflows in securing long-term 

loans against a backdrop of tight credit. Regina Pia B. Go, EDC's Chief 

Financial Officer, reports on the company's efforts to strengthen financial 

position vis-à-vis sustainability. 
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REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 

The Renewable Energy (RE) Law that 
was signed and made effective in 
the first quarter of 2009 provided 
incentives for both our new and 
existing geothermal investments.  The 
company had to absorb a one-time 
hit in the P&L of the write-down of 
deferred tax assets but the impact of 
the law on our operations is viewed 
to be positive in the long run.
The RE law similarly paved the 
way for the conversion of the 
Geothermal Service Contract (GSC), 
the concession agreement between 
EDC and the government, to the 
Geothermal Renewable Energy 
Service Contract (GRESC).  The new 
arrangement clarified ownership of 
the assets post-concession period and 
this has enabled the company to be 
scoped out of the Service Concession 
Arrangement financial reporting 
standard known as IFRIC 12.  With the 
financial statements now assuming a 
more traditional format, our financial 
reports should be easier to read and 
understand.

STRENGTH TO MOVE FORWARD

We are confident that profitable 
operations, healthy cash flows and 
a strong balance sheet will enable 
EDC to sensibly pursue growth in the 
renewable energy sector. We will 
further reinforce our financial strength 
with improvements started in 2009 
on our treasury, financial, accounting 
and budgeting systems aimed at 
tightening fiscal control, promoting 
corporate governance and enhancing 
risk management.

With these in place, we remain 
optimistic of a future that solidly 
positions Energy Development 
Corporation as the country's premier 
geothermal and renewable energy 
company. 

REGINA PIA B. GO

report
Chief Financial Officer

of the

had been problematic in the past. 
The company's loan currency 
mix became predominantly Peso-
denominated after the full payment of 
Miyazawa I loan in June 2009 and 
the issuance of Philippine Peso fixed 
rate corporate notes and retail bonds 
in the domestic capital market in July 
and December 2009, respectively. 
During the year, the company raised 
a combination of amortizing and 
bullet term loans with tenors ranging 
from 5 to 15 years. 

The fundraising was timed to 
minimize refinancing risks, 
particularly of the JPY22-billion 
Miyazawa II loan maturing in June 
2010. We deemed it prudent to first 
tap the local debt market by selling 
bonds in Philippine currency to the 
domestic investors. This has helped 
address third currency risks and 
spread out our maturities. 

EDC's loan portfolio now shows 
a rational mix of currencies with 
Yen obligations pared down to 38 
percent of the total loans at end-
2009. We expect this to further go 
below 13 percent post repayment of 
Miyazawa II in June 2010.

We have also smoothened the lumpy 
maturities going forward.  The 
total debt payment in 2009 was 
PhP12.8 billion while amount for 
debt servicing in 2010 is estimated 
at PhP18.2 billion. Principal loan 

repayments in the coming years are 
expected to be manageable as we 
continue to spread out maturities, 
amortize debt and build up liquidity 
from revenues on existing and new 
assets.

OPERATIONAL AND STRATEGIC 
INVESTMENTS

EDC incurred higher interest 
expenses in 2009 as a result of early 
refinancing but this was necessary for 
sustainability and growth.  A stronger 
balance sheet enabled the company 
to focus on its main business.  We 
implemented the steam augmentation 
program across our geothermal 
projects with investments for drilling 
new wells and conducting work-over 
of existing production wells. 

We pursued growth with the 
successful bid for the combined 
305-Megawatt Palinpinon and 
Tongonan 1 power plants in 
September 2009. EDC's wholly-
owned subsidiary, Green Core 
Geothermal Inc. (GCGI), immediately 
took over operations of the power 
plants and fully paid for them in 
October and December 2009, 
respectively. By doing so, we were 
able to immediately start generating 
and selling electricity from these 
plants and saved on the interest 
charges on the PSALM staple 
financing.

As of December 2008
(Consolidated, in '000)

Yen Loans PhP25,593 (JPY48,980)
Dollar Loans PhP6,636 (USD139.6)

Yen Loans PhP17,789 (JPY35,283)
Dollar Loans PhP4,930 (USD106.7)
Peso Loans PhP24,746

As of December 2009
(Consolidated, in '000)
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SHAREHOLDERS' NOOK

Net income grows on yields from good assets

Net income soared 150 percent to 
PhP3.37 billion from PhP1.34 billion 
in 2008 primarily due to higher 
revenue streams from electricity 
sales and drilling services. Recurring 
net income rose 26.5 percent to 
PhP7.38 from the previous year’s 
PhP5.83 billion largely attributable 
to higher revenue streams and 
positive gains from the provisions 
of the Renewable Energy Law and 
from realized foreign exchange gain 
that effectively reversed the previous 
losses.

We are now starting to reap 
handsome returns from our newly 
acquired assets Tongonan 1 and 
Palinpinon as they boosted revenues.  
Total revenues in 2009 reached 
PhP22 billion from the previous 
year’s PhP20.52 billion. Of the 
PhP22 billion revenues, PhP15.24 
billion came from electricity sales, 
PhP3.78 billion from steam sales, 
and PhP848 million from drilling 
operations.

Electricity revenues from the 
5,693.3 GWh sold amounted to 
PhP15.24 billion, PhP2.72 billion 
higher than the PhP12.51 billion 
revenues in 2008.  Steam revenues, 
meanwhile, declined by 11 percent 
from PhP4.24 billion in 2008 to 
PhP3.78 billion in 2009 as a result 
of the decrease in sales volume from 
3,095.9 GWh in 2008 to 2,520.8 
GWh in 2009.

We also saw in 2009 the last of 
the Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) 
plants integrated in our operations 
following the transfer of the 
Mindanao 1 and 2 plants on June 
18.  This eliminated the BOT fees 
payment to contractors. 

Current ratio improved to 1.78x 
from 1.45x as a result of the higher 
cash balance due to the proceeds 
from the bonds issued and loans 
availed in 2009.  The debt-to-equity 
and net debt-to-EBITDA ratios, 

however, slightly weakened at 1.56x 
and 3.42x, respectively.  Debt-to-
equity ratio was 1.56x due to higher 
debt after we availed of IFC loan 
and fund raising activities.  This 
was partly offset by the repayment 
of Miyazawa 1 loan and regular 
amortization of other loans.  At 
the maximum allowable 2.33x 
debt-to-equity ratio and post loans 
repayment in the first half of 2010, 
EDC has room for P34 billion in 
additional loans by July 2010.  EDC 
is also considering bringing debt 
down to the operating company level 
for new projects. 

2009 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

NET INCOME

PhP
BILLION

PhP
BILLION

PhP
BILLION

PhP
BILLION

PhP
BILLION

PhP
BILLION

PhP
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8.77

19.00

12.94

6.27

8.96

71.99
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1.34

20.53

2.65

5.84

9.34

69.35

0.070

3.37

22.07

7.28

7.38

12.68

84.77

0.463

REVENUES

INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX

RECURRING NET INCOME

OPERATING EXPENSES

TOTAL ASSETS

EARNINGS PER SHARE

2007 2008 2009
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EDC Bonds: Sold-out

EDC increases capital to PhP30.15B; 
declares 25% stock dividend

The year saw EDC make history when its PhP12-
billion maiden retail bond offering became the first 
corporate bond to be listed on issue date at the 
Philippine Dealing Exchange (PDEx).  The retail 
bonds carry a yield of 8.6418 percent per annum for 
a tenor of five and a half years and 9.3327 percent 
for the seven year tenor. 

PhilRatings gave the bonds Aaa rating citing the 
following as EDC’s strengths: strong cash flow 
generation, ample liquidity and financing sources 
to cover maturing debt and operating requirements, 
reduced exposure to foreign currency risk, improving 
profitability, leadership in the geothermal industry, 
and experienced management team.

Prior to the fixed rate bonds, EDC offered PhP9 billion 
fixed rate corporate notes in the domestic capital 
market.  The issue was 2.5 times oversubscribed 
and was upsized from its original issue size of PhP3 

billion after eliciting strong investor take-up. In addition to the retail bonds and FRCNs, EDC also secured a fresh PhP4-billion loan from 
the International Finance Corporation.  This brings EDC’s raised funds in 2009 to the tune of PhP25.1 billion.

HIGHEST CLOSE LOWEST CLOSE

PERIOD PRICE DATE PRICE DATE

2008

1st Quarter 6.80 Jan. 2, 2008 5.00 Jan. 22, 2008

2nd Quarter 5.90 April 2, 2008 5.00 May 8, 2008

3rd Quarter 5.20 July 1, 2008 2.95 Sept. 18, 2008

4th Quarter 4.05 Oct. 2, 2008 1.86 Dec. 23, 2008

2009

1st Quarter 3.90 Mar. 31, 2009 2.10 Feb. 4, 2009

2nd Quarter 4.45 April 8, 2009 3.30 April 15, 2009

3rd Quarter 4.90 Sept. 8-11, 2009 3.80 July 14, 2009

4th Quarter 4.90 Oct. 15&21, 2009 3.90 Oct. 22, 2009*

*ex-date for the 25% stock dividend

EDC paid a cash dividend of PhP0.0008 
per share on the preferred shares and 
regular cash dividend of PhP0.125 per 
share on the common shares on
May 11, 2009 and distributed the 
25 percent common stock dividend on 
November 23, 2009 to all stockholders on 
record as of October 27, 2009. 

EDC also increased its capitalization 
to PhP30.15 billion from PhP15.075 
billion as part of its fundraising effort. 
The common shares were raised from 
15 billion to 30 billion at PhP1.0 par 
value while the preferred shares increased 
from 7.5 billion to 15 billion at PhP0.01 par 
value. 

EDC signed a new drilling contract 
with Lihir Gold Limited (LGL) of Papua 
New Guinea worth USD15 million.  The 
contract covering nine months includes 
the drilling of wells and the supply of 
drilling services such as mud engineering, 
well cementing, and directional drilling.

Since 1999, EDC has been providing 
drilling services to LGL, which sources 
its power requirements for its gold mine 
and processing facility from its existing 
56-MW geothermal power plant in Lihir 
island.  In 2008, LGL, one of the leading 
gold producers in the Asia Pacific region, 
awarded a USD16.11 million drilling 

EDC bags USD15 million drilling deal in 
Papua New Guinea 

contract to EDC as it targeted to increase 
its gold output to 1 million ounces per 
year and expand its geothermal power 
plant capacity by an additional 40 
MW.  Last April, LGL reported three 
successive quarters of record output from 
its four operations citing Lihir as the most 
consistent and productive. 
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EDC breaks 100,000-Gigawatt-hour mark, 
generates USD6.4 billion savings on oil imports

We embark on a sustainability journey 
beginning with reporting on a core 
indicator in the Economic Aspect of 
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 
which intends to show the generation 
of economic value of EDC and its 
distribution throughout the different 
stakeholders. In 2009, EDC generated 
an economic value of PhP22.46 billion 
and in a cycle of economic distribution, 

returned an economic value of PhP17. 
51 billion to the stakeholders by way 
of community investments, employee 
wages and benefits, taxes and dividends.  
EDC’s retained economic value for 2009 
amounted to PhP4.95 billion.

If viewed from a renewable power 
supplier’s perspective, EDC contributed 
more than what is indicated in the 

financial statements. It is worth noting 
that in 2009, EDC supplied 11 percent 
of the country’s power generation mix or 
a total of 6,547 Gigawatt-hours of clean 
electricity to the power grid. In economic 
terms, this translates to 10 million barrels 
of fuel oil equivalent or a foreign 
exchange savings of USD667 million
for the national economy. 

EDC'S GEOTHERMAL POWER GENERATION
1983-2009 ( in Gwh)

EDC'S FUEL OIL EQUIVALENT
1983-2009 ( in Million Barrel of Fuel Oil Equivalent)

EDC'S CONTRIBUTION TO DOLLAR
SAVINGS FROM FOREGONE OIL
1983-2009 ( in USD Million)
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We were green way 
before it was in

EDC has been at the forefront of renewable energy

 development as early as the 1970’s.

Sustainable development, environmentally sound practices, and a 

keen vision of the energy needs of tomorrow have always been 

at the heart of our geothermal operations.

We set the pace in green energy because we know it’s the way to go.



For the second time in a row, EDC made
it to the Management Association of 
the Philippines’ elite list of best annual 
reports and bagged the Best in Visual 
Design.

EDC also bagged the top prize in the
Lopez Achievement Award for its crisis 
communications campaign for the Mount 
Kanlaon Buffer Zone Steam Augmentation
Program. The crisis communications 
strategy succesfully turned over the 
tide in favor of EDC and has gathered 
strong support from the North Negros 
stakeholders for the energy program.

EDC received the Bronze Anvil, Best in 
Visual Design and Top 20 Best Annual 
Report for its 2008 annual report titled
“Greenergized.”

The Public Relations Society of the
Philippines (PRSP) bestowed the highest 
Anvil for PR tools to “Greenergized”
for successfully communicating its 
sustainable energy brand by highlighting 
its intrinsic value as a renewable energy 
company and providing comprehensive
information on its triple bottomline
performance.

EDC wins top Awards in Anvil and Lopez Business 
Excellence, Sustains MAP Top 20 Best Annual

p pp p

Report and Best in Visual Design
pp

Aside from the Bronze Anvil, EDC also 
took home Anvils for Energy Camp, its 
summer project for the youth and Voices 
of the Mountain: The People of Mount 
Apo Speak, a coffeetable book.  The
Energy Camp received the Anvil Award 
of Excellence for successfully creating a 
fun and alternative learning experience 
for the youth while the coffeetable book 
was cited for successfully communicating
EDC’s initiatives and accomplishments
in enhancing Mount Apo’s biodiversity 
as well as its contribution to the 
development of the Indigenous Peoples 
and host communities.
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LAA Grand Winner MAP's Best in Visual Design Bronze Anvil Award
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OSCAR M. LOPEZ
Mr. Lopez, Filipino, is the Chairman of the 
Company since November 2007.  He also 
serves as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
of the First Philippine Holdings Corp. (FPHC), 
and Chairman of Benpres Holdings Corporation 
(Benpres) and all member-companies of First 
Gen Corp. (First Gen) and First Gas groups of 
companies.  Through his Chairmanship of FPHC 
and Benpres, Mr. Lopez serves as Chairman of 
the Lopez Group of Companies.  He is also a 
member of the board of ABS-CBN Broadcasting 
Corporation.  Mr. Lopez has led FPHC’s efforts in 
other businesses aside from energy and power, 
including toll road construction, industrial park 
and real estate development, and electronics 
manufacturing.  Mr. Lopez has a Masters degree 
in Public Administration from the Littauer School of 
Public Administration in Harvard University (1955), 
where he also earned his Bachelor of Arts degree, 
cum laude (1951).

PAUL A. AQUINO
Mr. Aquino, Filipino, is the Company's Vice-
Chair and CEO.  Before occupying his present 
position, he was EDC President/CEO from 2004 
to July 2009 and a member of the company’s 
Board of Directors since 2001.  He is also 
the President of Green Core Geothermal, Inc. 
(GCGI) and a Director of First Gen Hydro Power 
Corp.  He previously served as president to 
various companies, including Dynamic Computer 
Services, Corinthian Securities and Management 
Dynamics. Mr. Aquino was also a consultant for 
Sycip, Gorres & Velayo from 1967 to 1969. He 
also serves as an Honorary Consul of the Republic 
of Malta.  Mr. Aquino is an electrical engineer by 
profession and has a master's degree in business 
administration from Santa Clara University in 
California. He also holds a Bachelor of Arts 
degree from the Ateneo de Manila University

Taking the 
Lead in SUSTAINABILITY



ERNESTO B. PANTANGCO
Mr. Pantangco, Filipino, is a Director of the 
Company since November 2007.  He was 
elected Executive Vice-President of the Company 
on May 21, 2008.  He is Senior Vice-President 
of First Gen, and President and CEO of FPPC 
and BPPC.  He also sits in the boards of First 
Gen, FG Luzon,  FG Bukidnon, FGHPC, First 
Gen Geothermal Power Corp., First Gen Visayas 
Hydro Power Corp., First Gen Mindanao Hydro 
Power Corp., and First Gen Northern Energy 
Corp.  He is Senior Vice-President of FG Luzon, 
FGHPC, First Gen Geothermal Power Corp., 
First Gen Visayas Hydro Power Corp., First 
Gen Mindanao Hydro Power Corp., First Gen 
Northern Energy Corp. and Red Vulcan.  He is 
also President of the Philippine Independent Power 
Producers Association (PIPPA).  Mr. Pantangco has 
a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
degree from the De La Salle University (1973) and 
Master of Business Administration degree from the 
Asian Institute of Management, dean’s list (1976).  
He is a registered mechanical engineer and 
placed 6th in the 1973 board exams.

RICHARD B. TANTOCO
Mr. Tantoco, Filipino, is the President and COO 
of the Company.  He was elected Director of 
the Company in November 2007 and Deputy 
President and COO on February 24, 2009.  
He is also Executive Vice-President and Chief 
Operating Officer of First Gen, FG Luzon, FG 
Bukidnon, FGHPC, First Gen Geothermal Power 
Corp., First Gen Visayas Hydro Power Corp., 
First Gen Mindanao Hydro Power Corp., First 
Gen Energy Solutions, Inc., First Gen Northern 
Energy Corp., First Gen Premiere Energy Corp., 
Red Vulcan, Prime Terracota, First Gen Visayas 
Energy Inc., First Gen Prime Energy Corp., 
FGHC, FGPC, FGP, AlliedGen, Unified Holdings 
Corp., FNPC, FG Land, and FG Pipeline.  He is 
also Senior Vice-President of FPHC. Mr. Tantoco 
worked previously with management consulting 
firm Booz, Allen and Hamilton, Inc. in New York 
and London.  He has an MBA in Finance from the 
Wharton School of Business of the University of 
Pennsylvania (1993) and a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Business Management from the Ateneo 
de Manila University where he graduated with 
honors (1988).

FEDERICO R. LOPEZ
Mr. Lopez, Filipino, is a Director of the Company
since November 2007. He is President and CEO
of First Gen and Managing Director for Energy of
FPHC. He is a member of the boards of FPHC,
ABS-CBN Broadcasting Corporation, First Private
Power Corp., and Bauang Private Power Corp.
He also serves as Director, President and CEO of
FG Luzon, FG Bukidnon Power Corp., First Gen
Hydro Power Corp., First Gen Geothermal Power
Corp., First Gen Visayas Hydro Power Corp., First
Gen Mindanao Hydro Power Corp., First Gen
Energy Solutions, Inc., First Gen Northern Energy
Corp., First Gen Premiere Energy Corp., Red
Vulcan, Prime Terracota, First Gen Visayas Energy
Inc., First Gen Prime Energy Corp., FGHC, FGPC,
FGP, AlliedGen, Unified Holdings Corp., FNPC,
FG Land, and FG Pipeline. He is also President
of First Philippine Conservation, Inc. Mr. Lopez
is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics and
International Relations, cum laude (1983). 



PETER D. GARRUCHO, JR.
Mr. Garrucho, Filipino, is a Director of the 
Company since November 2007. He also sits in 
the boards of First Gen, FPHC, First Private Power 
Corporation (FPPC), First Gen Luzon Power Corp., 
FG Bukidnon Power Corp., First Gen Renewables, 
Inc. (FGRI), First Gen Geothermal Power Corp., 
First Gen Hydro Power Corporation, First Gen 
Visayas Hydro Power Corp., First Gen Mindanao 
Hydro Power Corp., First Gen Energy Solutions, 
Inc., First Gen Northern Energy Corp., First Gen 
Premiere Energy Corp., Red Vulcan Holdings 
Corp., Prime Terracota Holdings Corp., First 
Gen Visayas Energy Inc., First Gen Prime Energy 
Corp., First Gas Holdings Corporation (FGHC), 
First Gas Power Corporation (FGPC), FGP Corp., 
AlliedGen Power Corp. (AlliedGen), First NatGas 
Power Corporation (FNPC), FG Land Corp. 
and FG Pipeline.  He served in the government 
as Secretary of the Department of Tourism and 
the Department of Trade & Industry during the 
administration of President Corazon C. Aquino.
He was also Executive Secretary and Presidential 
Adviser on Energy Affairs under President Fidel V. 
Ramos.  Mr. Garrucho has an AB-BSBA degree 
from the De La Salle University (1966) and a 
Master of Business Administration degree from 
Stanford University (1971).

JONATHAN C. RUSSELL
Mr. Russell, British, is a Director of the Company 
since November 2007.  He is a member of the 
Management and Executive Committees of the 
Company and of First Gen, responsible for the 
development of power related projects, both 
greenfield and acquisition.  He was previously 
Vice-President of Generation Ventures Associates 
(GVA), an international developer of independent 
power projects based in Boston, USA from 1994 
to 1998, responsible for the development of 
1,720 MW of IPP projects in Asia. Prior to joining 
GVA, he worked for BG Plc based in London 
and Boston, responsible for the development of 
power and natural gas distribution projects.  Mr. 
Russell has an MBA with Distinction in International 
Business & Export Management from the City 
University Business School, London, England 
(1989) and a Bachelor of Science with Honours 
in Chemical & Administrative Sciences from the 
City University, London, England (1987). 

FRANCIS GILES B. PUNO
Mr. Puno, Filipino, is a Director of the Company 
since November 2007.  He is Executive Vice-
President and Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of 
First Gen and First Gas, and CFO of FPHC. He 
sits in the boards of  FG Luzon, FG Bukidnon, 
FGHPC, First Gen Geothermal Power Corp., 
First Gen Visayas Hydro Power Corp., First Gen 
Mindanao Hydro Power Corp., First Gen Energy 
Solutions, Inc., First Gen Northern Energy Corp., 
Red Vulcan, Prime Terracota, FGHC, FGPC, FGP, 
AlliedGen, FNPC, FG Land, and FG Pipeline.
He is also a member of the boards of First Gen 
Renewables, Inc., FPPC and Bauang Private 
Power Corp., and a Senior Vice-President of 
FPHC.  He worked previously with the Global 
Power and Environmental Group of The Chase 
Manhattan Bank based in Singapore.  Mr. Puno 
has a Master of Management degree from the 
Kellogg Graduate School of Management of 
Northwestern University (1990) and a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Business Management from the 
Ateneo de Manila University (1985).
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VICENTE S. PEREZ, JR.
Mr. Perez, Filipino, is an Independent Director 
of the Company since June 2007.  He is an 
independent director of Nido Petroleum (ASX), SM 
Investments, ST Telemedia (a Temasek company) 
and Asian Mobile Holdings (a joint venture 
between ST Telemedia and Qatar Tel).  He is also 
a director of Northwind Power, the first commercial 
wind farm in Southeast Asia. He previously served 
as Secretary of the Department of Energy from 
June 2001 to March 2005, and Undersecretary 
for Industry and Investments at the Department of 
Trade and Industry.  Prior to 2001, Mr. Perez had 
17 years experience in investment banking and 
pursued a banking career overseas from 1983 
to 1997. Mr. Perez holds a Bachelors degree 
in Business Economics from the University of the 
Philippines and obtained an MBA from Wharton 
Business School of the University of Pennsylvania 
(1983).

FRANCIS G. ESTRADA
Mr. Estrada, Filipino, is an Independent Director 
of the Company since January 2008.  He 
is President and CEO of Asian Institute of 
Management (AIM) and Odyssey Capital 
Ventures.  For over 32 years (22 years outside the 
Philippines), he has been a prominent international 
investment banker, financial adviser and financial 
entrepreneur, specializing in Asia-related financial 
operations.  He has established a number of 
Asia-related financial institutions and commercial 
enterprises within and outside the Asian region, 
advised on numerous turn-around and cross-border 
financial transactions, and served on the board 
of over 30 private and public companies based 
in Asia, USA, Australia and Spain.  Mr. Estrada 
graduated “With Distinction” from AIM with a 
Master in Business Management (1973) and 
completed the Advanced Management Program 
at the Harvard Business School (1989).  He 
obtained his Bachelor of Science in Business 
Administration and Bachelor of Arts degrees from 
the De La Salle University (1971).

CESAR PURISIMA
Mr. Purisima, Filipino, has been an Independent 
Director of the Company since July 2009. Mr. 
Purisima served in the government of the Republic 
of the Philippines as Secretary of the Department 
of Trade and Industry in 2004 and Secretary 
of the Department of Finance in 2005.  He has 
extensive work experience in public accounting 
both here and abroad. He was a member of the 
Global Board of Andersen Worldwide from 1999 
to 2002 and the Global Executive Board of Ernst 
& Young from 2002 to 2004. He was Chairman 
& Managing Partner of SGV & Co until January 
2004. He has various memberships in several 
business organizations including the Management 
Association of the Philippines, Philippine Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants, Philippine-France 
Business Council, Philippine-Thailand Business 
Council and the Makati Business Club, among 
others. Mr. Purisima obtained his Bachelor of 
Science in Commerce, Majors in Accounting 
& Management of Financial Institutions from De 
La Salle University (1979) and his MBA from 
JL Kellogg Graduate School of Management, 
Northwestern University in Chicago, Illinois 
(1983). He was among the top placers in the 
1979 Philippine Board Examinations for Certified 
Public Accountants.





our key
Executives

Erudito S. Recio, Senior Manager, Investor Relations
Michael R. Rodriguez, Senior Manager, Internal Audit
Francisco A. Palafox, Senior Manager, Compliance Office
Ellsworth R. Lucero, Senior Manager, Power Plant Operations
Noel D. Salonga, Senior Manager, Geoservices
Ramonchito Cedric M. Malate, Senior Manager, Reservoir Engineering
Martin Jude V. Lacambra, Senior Manager, Engineering & Construction
Wilfredo T. Capil, Senior Manager, Well Construction

Oscar M. Lopez
Chairman

Paul A. Aquino
Vice Chairman & CEO

Richard B. Tantoco
President & COO

Regina Pia B. Go
SVP & Chief Financial Officer

Ernesto B. Pantangco
Executive VP

Agnes C. de Jesus
SVP & VP for Environment & External Relations

Anthony M. Mabasa
Senior VP

Taking 
CHARGE
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Liberato S. Virata, Resident Manager, Bacman Geothermal Production Field
Manuel C. Paete, Resident Manager, Leyte Geothermal Production Field
Alejandro V. Catacutan, OIC Resident Manager, Mindanao Geothermal Production Field
Dwight A. Maxino, Resident Manager, Southern Negros Geothermal  Production Field & OIC, Northern Negros Geothermal Production Field
Maribel A. Manlapaz, Senior Manager & Controller, Finance
Felicito A. Gesite, Senior Manager, Tax
Earl Jason R. Vistro, Senior Manager, Supply Chain Management

Marcelino M. Tongco
VP for Steamfield Operations

Manuel S. Ogena
VP for Technical Services

Danilo C. Catigtig
VP for Power Generation

Glenn I. Funk
VP for Supply Chain Management

Ernesto G. Espinosa
VP for Human Resources

Roberto V. San Jose
Corporate Secretary

Vincent Martin C. Villegas
VP for Business Development

Ana Maria A. Katigbak-Lim
Assistant Corporate Secretary

Martin D. Brown
Chief Drilling Advisor
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EDC ended the year 2009 with significant milestones in pursuit of its objective in 
bringing the level of its corporate governance performance “one-notch-higher.”  

In 2009, EDC received its second consecutive recognition from the Institute of 
Corporate Directors (ICD) as among the 15 top-ranked publicly-listed Philippine 
companies (PLCs) on Corporate Governance. Of 169 participating PLCs, EDC 
ranked in the top 15 and was given a Silver Award for receiving a corporate 
governance rating of 91 percent, improving by 7 percent from the previous 
year’s 84 percent. EDC’s overall average rating greatly exceeded the average 
of 72 percent obtained by other 169 PLCs and the average of 82 percent of 
other companies in the same industry. The company obtained excellent ratings in 
disclosure and transparency as well as in Board responsibility.

The Management Association of the Philippines (MAP) judged EDC’s 
Greenergized Annual Report as one of the Top 20 best annual reports in 
2009. The report also won the Best in Visual Design, a recognition it has held 
for two consecutive years now. EDC was also recognized by the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) as one of the top 
Philippine corporations on corporate governance at the 10th Anniversary 
meeting of the Asian Roundtable on Corporate Governance (ARCG). The 
ARCG is a regional forum for exchanging experiences and advancing the 
reform agenda on corporate governance while promoting awareness and use 
of OECD Principles of Corporate Governance.

FROM COMPLIANCE TO PERFORMANCE
Delivering Corporate Governance EDC-style 
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COMPLIANCE WITH POLICIES, RULES AND REGULATIONS 
ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

EDC fully complied with the SEC’s reportorial requirements 
on Corporate Governance, such as, the Compliance 
Officer’s certification of compliance to the company’s CG 
Manual, certification on Board Attendance, and numerous 
reports involving EDC’s financial statements, as well as 
the timely disclosure of material information and important 
events.  The compliance requirements in the Manual on 
Corporate Governance have been met especially on 
the training of members of the Board and key corporate 
officials.

EDC’S GOVERNANCE POLICIES

The importance given by EDC to corporate governance 
is strengthened by various governance-related policies 
which ensure that the principles of ethical conduct, 
fairness, accountability and transparency are observed by 
all Directors, Officers and employees. 

a. CODE OF CONDUCT AND BUSINESS ETHICS
EDC’s Code of Conduct and Business Ethics was 
drafted and implemented when EDC was still a 
government-owned and controlled corporation. The 
Code encapsulates the company’s mission, vision 
and credo, as well as the policy guidelines and 
key principles to help EDC and its employees and 
officers to re-align personal values, actions and 
concepts of business behavior and governance 
based on enduring moral values. The Code 
encourages employees to act with unflinching 
integrity when faced with situations involving ethical 
issues. Most importantly, the Code lays down the 
key principles in dealing with investors, principal 
stakeholders and critical issues and concerns 
facing the Company, such as the Government, 
the Employees, EDC’s Business Partners, the 
Environment, the Communities around the Company, 
Company Books and Records, Confidential 
Information, a Healthy and Safe Workplace, and 
the Media, among others.

b. CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY
Recently revised in order to address the ever-
changing needs of a private corporation, the 
policy provides the guidelines and directives for all 
Directors, officers and all other employees, as well 
as their relatives within a certain degree of affinity 
or consanguinity, in order to avoid any conflict of 
interest between their personal interest and that of 
the Company in dealing with suppliers, customers, 
and all other organizations or individuals doing or 
seeking to do business with the Company.

In addition to the instances covered by the definition 
of “Conflict of Interest,” the policy provides 
the accepted exceptions thereto, as well as the 
guidelines on the procedure for actions against 
involved personalities charged with having Conflicts 
of Interest, emphasizing the need for due process.

c. GUIDELINES ON TRADING RULES AND 
RESTRICTIONS
Since EDC’s listing in the Philippine Stock 
Exchange on December 13, 2006, the Company 
has continued to observe strict compliance with 
the Exchange’s Trading Rules and Restrictions, 
emphasizing the need for transparency and 
fairness in its transactions in order to fully apprise 
its investors of its current activities.The Guidelines 
emphasize on the principle of transparency wherein 
directors and officers are required to disclose their 
stock transactions involving company security, using 
SEC Forms 23-A and 23-B whenever necessary. A 
consolidated Company Manual on the Guidelines 
on Disclosure Rules and Trading Restrictions is under 
review for a more consistent company-wide policy 
implementation.

d. FRAUD POLICY
The corporate fraud policy was established to 
facilitate the development of controls which will aid 
in the detection and prevention of fraud and the 
promotion of consistent organizational behavior by 
providing guidelines and assigning responsibility for 
the development of controls.

The policy defines fraud and enumerates the 
instances wherein fraud is committed, and 
designates the office primarily responsible for 
investigating corporate fraud cases. 

e. WHISTLEBLOWER POLICY
EDC’s Whistleblower policy is intended to 
encourage and enable employees and others to 
raise serious concerns within the company prior 
to seeking resolution outside the company. The 
whistleblower policy is a guarantee that no person 
who reports a violation of company policies 
shall suffer harassment, retaliation, or adverse 
employment consequence.

THE EDC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Of the 11 members of the Board, three are independent 
directors who likewise boast of expertise in the field 
of banking, finance, and power, both locally and 
internationally, namely: Vicente S. Perez, Jr., Francis G. 
Estrada, and Cesar V. Purisima, who was later elected to 
take over the vacancy left by Independent Director Eric O. 
Recto. All independent directors are active participants 
during meetings and in major corporate undertakings. 
They provide indispensable independent judgment and 
outside objectivity on all issues presented to the Board.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE EVALUATION

For the second year since it was approved by the Board, 
the Board conducted its annual Board Self-Assessment 
where the individual Directors rate the Board’s specific 
and overall performance for the previous year, and 
the President/CEO Evaluation where the President’s 
performance, leadership, management, working 
relations with the Board and his financial management 

corporate
Governance
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is likewise reviewed and evaluated. The results of both 
evaluations were highly satisfactory, showing a marked 
improvement from the previous year. 

BOARD STRATEGIC RETREAT

In compliance with the provision under the Company’s 
Corporate Governance Manual, all 11 members of the 
EDC Board of Directors underwent a two-day off-site 
strategy retreat in Tagaytay City on the 26th and 27th 
of August 2009 to discuss and firm up their role in 
formulating the corporate strategy of the Company, 
including strategy execution for all sectors and units of 
the Corporation.

This retreat also provided the opportunity for the Board 
to focus on the Company’s strategic direction.

INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS

EDC fully and strictly adheres to the definition of 
an “Independent Director” which states that he 
is “a person who is independent of management 
and who, apart from his fees and shareholdings, 
is free from any business or other relationship with 
the Company, which could, or could reasonably 
be perceived to materially interfere with his 
exercise of independent judgment in carrying out 
his responsibilities as a director of the Company, 
and one who possesses all the qualifications and 
none of the disqualifications for an independent 
director under existing laws, issuance or rules and 
regulations.” EDC even goes beyond this definition 
when it required that an independent director 
should provide independent judgment and outside 
experience that transcends beyond operational 
considerations on all issues which come before the 
Board, where he is expected to be self-reliant and 
with objectivity unimpaired by other interests.

BOARD COMMITTEES

The EDC Board has created five Board Committees 
to support it in the performance of its functions, 
namely: Audit and Governance, Nomination and 
Compensation, Risk Management, Corporate Social 
Responsibility and Operations Committees.

1. THE AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE (AGC) 

2009 Activity Highlight: 
Endorsed changes to the Corporate Governance 
Manual to align it with regulatory requirements, 
corporate policies and best practices; provided 
oversight in the completion of the Corporate 
Governance Improvement Project between EDC 
and AIM; ensured that all directors comply with 
the corporate governance training requirements; 
endorsed the conduct of an annual evaluation 
of the Board’s performance; and approved 
recommendations to enhance the Company’s 
participation in the Corporate Governance Scorecard 
of the ICD, SEC and PSE.

2. THE NOMINATION AND COMPENSATION 
COMMITTEE (NCC)

2009 Activity Highlight: 
Reviewed the creation of new Management positions 
and the qualifications of nominees; conducted a study 
on the Stock Grant Plan and the Stock Financing Plan 
rules; and commissioned a study that will present a 
revised table of organization to increase effectiveness 
of leadership and improve accountability.

3. THE RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (RMC)

2009 Activity Highlight:
The key activities of the Risk Management Committee 
for 2009 were as follows: Risk Administration, Risk 
Management Program Enhancement, Roll-Out of 
Business Continuity Plan, and the Risk Surveys and 
Insurance Program.

4. THE CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) 
COMMITTEE

2009 Activity Highlight:
The following major items were discussed and 
resolved:

a. Mission, goals and CSR organization
b. CSR Program and project issues
c. Stakeholder profiling across EDC sites
d. Social acceptability assessment of EDC, its people and 

the CSR projects
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e. Climate change concerns and watershed organization
f. Implementation of the BINHI: A Greening Legacy Program
g. Resettlement projects and turn-over of allocated lots/houses to beneficiaries
h. Financial and operational performance of the Kananga-EDC Educational Foundation, Inc. (KEEFI) and the Kananga-EDC 

Institute of Technology (KEITECH)
i. Review of other special projects: Trees of Tropical Asia Book (co-publication with Harvard University), Lopez Museum, SIKAT 

solar project
j. Laying the groundwork for the attainment of a socially and economically sustainable CSR program.

5. THE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE (OPSCOMM)

In the performance of its mandate, the Operations Committee conducted a total of 29 meetings for 2009, with 
almost 90 percent having been attended by at least four directors, which is more than the prescribed number to 
constitute a quorum.

In these meetings, the Operations Committee approved/endorsed approval of 40 high-valued procurement items, 
approved 15 budget items, and 13 matters on policy formulation, among others. 

DIRECTORS’ ATTENDANCE

The EDC Board of Directors’ diligence in the performance of their tasks is seen not only in the performance of functions 
in their respective Board committees, but also in their diligence in performance in the Board itself. 

We have an excellent record of Directors’ attendance in Board meetings and Committee meetings:

NAME OF DIRECTORS 12.15 11.26 10.14 09.22 08.18 07.21
06.30
ORG

06.30
ASM

06.16 05.19 04.28 03.30 02.24 01.23

OSCAR M. LOPEZ ø
PAUL A. AQUINO

RICHARD B. TANTOCO ø
PETER D. GARRUCHO, JR. ø ø
FEDERICO R. LOPEZ

FRANCIS GILES B. PUNO

JONATHAN C. RUSSELL ø
ERNESTO B. PANTANGCO ø ø
VICENTE S. PEREZ, JR.
-Independent Director ø ø ø ø
FRANCIS G. ESTRADA
-Independent Director ø ø ø ø
ERIC O. RECTO
Independent Director
(resigned May 2009)

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ø

ELPIDIO L. IBAÑEZ 
(elected June 2009/ resigned 
July 2009)

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CESAR V. PURISIMA 
Independent Director
(elected July 2009)

ø NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Directors’ Attendance in EDC Board Meetings in 2009 | LEGEND: Present ( ) Absent (ø) Not Applicable (NA)
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NAME OF DIRECTORS

AUDIT & 
GOVERNANCE

COMMITTEE
(5 Meetings)

NOMINATION & 
COMPENSATION 

COMMITTEE
(9 Meetings)

RISK MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE
( 4 Meetings)

CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY

COMMITTEE
(5 Meetings)

OPERATIONS 
COMMITTEE

(29 Meetings)

PAUL A. AQUINO 5 8 3 5
25

(Member)

RICHARD B. TANTOCO 3
9

(Member up to June 
2009)

2
(Member up to 1st 

Semester only. Attended 
2 meetings in 2nd 

Semester)

3
23

(Member)

PETER D. GARRUCHO, JR. 2
5

(Member from July 
–December 2009)

1
(Member June 2009-
present. 3 Meetings 

during term)

-
24

(Member)

FEDERICO R. LOPEZ 1
6

(Member) 1
5

(Chairman)
8

(Member)

FRANCIS GILES B. PUNO
5

(Member) 2

3
(Chairman June 2009-
present. 3 Meetings 

during term)

2
10

(Member)

JONATHAN C. RUSSELL 3 5
4

(Member) 1
23

(Member)

ERNESTO B. PANTANGCO

3
(Member since July 

-present
Attended all meetings 

during the period)

6 1
5

(Member)
24

(Member)

VICENTE S. PEREZ, JR. 
Independent Director

4
(Chair Jan-Aug 2009.  
Mem Sept - present)

2 -

3
(Member since July 

2009. Attended 3 out of 
4 Meetings during term)

-

FRANCIS G. ESTRADA 
Independent Director

2
(Member)

9
(Chairman) 1 1

ERIC O. RECTO 
Independent Director
(resigned May 2009)

2
(Member up to May 
2009. Attended all 2 
meetings during the 

period)

-

1
(Chairman up to May 

2009. Only 1 Meeting in 
1st Semester)

- -

ELPIDIO L. IBAÑEZ 
(elected June 2009/ resigned 
July 2009)

1 - - -

CESAR V. PURISIMA
Independent Director
(elected July 2009)

2
(Chair Sept–present

.Attended all 2 meetings 
during the period)

- - - -

Directors’ Attendance in EDC Committee Meetings in 2009

NOTES:
1. Directors who are non-members of Committees are allowed to attend and participate in the discussion, pursuant to a Board Resolution. If 

they are present at Committee meetings, their attendance shall be counted.
2. For the Operations Committee, there is no Committee Chairman, pursuant to the OpsComm Charter.

PLANS TO IMPROVE

EDC, through the Board of Directors, recognizes the stockholders’ and other stakeholders’ expectations of high 
standards of behavior and accountability from directors and officers, and firmly requires strict adherence to the 
governance principles of fairness, accountability, transparency and integrity. All directors, officers and employees of 
EDC are required and expected to carry out their respective duties and responsibilities effectively and in compliance 
with these governance principles.

EDC is continually reviewing its policies and processes for further improvements in corporate governance practices 
within the company and to address the changes in government legislation, administrative regulations and international 
best practices. To this end, EDC has likewise strengthened its partnership with regulatory government agencies and SEC-
accredited corporate governance institutions such as the Institute of Corporate Directors (ICD), the Philippine Securities 
Consultancy Corporation (PhilSeCC), and the Asian Institute of Management (AIM), among others. 
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It was the day after Christmas. Peter Credo was bonding with his family 

at a local country club when he learned that a young boy was being 

resuscitated after drowning in the club pool. The three men who pulled the 

boy out of the water were losing hope but Peter calmed them down and 

urged them to continue applying CPR while he checked the pulse. It was 

faint. He motioned for them to step aside to allow him to apply pressure on 

the chest. His mind was racing but his hands kept steady. “Just few more 

pumps to jumpstart the heart that will allow oxygen-rich blood to circulate 

again,” he said to himself. He checked the pulse once more. He applied 

pressure to the chest until the boy jolted his head and started coughing 

out water. The boy was breathing again and Peter knew that he will be all 

right. Later, the ambulance brought the boy to the nearby hospital where 

he fully recovered. 

In Good
Company

Peter is one of EDC’s 118 Emergency 
Rescue Team (ERT) members whose 
special response team has trained 
him to save lives. Aside from doing his 
job as instrumentation engineer in 
the Palinpinon steamfields, Peter 
regularly undergoes a rigorous 
regimen that includes disaster rescue 
exercises, firefighting and first-aid 
drills.

In the Guinsaugon landslide, EDC’s 
ERT in Leyte was one of the first to 
respond to the search and rescue 
call of then Southern Leyte Governor 
Rosette Lerias. The ERT in Bacman 
provided prompt support to help the 
victims of super typhoons Milenyo 
and Reming. In recent years, the ERT 
has been extending their training to 
residents of host communities with the 
objective of strengthening the disaster 
preparedness within and outside the 
company’s geothermal sites.   

A NEW BREED OF HEROES

Because of the high learning curve 
that the pioneering employees 
demonstrated in confronting the 70’s 
oil crisis, the EDC workforce earned 
the moniker ‘new breed of heroes’ 
– a repute that is still being enjoyed 
until now. EDC, in its 34 years of 

existence, has nurtured professionals 
who possessed not only a high level 
of technical know-how but also the 
drive and passion that elevated 
geothermal to the forefront of our 
country’s energy and environment 
agenda.

As of December 2009, EDC had 
2,583 employees running five 
geothermal facilities. The average 
age of employees is 43 and they had 
served the company for an average 
of 15 years. Very tellingly, 88 
percent of the workforce are male – a 
reflection of the fact that most field 
offices are in rugged mountainous 
areas with working conditions and 
situations requiring predominantly 
male staff.

So how do we keep the passion in 
our people’s hearts, like the steam 

Employees

Our employees are our everyday heroes who live up to  
the EDC brand of excellence
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that drives the turbine of our plants, 
running? EDC adopts a holistic 
approach to bring out the best from 
its workforce.   The company takes 
pride in offering above-average 
employee benefits – at par with the 
industry – to uphold their best interest.  
In 2009, employees undertook an 
average of 40 hours of training 
related to their jobs as part of their 
individual career curriculum.

EDC respects the employees’ right to 
self-organization.  In 2009, 1,518 of 
the employees, or 59 percent of the 
total workforce, were represented in 
the 14 labor unions –13 for the rank 
and file and 1 for the Professional/
Technical – each covered by a 
specific collective bargaining 
agreement (CBA). The CBA of 
PENERFU, a rank-and-file employees’ 
union based in Northern Negros, 
was signed in 2009.

THRIVING IN A SAFE WORKPLACE

Safety is of paramount importance in 
EDC’s entire operations, taking on a 
pro-active approach in conducting its 
daily operation all across its various 
business locations. A considerable 
amount of time and company 
resources are spent on relevant safety 
trainings to instill the value of “safety 
first” among our employees. Aside 
from arduous ERT and plant safety 
trainings, one of the most significant 
seminars that the group organized in 
2009 was on flood and earthquake 
preparedness.

The employees’ concerted safety 
efforts resulted in safety milestones 
that have been consistently 
recognized by the Safety and Health 
Association of the Philippine Energy 
Sector (SHAPES) and the Department 
of Energy (DOE).  In 2009, both 
agencies bestowed a total of 10 
safety awards to EDC’s steamfield 

our social
Performance

operations in Bacon-Manito, Leyte, 
Palinpinon and Mindanao. Similar 
recognition was also awarded to 
the power plants Upper Mahiao, 
Malitbog and Mahanagdong, 
and to the drilling group for Rigs 
3, 4 and 12. The Bacon-Manito 
and Northern Negros Geothermal 
Production Fields have also garnered 
safety recognitions from the Bureau 
of Working Conditions of the 
Philippines’ Department of Labor and 
Employment for attaining more than 
2 million Man-hours without Lost Time 
Accident.

IN THE PINK OF HEALTH

Recreation takes on a different form 
in EDC as employees volunteer for 
the company’s community projects 
aside from engaging in sports 
activities to balance their work and 
well-being.  EDC has various wellness 
activities that aim to provide physical 
fitness, mental and spiritual wellness 

15
AVERAGE YEARS IN 

SERVICE

43
AVERAGE 

EMPLOYEE AGE

7:1
MALE-FEMALE

RATIO

UNION MEMBERSHIP BY CLASS

1,518 1,065

UNIONIZED EMPLOYEES

MANPOWER COUNT BY SECTOR

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN/PRESIDENT 157

HR MANAGEMENT 40

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 116

ENVT & EXT RELATIONS 117

STEAMFIELD OPERATIONS 1182

POWER GENERATION 378

TECHNICAL SERVICES 242

ENG'G & CONSTRUCTION 87

WELL CONSTRUCTION 264

MANPOWER DISTRIBUTION BY SITE
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while promoting camaraderie and 
sportsmanship among employees. 
They gamely joined in basketball, 
badminton, volleyball, bowling and 
chess tournaments.  

Every month, regular 5-kilometer 
“Walk the Talk” walkathons were 
organized in coordination with other 
Lopez Lifelong Wellness teams.  In 
November 2009, the FB contingent 
of about 160 employees led by Vice 
Chairman and CEO Paul Aquino, 
were among the throng of runners who 
joined “A Run for the Pasig River.”  

A fitness center was built exclusively 
for EDC employees who want to 
sweat it out and maintain a healthy 
physique.  The facility is absolutely 
free and open before and after office 
hours.  Dance classes are held there 
every Thursday. 

Wellness talks and seminars related 
to health maintenance were also 
arranged by the Human Resources 
Sector at the height of the AH1N1 
scare to prevent the virus from 
spreading in our workplace.
Employees suspected of having the 
virus were given immediate medical 
care and asked to rest at home.

Aside from the influenza and 
pneumococcal vaccines that were 
given to all employees, the EDC 
Medical Team also administered 
the human papillomavirus (HPV) 
immunization to all its female 
employees for prevention against 
the dreaded cervical cancer.  
All vaccines were extended to 

employees’ family members at a 
discounted rate.

THE ENERGY ACADEMY

Realizing that world-class skills and 
rare geothermal expertise can be 
found among the company’s pool, 
the Energy Academy was instituted 
to snowball a mentoring and training 
program that will develop EDC’s next 
brightest employees – geothermists, 
engineers and analysts who will one 
day occupy important posts in the 
company.

The Energy Academy offers a three-
tiered training program that builds 
on levels from "basic" to "generalist" 
to "advanced." Its in-house mentors 
and trainors are proven experts with 
actual field experience backed by 
relevant skills obtained from studies in 
geothermal institutes in Iceland, New 
Zealand and USA. 

THE NEXT GENERATION

EDC begins a new business thrust 
in a new decade that will see the 
transformation of the energy sector 
into a more sustainable regime. Just 
as we know how to spot a potential 
geothermal resource, we go through 
great lengths to keep the right people, 
and retain as many of the best who 
can truly complement our team as we 
move forward to exciting prospects.  
As Jim Collins said in his book “Good 
to Great,” one key lesson that can 
transform a good company into a 
great company is by getting the right 
people on the bus and by putting the 

right people in the right place in the 
bus.

EDC has provided a nurturing 
environment for its people, a 
workplace where employees could 
feel like they are part of a family. As 
the high retention rate shows, many 
employees stay on practically for life, 
encouraged by the benefits and by 
a can-do attitude, will-do work ethic 
made possible by EDC’s singular 
focus on geothermal development 
and its economic and social 
impacts.

After receiving a commendation from 

Management and accolades from 

colleagues, Peter goes back to what 

he loves most – enjoying the outdoors 

while training in the ERT. 

Dressed in bright overalls, 

he spread his arms to feel 

the cool breeze at the 

top of the hill where his 

harness was latched on 

to a nearby tree. He scans 

the 180-degree view of the 

neatly laden steam pipelines that run 

behind the adjacent power plant with 

its cooling towers billowing cloudy 

puffs of white smoke. He squinted as 

the afternoon sun caught his eyes and 

was reminded of the task at hand. He 

needs to rappel down the 30-foot slope 

to complete his emergency rescue 

training for the day. 

NEXT >

Building the Road
and Traveling It

Employees
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The path towards geothermal development was the road less traveled 

among the energy frontiers back then. EDC proved that this energy 

resource is, indeed, compatible with social progress

Building the Road
and Traveling It

Violeta Agatinto rises from her bed 
just before the rooster cracks a crow 
at daybreak. She mixes herself a cup 
of instant coffee while savoring the 
quietude of the early morning. While 
preparing breakfast for her husband 
and children, she makes a mental 
note of the tasks that she has to do for 
the day. By 9 o’clock she can be seen 
at the multi-purpose hall of the village 
school, orchestrating what seems to 
be a makeshift cantina where fellow 
mothers are bustling with pans and 
ladles, chopping boards and saucers 
as if they were in a cooking show. 

Violy, as she is fondly called, is 
the head of the Parent-Teachers-
Community Association of the Schools 
for Excellence in the Kananga side 
of Tongonan in the province of Leyte. 
Every day she supervises the feeding 
program of the school that caters 
to 350 students. After all the meals 
have been distributed, she heads 
to the village hall to join the council 
meeting of the Barangay Sanggunian 
where she sits as an elected council 
member. Pepito Napoles, the village 
captain greets her with a smile and 

announces that their school won the 
Regionals in the Search for the Most 
Environment-Friendly and Sustainable 
Schools.

BUILDING BLOCKS

Like the many empowered women 
of Tongonan in Kananga, Violy has 
helped EDC bring to life some of the 
most successful education projects 
in her community. Tongonan is one 
of the 13 contiguous communities 
that compose the host communities 
of the company’s biggest business 
operation, the Leyte Geothermal 
Power Complex.

EDC piloted the social forestry 
program and education projects 
in these communities and are now 
being recognized as models of 
sustainable development in this 
part of the country. SFE was built to 
provide quality basic education in 
a far-flung area using a curriculum 
that will make students there become 
at par with private schools in the 
cities. The 7-year pilot project has 
been delivering good academic 
performance: zero non-reader in all 
grade levels, zero dropout rates, and 
higher enrolment rates for the past 
five years. In 2008, a Memorandum 
of Agreement was signed with the 
Philippine Science High School-
Eastern Visayas Campus to strengthen 
the Sciences and Mathematics 
subjects of the school. A partnership 
has also been signed with the Ateneo 
Center for Educational Development 
to strengthen the overall curriculum 
vis-à-vis continuing training of 
teachers.

our social
Performance
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LEYTE’S SCHOOLS FOR 
EXCELLENCE

In a span of five years, a dramatic 
improvement in statistics unfolded 
each school year for the 736 students 
enrolled in Leyte’s Schools for 
Excellence.

0

21.1%

46.6%

42.7%

7.1%

73.7%

non-readers after the first school year

increase in retention

increase in enrollment

increase in participation

decrease in drop-outs

increase in cohort survival 

11.5%

6.71% & 6.69%

increase in pupils’ attendance

increase in National Achievement Tests scores for 
Grade 6 at Kananga & Ormoc City, respectively.

Communities

Today’s vibrant relations can be 
traced back to the days when 
EDC, then a government-owned 
company, began exploring for the 
proverbial indigenous geothermal 
power which lies abundantly beneath 
the geographical areas straddling 
Ormoc and Kananga. Thus began 
the social contract that melded 
environmentalism with business, and 
business with social progress.

PARADIGM SHIFT

As far as Mulay can remember the 
lives of upland families have been 
an unbroken cycle of poverty. Like 
her friends, she was raised by her 
parents through the slash-and-burn 
farming or kaingin as taught to her 

parents by their forebears. This way 
of living continued as they moved 
from one area to another where they 
would clear the areas of trees and 
build their own farm lot, unknowing 
of the destruction that this practice is 
bringing to the life-supporting forests 
of Western Leyte. Without lush forests 
that nurture aquifers, geothermal 
energy will not be sustainable. The 
phenomenon of kaingin farming 
posed a challenge to the company’s 
efforts in saving the reservation because 
the issue confronts the very survival of 
hundreds of families in the area.  

The pioneer foresters of EDC were 
one in saying that this sensitive 
problem requires adopting a mind 
shift from the notion that says that 

the community was the problem to 
one that regards the community as 
solution. It is just as important to 
help people attain dignity as it is to 
provide them with food to eat.

EDC’s foresters and extension 
officers immersed in the community 
and established rapport with the 
residents until they were regarded as 
family. The same two-phase social 
seminar was conducted in Mulay’s 
community and post-seminar support 
was extended to those who will form 
the membership of the community’s 
own farmers’ association. Mulay 
was one of those individuals blessed 
with natural leadership traits. In 
fact, the seminars helped her unlock 
her leadership traits and became 
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instrumental in influencing 47 other 
residents to formulate and ratify the 
constitution and by-laws of what 
would soon become the Tongonan 
Farmers’ Association or TOFA. 

Soon after, TOFA began harvesting 
its first crop and turned in a dividend 
for the members. Her husband 
Lamberto joined TOFA and helped it 
grow as new livelihood projects came 
along their way. In coordination with 
EDC, TOFA designed agroforestry 
modules that rotate crop planting of 
abaca, black pepper, fruit trees with 
Acacia mangium and rattan. 

Mulay’s leap from being a poor 
farmer’s wife to becoming a 
community leader earned her 
and TOFA nationwide repute, the 
most prestigious of which are the 
Bayaning Pilipino (Filipino Hero) 
Award from ABS-CBN and Most 
Outstanding Association Hall of 
Fame Awardee from the Philippine 
Government’s Department of Labor 
and Employment-Bureau of Rural 
Workers. Mulay herself was named 
Most Outstanding Filipina Community 
Leader by the Philippine-American 
Foundation. They never stopped 
being a model organization. Since 
the group was established, many 
more farmers’ and community 
associations have followed TOFA’s 
lead.

ROADMAP FOR SUSTAINABLE 
COMMUNITIES

TOFA is just one of the 122 farmers 
and community associations that 
have been organized through EDC’s 
community relations program. In 
2009, the aggregate gross income 
of these associations generated 
PhP28.26 million from the various 
livelihood projects that include 
rice and vegetable production, 
coffee, rattan, abaca and banana 
plantations, palay trading, livestock-
raising, cutflower production and 

small-scale contracts, among others. 
Some of the organizations have even 
created a merger of some sorts to 
secure a credit facility with a local 
bank. The Federation of Bacman Host 
Communities, Inc (FEDBAHC) and 
the Southern Negros Geothermal 
Cooperative (SONEGCO) negotiated 

for a capital fund loan amounting to 
PhP5.6 million from the Land Bank of 
the Philippines.

SPINNING THE WHEEL OF PROGRESS

Anchored on building strong 
partnerships with the community, 
EDC’s Community Partnerships 
program aims to help host 
communities become self-reliant 
so they may in turn become active 
partners of EDC in preserving the 
geothermal watersheds which are 
sources of EDC’s business and the 
communities’ livelihood. 

Today, the CSR program has been 
fully woven into the company’s 
operations thread. EDC adopted a 
holistic approach when it realigned 
its CSR program by devoting its 
resources in areas where it will have 
the most positive impact, carrying 
out what it does best – making the 
environment healthy both for the 
business and the community, sparking 
empowerment through education, 
teaching self-reliance via its livelihood 
projects and promoting health and 
wellness among host communities.

In 2009, EDC invested a total of 
PhP315 million on community projects 
in education, environment, livelihood 
and health. The company earmarked 

PhP144 million and PhP29 million to 
small and large-scale contracts and 
livelihood projects, respectively, to the 
different community organizations. 
EDC continued to invest in schools 
and education projects in all of its five 
sites. The company invested PhP82 
million on the education flagship 

our social
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projects Schools for Excellence 
(SFE), Kananga-EDC Institute of 
Technology (KEITECH) and the 
Murcia Education Project and PhP17 
million on regular school activities 
like scholarships, miscellaneous fees 
provision and teachers’ training. 
KEITECH opened in 2009 and 
started providing technical and 
vocational education to out-of-school 
youth in Kananga. (See feature story 
"Redefining the World’s Nation 
Builders" on page 50).  Another 
PhP3.7 million was allotted to the 
Educational Development Program 
of the Mt. Apo Foundation.

EDC has allocated PhP22 million to 
the nationwide BINHI reforestation 
program which seeks to bring back 
our very own prime and the rarest 
of indigenous tree species (See
feature story "The Green Movement 
in A New Perspective" on page 
60). Health and wellness was also 
the focus in 2009 with PhP5 million 
devoted to the repairs and upgrades 
of 51 barangay health centers and 
training of 244 community health 
workers in tandem with the Rural 
Health Units of the Department 
of Health. Over 6,000 residents 
received free medical and dental 
services during the various medical 
and outreach activities. Seminars on 
substance abuse and responsible 
parenthood were given to 2,300 
couples and teenagers.

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED

Mulay showed that there is a better 
way of living other than being a 
subsistent farmer. Violy harbors the 
same sentiment. As a mother and 
a community leader, she knows 
that she is duty-bound to incite her 
fellow community members to a new 

kind of revolution and she does this 
through her active participation in 
the SFE. “Start them young and you 
will be amazed at what a single 
knowledge can teach you,” she says. 

Mulay and Violy are inspiring other 
people to take a more active part in 
planning and decision-making for 
their respective communities. 

Communities

5.489

11.7

22.64

102.28

173.5

2009 CSR Investments

ENERGY CAMP

Energy Camp is one of EDC’s 
much-awaited summer events held 
in all of its five sites.  It gathers 
incoming 4th year high 
school students deemed 
to be the best in their 
respective schools.  In 
2009, 368 teenagers 
from Bacman, Negros 
Island, Leyte and North 
Cotabato had the 
privilege of joining the camp to 

have fun as they learned about geothermal energy and environmental 
responsibility.  

KEEPING KIDS IN SCHOOL

An essential component of our educational program is the school 
feeding activity, which succeeded in improving the nutritional status 
of almost 1,400 students in schools around EDC’s business sites.  
Another crucial part of the program is the quality of teaching that the 
students get from their teachers. In this light, EDC initiated refresher 
courses, trainings and seminars for 300 teachers in partnership with 
the Department of Education and the Ateneo Center for Educational 
Development.

NEXT >

Redefining the World's 
Nation Builders
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An old airstrip in a poor village becomes the takeoff point of an alternative 

education project that aims to spawn a breed of nation builders that can 

compete in the new world order.

Redefining the World’s 
Nation Builders

Kananga, Leyte – “Through this 
portal shall pass the world’s greatest 
nation-builders” is the bold statement 
that greets everyone upon entering 
a sprawling facility that boasts of 
housing a world-class center for 
would-be skilled workers. This is the 
Kananga-EDC Institute of Technology. 
Otherwise known as KEITECH, the 
technical and vocational school is 
setting the pace for an alternative 
education that will transform the 
province’s unskilled workforce into 
one of the highly sought workers 
that can be trained in this part of the 
country. 

The founders Energy Development 
Corporation (EDC), the Local 
Government of Kananga and the 
Technical Education and Skills 
Authority (TESDA) have made this 
ambitious goal into reality. KEITECH 
provides the opportunity for local 
high school graduates to go to 
college and obtain a particular set of 
skills that will make them employable 
in both local and international labor 
market. In other words, KEITECH is 
spawning a new breed of manpower 
that can compete in the new 
economy – re-tooled, responsible 
and creative builders in a new world 
order. 

DESIGNED FOR SUCCESS

KEITECH’s Mediterranean-inspired 
campus was built from an old 
airstrip in the remote barangay of 
Hiluctugan, five kilometers south of 
the town proper. The airstrip has 
been converted into a three-hectare 
training center comprising of 20 state-
of-the-art buildings, a multi-purpose 
hall with a 300-seating capacity, 
dormitories, basketball court and an 
oval track. 

The project demonstrated that a 
public-private partnership could be 
tapped to make this vision come 
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Communities

to life. Private individuals provided 
financial and technical assistance to 
build the classrooms and dormitories.  
EDC President Richard Tantoco 
sponsored a classroom in honor of 
his mother, Lilia Tantoco, a teacher 
herself. EDC managers and deputy 
managers pooled their money to 
construct another dormitory. It is 
admirable to know that benefactors 
have committed their personal 
resources to help fill in a gap that 
is slowly eating away the nation’s 
competitive advantage in the 
international labor market.

BRIDGING THE GAP

The demographic characteristic of 
Kananga is representative of the 
country’s – a population with a 
large youth bulge with more people 
entering the productive ages between 
15 to 60 years old. Demographers 
call this the demographic dividend, 
a window of opportunity that could 
be tapped for economic prosperity 
– or so it seems. Each year, the 
country produces thousands of 
college graduates who cannot find 
jobs that fit their skills. In addition, a 
greater number of Filipino students 
fail to enter college as in the case 
of Kananga where only 25 percent 
of its high school graduates will 
have the means to pursue a college 
degree. The rest who enter the labor 
force learn the hard truth that they 
cannot be employed even if jobs are 
available.

Kananga has an unemployment rate 
of 15 percent. The town’s industries 
may accommodate incoming labor 

force, but the high school graduates 
do not have sufficient skills to satisfy 
the minimum job requirement. What 
could result is a demographic atrophy 
where a productive segment of the 
population cannot maximize its 
economic potential.

The inauguration of KEITECH 
demonstrated that there is hope yet 
for Kananga’s youth. Interestingly, 
KEITECH provides a valuable case 
study for redesigning technical 
vocational education programs that 
will not only respond to changing 
global standards but also transform 
a nation’s growing unskilled labor 
force into a bankable demographic 
segment that may soon be the 
economy’s boon in times of skills 
shortage. 

More than employing modern 
machines for instruction, the training 
curriculum is tailored to meet 
the demands and trends in work 
opportunities, basing its training 
according to what is the hottest 
skilled job in the market right now. 
The curriculum is designed for in-
demand sectors like construction, 
metals engineering and tourism and 
health and social services. In three 
years, the curriculum will add training 
modules to meet demands in the 
automotive and electronics sectors. 

A trainee gets between 10 months to 
a year of training composed of 8-hour 
hands-on modules taught by top-
notch TESDA trainers and instructors. 
Certified KEITECH graduates will also 
benefit from free passport application 
assistance and job placement 

schemes like job matches, posts on 
internet job kiosks, referrals, tie-ups 
with industries and labor-intensive 
companies and even subscriptions to 
labor market intelligence reports. 

INSTILLING THE RIGHT KIND OF 
ATTITUDE 

What makes KEITECH’s training 
program unique is the extra time 
devoted to values formation focusing 
on self-discipline and proper work 
attitude. In his message to the 
trainees, EDC Chairman Oscar 
Lopez emphasized the importance of 
proper work attitude. “You will then 
find yourself in a position where you 
inspire other Filipinos to take national 
and individual pride. Do well with 
this opportunity given to you and 
once again prove to the whole world 
that the Filipinos deserve to be placed 
among the world’s greatest nation 
builders,“ he said.

It is laudable for KEITECH to institute 
such values into the trainees’ daily 
lessons. They are made to understand 
and appreciate the roles that they 
should play in creating the so-called 
cycle of prosperity and goodwill 
by following KEITECH’s adopted 
philosophy of ‘paying it forward.’ 

BANKABLE HUMAN CAPITAL

How will KEITECH’s role unfold? 
KEITECH is 
redefining
education’s 
transformative 
power and the 
outcome is yet 
to be seen. But 
for the 117 
pioneer trainees, KEITECH offers an 
alternative option to improve a life of 
limited choices. The sheer symbolic 
power of that role is perhaps greater 
than what we can anticipate. The rule 
of the game these days dictates that 
one must always retool and stay on 
the cutting edge or perish in the fierce 
competition. KEITECH is envisioned 
to sustain the brand that the Filipino 
worker is known for.  

NEXT >

The Green Movement 
in a New Perspective
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The Silent Green 
Revolution

The trek was long and arduous 
under the cloak of pre-dawn light. 
But the EMD wildlife inventory 
team waded its way across the 
damp thicket of the forest ground. 
Just a few kilometers is the target 
site of their expedition – the 
roosting ground of the rare and 
endangered Golden-crowned Flying 
Fox (Acerodon jubatus), famed for 
having one of the world’s longest 
wingspans among fruit bats. 

Henry P. Roy, EDC’s resident 
zoologist and GIS Specialist, led the 
team that day. Henry’s involvement 
in the biodiversity program has 
enriched his passion for the natural 
living world. He found a worthwhile 
passion at work going on field visits 
to record data about the biodiversity 
of the nearby watershed areas. 

It was during one of his wildlife 
surveys in the Bacman Geothermal 
Production Field that he spotted rare 
species of bats together with EDC's 
forest guards. Later on, the species 
of bats were confirmed by experts 
from the Museum of Natural History 
of the University of the Philippines at 

Los Baños (UPLB) to be the Golden-
crowned Flying Fox (Acerodon
jubatus) and Large Flying Fox 
(Pteropus vampyrus).

Bacman is just one of EDC's 
geothermal sites where the richness 
of flora and fauna abound. In order 
to ensure protection of these species, 
EDC launched its Biodiversity 
Monitoring and Conservation 
Program with the Institute of Biology 
of the University of the Philippines. 
The joint program will be conducted 
for a period of three years but a 
treasure trove of unique flora and 
fauna have already been spotted, 
adding vital data about the rich 
biodiversity living within geothermal 
reservations
(See photo gallery on page 57).

Geothermal shows that energy development can be more 

biodiversity-friendly
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Biodiversity

“A humbling world vista greeted my senses upon reaching the 

summit. I had a 360-degree view of the world as if I stood on 

the palm of the Creator, allowing me to marvel at the natural 

beauty and mystery of His creation. The sun-drenched leaves 

of every tree glistened with morning dew as the soft wind 

blew on my face, while birds and insects stir in the morning 

light. Everything around me beat with the sound of life and 

everywhere I turn I saw stretches of greens that seemed to 

spread below the cerulean skies. 

It is indeed a green earth up at the summit.”

- EDC Chairman Oscar Lopez on climbing Mount Apo
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of the seedling requirements for the 
different reforestation projects are 
reared, while satellite nurseries are 
also established as needed.  All the 
nurseries managed by the company 
have an aggregate capacity of more 
than 1,000,000 seedlings. EDC 
established these nurseries to ensure
continuous availability and timely 
delivery of good quality planting 
materials.

Although production of seedlings 
of indigenous species have been 
proven difficult, EDC foresters and 
nursery workers have learned the 
techniques in germinating these 
seedlings. Among the endemic and 
premium species being raised are 
the endangered Kalantas (Toona 
kalantas), Almaciga (Agathis

LEYTE

SOUTHERN NEGROS

NORTHERN NEGROS

MOUNT APO

BACON-MANITO

EDC REFORESTATION 1989-2009

In Hectares
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GEOTHERMAL SITES AS
SEEDBEDS OF BIODIVERSITY

The presence of high value species 
in EDC’s geothermal sites proves 
their biodiversity and ecotourism 
potentials and validates the excellent 
management of the vast watersheds 
placed under its stewardship.  Two of 
the five sites are adjacent to declared 
protected areas, the Natural Parks 
of Mount Apo and Mount Kanlaon 
in Cotabato and Northern Negros, 
respectively. Geothermal sites in Leyte 
and Southern Negros house key 
biodiversity areas (KBA) such as the 
Anonang-Lobi Range and Cuernos de 
Negros, respectively. Bacman on the 
other hand, is in itself a KBA as it is 
a certified ecotourism area conferred 
by the Department of Tourism in 
2005.

Even after privatization, EDC 
continues to be empowered, through 
deputization, by government to 
maintain its environment-enhancing 
programs in geothermal reservations. 
EDC's mandate to protect and 
manage the watershed reservation 
areas where it operates is based on 
Executive Order 223, which vests 
the jurisdiction of these watershed 
reservations to PNOC. EO 223 
emphasizes that the watershed areas 
surrounding the geothermal resource 
must be protected and managed 
to preserve the reservoir that stores 
geothermal power. With EDC's 
privatization in 2007, PNOC and 
EDC entered into a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) on the 
management of these areas.

The company’s watershed 
programs include: forest 
protection through forestry law 
enforcement, reforestation and 
nursery management, forest 
resource management, biodiversity 
conservation and monitoring, social 
forestry and community organizing. 
The move to continue vesting EDC 
with the mandate came from its 
good track record that consistently 
implemented sound watershed 
management programs for the 
last 28 years.  The company has 
adopted the integrated and multiple-
use management of geothermal 
reservations to the extent that it is 

now possible to harmonize energy 
development objectives and other 
land uses while improving the 
ecology of the area and educating 
the communities about the sensitivity 
of watershed systems. 

EDC’s major watershed management 
strategy is the reforestation of 
grasslands, open and denuded 
areas in the geothermal reservations.  
For 2009, EDC reforested 1,018 
hectares of open and denuded areas 
in the geothermal sites in Leyte, 
Negros Island, Bicol and Cotabato 
as well as in its hydro project in 
Nueva Ecija increasing to 8,508 
hectares the total reforested areas 
since 1989.  These reforestation 
projects are carried out by the upland 
communities organized and being 
assisted by EDC – from seedling 
production to actual plantation 
establishment, maintenance and 
protection activities. The communities 
also help EDC in protecting and 
managing the watersheds. 

MAINTAINING CONTIGUOUS 
FOREST COVER

EDC has been implementing various 
watershed management, protection 
and development activities such as 
land cover improvement through 
reforestation, slope stabilization, 
forest nursery management and 
forest fire prevention; partnership 
building with communities; and 
policy implementation that focuses 
on biodiversity management and 
ecotourism.

Each geothermal project site has 
its own central nursery where most 

DEVELOPMENT AREAS VS. GEOTHERMAL RESERVATIONS

SITE
GEOTHERMAL
RESERVATION 

(in km2)

DEVELOPMENT
BLOCK
(in km2)

ACTUAL
DEVELOPMENT

AREA
(in km2)

Leyte 1,076.25 77.25 1.87

Southern Negros 1,330.00 16.44 0.24

Bacon-Manito 250.00 43.36 1.80

Mount Apo 7.01 7.01 0.44

Northern Negros* - 2.83 0.46

TOTAL 2,663.26 146.89 4.81

*Has no geothermal reservation but has been awarded a Geothermal Service Contract
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Government edicts have complemented the legal mandate afforded to EDC when it comes to preserving and protecting 
the geothermal reservations that host to various protected and key biodiversity areas:

SITE AREA OF IMPORTANCE DECLARATION REFERENCE

LEYTE

Lake Danao Natural Park 
(within the geothermal 
reservation, but outside the EDC 
development block)

Proclamation 1155; 
Feb. 3, 1998

Under Philippine National Integrated 
Protected Areas System (NIPAS) Law

Mahagnao Volcano Natural 
Park (within the geothermal 
reservation but outside the EDC 
development block)

Proclamation 1157; 
Feb. 3, 1998

Under Philippine NIPAS Law

Anonang Lobi-Range KBA*- 
Important Bird Area (within 
the reservation intersects with 
existing EDC development 
block)

Conservation International Philippines, 
Dept. of Environment and Natural 
Resources (DENR), and Haribon 
Foundation 2006. Priority Sites for 
Conservation in the Philippines: Key 
Biodiversity Areas

SOUTHERN NEGROS

Balinsasayao Twin Lakes 
Natural Park  (within 
geothermal reservation but 
outside EDC development 
block)

Proclamation 414; 
Nov. 21, 2000

Under Philippine NIPAS Law

Cuernos de Negros KBA* 
(within geothermal reservation 
adjacent to existing EDC 
development block)

Conservation International Philippines, 
DENR, and Haribon Foundation 2006. 
Priority Sites for Conservation in the 
Philippines: Key Biodiversity Areas

BACON-MANITO

Bacon Manito KBA* - 
Important Bird Area (within 
the geothermal reservation 
and adjacent to existing EDC 
development block)

Conservation International Philippines, 
DENR, and Haribon Foundation 2006. 
Priority Sites for Conservation in the 
Philippines: Key Biodiversity Areas

MINDANAO

Mt. Apo Natural Park (adjacent 
to EDC project site/portion is 
within allocated energy support 
zone of the park)

Republic Act 9237 Under Philippine NIPAS Law

MANP is also identified and 
delineated as KBA/Important 
Bird area

Conservation International Philippines, 
DENR, and Haribon Foundation 2006. 
Priority Sites for Conservation in the 
Philippines: Key Biodiversity Areas

NORTHERN NEGROS

Mt. Kanlaon Natural Park 
(adjacent/EDC portion is within 
the geothermal buffer zone of 
the park);

Republic Act 9154 Under Philippine NIPAS Law;

MKNP is also delineated/
identified as  a KBA/Important 
Bird Area

Conservation International Philippines, 
DENR, and Haribon Foundation 2006. 
Priority Sites for Conservation in the 
Philippines: Key Biodiversity Areas

*Key Biodiversity Area
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01 | Agalmyla chorisepala
02 | Ficus odorata
03 | Acerodon jubatus
04 | Hoya cembra
05 | Nepenthes copelandii
06 | Selaginella alligans
07 | Oldenlandia apoensis

08 | Phaius tankervillae
09 | Palaquium sorsogonense
10 | Vaccinium microphyllum
11 | Robiquetia cerina
12 | Selliguea albidosquamata
13 | Pithecopaga jefferyi
14 | Medinilla ternifolia

Inventory of  some of the species found in geothermal reservations. These are being 
monitored in the biodiversity study jointly conducted by EDC & The UP Institute of Biology.
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philippinensis) and Kamagong 
(Diospyros philippinensis); other 
species are Supa (Sindora supa),
Dao (Dracontomelon dao), Ipil (Intsia
bijuga), Akle (Albizzia acle) and 
some dipterocarp species. Fruit trees 
and fast-growing species however, 
are still raised in these nurseries.

COLLECTIVE EFFORTS IN FOREST 
PROTECTION

EDC employs various forest protection 
strategies ranging from regular 
patrols to fire prevention to bio-
engineering technologies.  EDC forest 
guards and upland communities join 
forces in arresting forest destructive 
activities such as timber poaching, 
slash-and-burn farming, illegal 
gathering of forest products, and 
wildlife poaching. As a standard 
operating procedure, EDC facilitates 
the filing of complaints or in some 
cases with confiscations being turned 
over to the DENR. Affected areas on 
the other hand are restored by EDC 
as soon as possible.

To prevent forest fires, the upland 
communities under the supervision 
of EDC’s foresters establish firelines 
strategically around or within the 
plantations.  Meanwhile, bio-
engineering measures such as 
ripraps, concrete retaining walls and 

gabions are employed in critical 
areas and slopes such as access 
roads, pads, and pipeline corridors 
inside the geothermal project sites. 
This measure mainly alters the 
mechanical characteristics of soil thus 
reducing or totally eliminating the 
likelihood of massive soil erosion or 
mass movement in order to protect 
these facilities.

WATER AND AIR QUALITY ABOVE 
COMPLIANCE LEVELS 

EDC regularly conducts air, water 
and noise monitoring based on 
standards set by regulating agencies.  
For 2009, the air and water quality 
remains above the healthy levels 
and even exceeded the required 
compliance level of the Clean Air Act 
and Clean Water Act.  Air quality 
was almost perfect at 99.99 percent 
vs the Clean Air Act compliance level 
requirement of 98 percent.  Likewise, 
water quality, at 99.84 percent, 
was way above the 90 percent 
Clean Water Act compliance level 
requirement.

EDC also secured a total of 162 
permits for various projects.  These 
include the early release of the 
Special Use Agreement in Protected 
Area (SAPA) for a reinjection pad 
for Mindanao 2 geothermal project, 

SITE
AREA PLANTED 

WITH BINHI 
(IN HECTARES)

SPECIES PLANTED
NUMBER OF 

TREES PLANTED

BGPF 280
Bakawan, Tanguile, Bagtikan, 
Narra, Narig, Akle, Molave, Almon, 
Almaciga, Guijo, Teak, Pili

268,750

LGPF 163 Dipterocarps, Falcata, Durian, 
Lansones, Mangosteen, Jackfruit 62,066

MGPF 100 Tinikaran, Cedar, Agoho, Malatambis 
and Achuetes 191,668

NNGPF 200

Almaciga, Bakan, Bayog, 
Balete, Guisok, Kalingag, Lauan, 
Malatambis, Nato, Sambulawan, 
Tuai, Takpan, Taguilomboy, Bakawan

80,000

SNGPF 226

Almaciga, Bakan, Bayog, 
Balete, Guisok, Kalingag, Lauan, 
Malatambis, Nato, Sambulawan, 
Tuai, Takpan, Taguilomboy, Bakawan, 
Falcata

232,445

Pantabangan 50 Mango, Naranghita

2009 BINHI REFORESTATION

asbestos dismantling and transport 
permit for Globecare and the tree 
cutting permits for Bacman and Dauin 
to meet the work program of other 
sectors.
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Catalyzing Partnerships for Environmental 
Management

The company had its share of 
economic, social and political 
challenges in the last 34 years and 
we are grateful for the active support 
that the government and social 
groups have given us that made our 
efforts fruitful.

The National Government, through 
the Energy Department and our 
former mother company, Philippine 
National Oil Company, provided 
the mechanisms for us to efficiently 
implement our mission. These 
mechanisms include:

1.The Service Contracts that gave 
us the legal mandate to develop 
the geothermal resource;

2.The establishment of an 
Environmental Unit as early 
as 1978 to help mitigate 
the impacts of accelerated 
geothermal development; and

3.Our deputization as reservation 
administrator in 1983 to protect 
the forest in our areas and
maintain the recharge of steam 
reservoirs.

In return, we have judiciously 
developed geothermal contract areas 
minimizing land use disturbance.
By managing the geothermal 
reservations, the government has 
saved PhP90 million a year.  We 
have maintained the high forest cover 
of the energy reservations way above 
the national forest cover average.
We have planted seven million trees 
to reforest more than 8,508 hectares 
of denuded lands.

The Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources (DENR) has also 
worked out environmental policies 
appropriate to our highly technical 
operation. In return, we have 
cooperated by piloting a number of 
its current procedures, to name a few:

1.Community consultations in 
1990 for social acceptability;

2.Third party EIA Review 
Committee in 1991 for objective 
review of projects;

3.Multi-sectoral monitoring in 1993 
for transparency;

4.Zero disposal system in 1994 to 
maintain sound environments in 
our work sites;

5.Delineation of geothermal areas 
as special airsheds in 2003 to 
comply with the Clean Air Act;

6.With EDC as a model of 
compliance, DENR is able 
to prove to the industry that 
environmental rules are 
implementable.

The National Commission on 
Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) was the 
first agency in 1991 to lend EDC a 
hand in facilitating dialogues with 
host tribes so they would understand 
our mission in their ancestral lands. 
In return, we have installed the 
Mount Apo Foundation (MAFI) to 
serve indigenous peoples, which has 
served 32 barangays and assisted 
35,000 households in our Mindanao 
geothermal site.

The NGOs’ third party perspective 
has been an important lens through 
which we viewed our site operations.  
We recognized and respected 
their comments, incorporating their 
concerns in our project plans and 
their inputs have enhanced our 
procedures. We have partnered 
with NGOs like the World Wildlife 
Fund, Conservation International  
and CORE Coalition to advocate for 
Renewable Energy since 2003 for a 
healthful environment. 

EDC has been greatly encouraged 
with the support of countries like the 
New Zealand government, which 
provided the technical and financial 
resources to pilot our social forestry 
initiatives from 1989 to 2001. The 
Italian Geothermal Association 
recognized last December 2005 the 
exemplary performance of EDC in 
geothermal development for the past 
30 years.

All in all, the 34-year journey of EDC 
has been worth it. That we have 
been doing “the right thing” was 
evidenced by the various awards that 
we have received in environmental 
management, labor management, 
finance management, geothermal 
development , CSR, corporate 
governance, investor relations and 
public relations.

At the end of the day, it is not the 
level of achievement that is important 
to EDC but our commitment to always  
follow the rules. We have modeled 
compliance to industries and we 
have shown that government and 
industry can cooperate, develop new 
horizons and grow together for the 
good of the Filipino people we both 
serve. 
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The Green Movement in 
a New Perspective

When Ferdinand Magellan first 
arrived on the shores of the yet 
unnamed Philippines, the entire 
archipelago was covered in 28.5 
million hectares of primary forests 
which account for 95 percent of 
the entire land area. Had his crew 
managed to overcome the army 
of Datu Lapu-Lapu, he would need 
to penetrate the dense coppice 
of Homonhon only to find thicker 
forestlands in the mainland. The 
Spanish empire, indeed, found a 
jewel in this unexploited land with 
virginal rainforests that matched 
even those of Brazil’s, a colony then 
of naval rival Portugal.

The country had 21 million hectares 
of forests when the Spanish rule 
ended at the turn of 19th century. 

Today, the Philippines has only 7 
million hectares of forest lands and 
less than a million of old-growth 
forests left, according to the Forest 
Management Bureau. This is a 
meager 23 percent compared to the 
densely foliaged land discovered 
by the conquistadores 500 years 
ago. Had Magellan lived today, his 
next expedition might have been 
pursued in the name of reforestation 
and Pigafetta would have written 
profusely about this in his blog. But 
for EDC, there is another way of 
bringing back our lost forests.

GERMINATING BINHI

“By leaves we live and man must 
find the most appropriate mode of 
coexistence with trees,” the urban 

planner Patrick Geddes espoused. 
It was from this seed of thought that 
the Lopez Group patriarch Oscar 
M. Lopez launched BINHI, a 10-
year reforestation program that will 
breed select mother tree species 
and use them to bring back forests 
and biodiversity. “All over the world 
we hear movements in the name 
of environmentalism. Here in the 
Philippines, this is our contribution 
to the collective effort to make the 
planet sustainable for our children 
and for the generations after them,” 
Chairman Lopez said. 

In fact, BINHI has been committed 
by the Lopez family to the Clinton 
Global Initiative. BINHI will carry 
out the greening legacy envisioned 
to reforest the Philippines in a new, 
more specific and measurable 
approach. EDC, as the implementing 
arm of the program will restore 1,000 
hectares of forestlands annually over 
a period of 10 years, replicating the 
success of its community-based forest 
management model. 

BINHI makes perfect business 
sense as well because EDC needs 
a healthy forest cover to sustain the 
underground reservoir that provides 
geothermal energy. It is precisely this 
nature of business that makes EDC the 
fertile ground to germinate BINHI, so 
to speak. “Part of our business model 
is to reforest the country and we 

Rethinking the whole idea of reforestation by bringing back vanishing 

prime indigenous tree species

environmental
Performance
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have found the right vehicle because 
with EDC, there’s an economic 
rationale for us to do a nationwide 
reforestation program,” First Gen 
Chairman Federico Lopez said. “And 
we’re not just going to plant things 
like during martial law when they just 
planted ipil-ipil all over the place; 
we are going to plant a lot of the 
indigenous trees like tindalo, tanguile, 
mayapis and more. But we will also 
be careful not to introduce invasive 
species that might destroy the forest’s 
ecosystem,” he added. 

HOLISTIC APPROACH

The word “BINHI” is the Filipino 
term for seed source. BINHI as a 
program goes back to the basic tenet 
of reforestation – nurturing of mother 
trees of prime endangered species so 
that its seedlings can be propagated 
in larger numbers. BINHI carries out 
four major modules, namely: Tree 
for Life, a research on biodiversity 
bridging; Tree for Food, promotion 
of alternative livelihood derived 
from sustained yield schemes; Tree 
for Leisure, tapping the ecotourism 
benefits of trees; and Tree for the 
Future, an urban reforestation 
initiative that will grow mother trees 
of the rarest and most prime of the 
country’s indigenous species.

When EDC’s foresters were scouring 
for tindalo (Afzelia rhomboidea),
a tree with superior attributes and 
timber quality similar to that of the 
national tree narra, they found it 
thriving in the most unexpected place 
– in a public plaza, at the heart of 
Bacolod City. It turned out that the 
said tindalo tree was the seedling 
that Pres. Manuel L. Quezon planted 
in 1938 during the chartering of the 
city. It is clear that these threatened 
trees have better chances of surviving 
when cultivated in public parks than 
left unguarded in the wild where they 
are the choice targets of loggers. 
One of BINHI’s goals is to make 
schools and local governments the 
seed producers of these trees because 
they can provide all the pampering 
and protection that they need. 

However, most of these species are 
not prolific seed producers, taking 
20-30 years to fully mature, bear 
flowers and produce seeds. Even 

if public schools shifted to planting 
molaves and yakals, there will never 
be enough seedlings to bring them 
back to their pre-war numbers, at 
least not in the next five generations 
or so. 

SEEDING THE FUTURE 

The tindalo seed has become the icon 
of the BINHI initiative. It possesses 
the sturdy traits of prime Philippine 
trees and historical value of its own. 
The tindalo icon aims to deliver the 

BGPF | 280 Hectares

MGPF | 100 Hectares

NNGPF | 200 Hectares

268,750 Trees

191,668 Trees

80,000 Trees

LEYTE

SAMAR

CEBU

BOHOL

MASBATE

NEGROS

MINDORO

PANAY

PALAWAN

BASILAN

SULU

TAWI-TAWI

BICOL

SNGPF | 226 Hectares
232,445 Trees

LGPF | 163 Hectares
62,066 Trees

message that it is important not just 
to plant any tree but specially those 
that are most valuable to the Filipinos’ 
sustainable development and national 
identity. 

In 2009, more than a thousand 
hectares have been planted with 
842,767 BINHI seedlings all over 
EDC’s geothermal sites. Seedlings 
that will be grown as mother trees 
were planted in nine partner schools 
in Northern Negros, in the campus 
of Philippine Science High School in 
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Leyte, and in two private parks, Fort 
Bonifacio Global City and Nuvali 
land in Laguna.  Memorandums of 
agreement were signed to ensure 
long-term maintenance of the 
seedlings by the host site including 
a provision on the percent share of 
EDC from the seedlings that will be 
produced. To inform the public of 
the importance of the mother trees, 
we placed tree tags on each tree to 
indicate the species’ vital information 
such as its scientific and local name, 
ecological status, economic status, 
wood strength and quality and 
fruiting season.

BINHI has also entered into 
partnerships to reforest areas in the 
Pantabangan watershed and in the 
Northern Sierra Madre Natural Park. 
The former was implemented after 
EDC bought 60 percent controlling 
stake in the Pantabangan-Masiway 
Hydro Electric Power from First 

Gen Corporation. A multi-agency 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 
was entered into with National 
Irrigation Authority – Upper 
Pampanga River Integrated Irrigation 
System (NIA-UPRIIS), the Local 
Government of Pantabangan and 
the Villanueve Farmers Association 
(VIFA).  Since the watershed is also 
one of the protected areas under 
the National Integrated Protected 
Areas System (NIPAS), EDC secured 
approval from Protected Area 
Management Board (PAMB) prior to 
the signing on April 14, 2009.

Another partnership was formalized 
with the Provincial Government of 
Isabela for the two-year, 200-hectare 
reforestation of the denuded portion 
of the natural park. The partnership is 
also expected to provide alternative 
source of income for bugadores and 
their families who are affected by 
intensified efforts of the government 
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against timber poaching/illegal 
logging and other forms of illegal 
forest activities inside the park.

OUR LEGACY

BINHI is showing that a new, 
innovative and more audacious 
way of countering the environmental 
crisis is possible using a simple 
but logical solution. Perhaps the 
true test of BINHI as a program 
will be the waiting time for these 
trees to repopulate the land. The 
tindalos, yakals, molaves and other 
similar trees that we plant today 
will reach full maturity only in the 
next generation, so most of us may 
never know the result of our efforts. 
We must therefore lay down the 
necessary foundation for our children 
to continue this cause, hence a 
predetermination of some sorts of our 
legacy. 
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Bacman’s Bat Sanctuary

The globally-threatened Golden-
crowned Flying Fox is found only 
in the Philippines and is distributed 
throughout the country with the 
exception of Palawan and Batanes 
Island. This huge fruit bat is probably 
among the largest bats in the world 
with weights reaching up to 1,200 
grams (about three pounds). Its 
wingspan may reach up to five feet 
or more and is second only to the 
Large Flying Fox (Pteropus vampyrus)
that has the longest wingspan for 
any bat in the world. Its habitat is 
solely on forested areas of primary 
and secondary lowland forest with 
elevation that reaches up to 1,100 
meters above sea level. These large 
fruit bats are an integral part of 
the lowland forest. The seeds in 
the fruit that they eat travel quickly 
through their digestive tracts and 
are defecated as they fly. The rain of 
seeds (complete with fertilizer) from 
these giant bats overhead are critical 
in maintaining ecological stability, 
since fig trees–whose seedlings can 
tolerate harsh tropical sun–are central 
to recolonizing land laid by fire, 
landslide or volcanic eruption.

As this species usually roost alongside 
the Large Flying Fox, estimates for 

the proportional abundance of this 
bat is probably fewer as indicated 
by recent surveys throughout the 
country. It is common to encounter a 
low proportional abundance of the 
Golden-crowned Flying Fox relative to 
the more numerous Large Flying Fox; 
proportional estimates as low as 10 
percent of the total roost population 
is quite common particularly in the 
Visayas region. As such, this species 
have severely declined in the past 
due to habitat destruction and heavy 
hunting for food. The International 
Union for Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN) classified this species as 
“Endangered.”

We encountered this species in 
high numbers in BGPF alongside 
the Large Flying Fox in a mosaic of 
regenerating secondary forest and 
original lowland diphtherocarp forest. 
Upon inspection of the Bat Sanctuary, 
the roost has been observed to be 
temporarily abandoned by these 
bats. We encountered the roost in a 
deep gully that is heavily forested. 
The topography was very difficult so 
that a full view of the whole extent 
of the roost was not feasible. Thus, 
a reliable estimate of the whole 
population could not be done. 

Although it will not be surprising 
that the roost may exceed 1,500-
2,000 individuals judging from the 
preliminary estimate of extent of the 
roost. Proportional estimate for each 
species of flying fox is undetermined 
at this moment. At closer inspection, 
we observed females of this species 
to be carrying and nursing a young, 
indicating a period of reproductive 
activity. 

The discovery of these bats while 
roosting inside the deep heavily 
forested gully of the BGPF 
reservation is a testament 
to EDC’s successful 
reforestation efforts.  As 
a result of the discovery 
of the rare mammalian 
assemblage in the site, the 
surrounding area has been declared 
a bat sanctuary and management 
implemented a “NO HUNTING 
POLICY” in the entire reservation 
since June 2006. The BGPF has been 
turned into a biodiversity center with 
its wild pigs and deer rehabilitation 
center, butterfly garden and breeding 
farm. 
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

EDC integrates its financial and 
operations reporting with its maiden 
issue of sustainability report. In 2007, 
a CSR Report was released following 
the success of the company’s first 
ever Stakeholders’ Meeting. EDC 
will release its sustainability report 
as part of its annual reporting 
activity to inform both shareholders 
and stakeholders about the 
company’s progress on sustainability 
management.

The embedding of sustainability 
in our operations will provide a 
wider view about the company’s 
performance in three key areas – 
economic contribution, environmental 
management and social equities 
distribution. This will provide 
enabling mechanisms to identify 
opportunities as well as potential 
challenges that may impinge on any 
aspect of the company’s operations 
supply chain. 

REPORTING STANDARDS

The 2009 EDC Sustain Via Renew 
Report follows the GRI Sustainability 
Reporting Guidelines 2006 and is 
being published with C-level self-
declared application. Item-for-item 
ratings and relevant pages can be 

found in the Index of this report. The 
13 performance indicators presented 
herein were subjected to the 
principles of materiality, completeness 
and stakeholder inclusiveness. 

All the information contained in 
this report is based on materials 
gathered by EDC’s Sustainability 
Technical Working Group (STWG) as 
sanctioned by the Steering Committee 
composed of the President and 
COO and all sector Vice Presidents. 
The STWG was established to lay 
down the preparatory process of 
the Sustainability Initiative with the 
objective of installing a reporting 
system compatible with existing and 
to-be-installed strategic management 
systems. The Board's CSR Committee 
has also endorsed the C-level contents 
of this Report. The STWG will monitor 
sustainability management activities 
and record relevant progress starting 
with this Report. 

For enhanced reliability, the 
environment and social parts of this 
report has been lifted from the annual 
environmental and social monitoring 
report submitted every year to the 
International Finance Corporation. 
The Corporate Governance 
performance in 2009 has also been 
endorsed by the Philippines’ Institute 
of Corporate Directors.

REPORTING SCOPE AND PERIOD

This report covers the period from 
2008 to 2009 and may contain 
quantitative performance data from 
the last CSR Report in 2007 to 
provide a convenient overview of 
both positive and negative progress. 
As for qualitative performance, this 
report focuses on 2008 activities.

REPORTING TARGETS

This report covers EDC and all its 
geothermal business sites in Bicol, 
Leyte, Northern Negros, Southern 
Negros and Mindanao. EDC aspires 
for a third-party review or assurance 
on its subsequent reports. 

PUBLICATION SCHEDULE

The 2009 EDC Integrated Annual and 
Sustainability Report  was published 
on July 29, 2010 and distributed at 
the Annual Stockholders’ Meeting. An 
online report can also be found on its 
website www.energy.com.ph.

OUR STAKEHOLDERS
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GRI Index

G3 Indicator Description Reference

1. Strategy and Analysis

1.1 Statement from senior decision-makers pp. 4 - 22

2. Organizational Profile

2.1 Organization’s name Inside Cover Spread

2.2 Major products pp. 2-3; 23

2.3 Operational structure and major divisions pp. 2-3; 44

2.4 Location of headquarters 164

2.5 Countries of operations Not applicable

2.6 Nature of ownership p. 1

2.7 Markets served including geographical breakdown, sectors served, 
customers

pp. 2-3

2.8 Scale of the organization including number of employees, net sales/
revenues, total capitalization

pp. 2-3; 23-24

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period Not Applicable

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period p. 27

3. Report Parameters

3.1 Reporting period pp. 65-66

3.2 Date of previous report 2008 Annual Report & 
2007 CSR Report

3.3 Reporting cycle pp. 65-66

3.4 Contact point p. 164

3.5 Process for defining report content p. 65

3.6 Boundary of the report p. 65

3.7 Limitation of the scope of the report p. 65

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures p. 5

3.10 Significant change from previous reporting periods Not Applicable

3.11 GRI Content Index Table pp. 66

3.12 Policy and practice for seeking independent assurance for the report p. 65

4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement

4.1 Governance structure including committees pp. 38-40

4.2 Indicate whether chair of the highest governance body is also an 
executive officer

pp. 29-32

4.3 Percent of independent directors pp. 38-39

4.4 Mechanisms for stockholders and employees to provide 
recommendations/direction to highest governance body

pp. 39-40

4.14 List of stakeholders group p. 65

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to 
engage

pp. 46-49

Economic Performance Indicators

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, 
operating costs, employee compensation, donations and other 
community investments, retained earnings, and payments to capital 
providers and governments. CORE

p. 5

GRI REPORT
SELF DECLARED

We include this GRI Application Level table in our 
report to support our self-declaration of this report 
at Application Level C.
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Indirect Economic Performance Indicators

EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services 
provided primarily for public benefit through commercial, in-kind,
or pro bono engagement. ADD

pp. 46-51

Biodiversity

EN11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, 
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected
areas. CORE

p. 54

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services 
on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value
outside protected areas. ADD

p. 59

EN13 Habitats protected or restored. pp. 54-58; 60-63

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on 
biodiversity. ADD

pp. 1; 54-63

Compliance

EN 28 Identify administrative or judicial sanctions for failure to comply with 
environmental laws and regulations

p. 59

Employment

LA 1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and 
region. CORE

p. 44

LA 3 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees, by major operations.

pp. 11 & 44

Labor/Management Relations

LA 4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining 
agreements. CORE

p. 44

Occupational Health and Safety

LA 6 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management–
worker health and safety committees that help monitor and advise on
occupational health and safety programs. CORE

p. 44

Training and Education

LA 11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the 
continued employability of employees and assist them in managing 
career endings.

p. 65

LA 12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career 
development reviews.

p. 45
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Report on all criteria listed 
for Level C: 1.2, 3.9,3.13, 
4.5-4.13, 4.16-4.17
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Same as Requirement for 
Level B
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ed

G3 Management
Approach O

ut
p
ut

Not Required
Management Approach
Disclosures for each 
Indicator Category

Management Approach 
Disclosures for each
Indicator Category

G3 Performance
Indicators & Sector 
Supplement
Performance Indicators

O
ut

p
ut

Report on a minimum 
of 10 Performance 
Indicators, including at 
least one from each of 
: Economic, Social and
Environmental

Report on a minimum of 
20 Performance Indicators, 
including at least one 
from each of : Economic, 
Environment, Human Rights, 
Labor, Society and Product 
Responsibility.

Report on each core G3 and 
Sector Supplement Indicator 
with due regard to the 
material Principle by either: 
a) reporting on the indicator 
or b) explaining the reason 
for its omission.

Report Application Level C C+ B B+ A A+
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24th Floor, Yuchengco Tower, 
RCBC Plaza 6819 Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Philippines 

Tel (63 2) 884 1494/ 884 1498/ Telefax (63 2) 884 1493

MESSAGE

We congratulate the Energy Development Corporation for achieving Gold in the 2009 Corporate 
Governance Scorecard demonstrating exemplary adherence to good corporate governance practices as 
a publicly listed company while maintaining its high ranking in key corporate governance parameters 
for three consecutive years. The company's good corporate governance practices and policies continue 
to merit recognition in the CG Scorecard year after year because it does not only institute the corporate 
governance thought and principles through manuals and policy statements but also practice them in 
the conduct of daily business transactions and operation. Energy Development Corporation has been 
assessed to have performed notably in the following key areas:

1. Conduct by the Board of an Annual Performance assessment of the CEO/President;
2. Conduct by the Board of its own Annual Self-Assessment;
3. Clear Definition of 'Independence' of Independent Directors in its Annual Report;
4. Attendance of Senior Management Executives, on top of the 100% attendance of the 

Board,
5. Attendance in Corporate Governance trainings; and
6. Quality of Audit Committee Report

Therefore in 2009, Energy Development Corporation garnered a Gold scorecard rating of 95.4 percent, 
topping its own record of 84 percent and 91 percent in 2007 and 2008, respectively.

The Scorecard Project is a joint initiative launched in 2005 by the Institute of Corporate Directors, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, the Philippine Stock Exchange, the Ateneo de Manila University 
School of Law and the Institute of Internal Auditors of the Philippines with the aim of raising standards of 
corporate governance practices not only by ensuring compliance to minimum regulatory requirements, 
but also by encouraging the adoption of recognized best practices in corporate governance.

JESUS P. ESTANISLAO
Chairman  
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OVERVIEW OF IFC'S SCOPE OF 
REVIEW

The scope of review of EDC's 
compliance with IFC’s Performance 
Standards included assessment of 
EDC's management capacity of its 
environmental, social, health and 
safety performance. The review relied 
on documents, annual monitoring 
reports on environmental and social 
performance and other reports made 
available by EDC and interviews 
conducted by IFC staff during their 
site visits. The IFC team also visited 
EDC facilities on the island of Negros 
(Northern Negros Geothermal 
Production Field, NNGPF). Other 
EDC facilities have also been visited 
by IFC staff in the last two years. 
IFC conducted interviews with key 
management personnel including 
EDC's operational, human resources, 
environmental, social, health and 
safety managers and staff.

KEY ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
SOCIAL ISSUES AND MITIGATION

IFC’s appraisal has confirmed that 
the Company continues to manage 
its environmental, social, health 
and safety (ESHS) performance of 
existing operations effectively and 
addressing potential ESHS impacts 
of new development projects in a 
manner that is consistent with IFC’s 
Performance Standards. Since IFC’s 
investment is to partially support 
the company’s capital expenditure 
without targeting any specific 

individual development projects, 
IFC will review and agree with the 
company on the overall monitoring 
and reporting framework of the 
company’s ESHS performance 
including those of individual new 
development projects, to confirm 
ongoing compliance with the 
IFC’s Performance Standards. Key 
areas reviewed include: Social 
and Environmental Assessment and 
Management Systems, Labor and 
Working Conditions, and Community 
Health Safety and Security.

CLIENT'S COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

EDC is committed to promote social 
prosperity and environmental 
stewardship through the 
implementation of a comprehensive, 
responsive and sustained corporate 
program on social responsibility 
(CSR), in partnership with its 
stakeholders and in keeping with 
its energy objectives. EDC has an 
approved budget allocation for CSR 
to be equivalent to 1% if the Net 
Recurring Income Before Income 
Tax (NIBT) of the previous year. CSR 
projects focus on four fronts, namely 
livelihood, education, health and 
community environment. Details of 
these programs are contained in 
the CSR Report of 2005-2007, the 
company brochure on Community 
Partnerships, and in “Doing Good 

in Business Matters: CSR in the 
Philippines” by the Asian Institute 
of Management (AIM). EDC’s CSR 
program has also been embodied 
in its Corporate Policy Manual since 
2007.

Excerpts from IFC's Environmental & 
Social Review Summary

The entire IFC Energy Dev II Environment & 
Social Review Summary can be found at 
www.ifc.org
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Energy Development 
Corporation and Subsidiaries
(Formerly PNOC Energy Development Corporation) A Subsidiary of Red Vulcan Holdings Corporation
Consolidated Financial Statements December 31, 2009 and 2008
and Years Ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007

and

Independent Auditors’ Report
SyCip Gorres Velayo & Co.
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2009 Audit and Governance Committee Report

The Board of Directors
Energy Development Corporation

The Audit and Governance Committee (AGC) assists the Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibility as regards the Company's: a) integrity of 
financial reporting process; b) effectiveness and soundness of internal control environment; c) adequacy of audit functions, both external and 
internal audits; and d) compliance with rules, policies, laws, regulations, contracts and the code of conduct.

In fulfilling our responsibilities as stated in the AGC Charter, we confirm for 2009 that:

Financial Reporting

to the Board for approval and release to regulatory bodies and stockholders. We have discussed with the external auditor the key 
accounting issues and the results of their examinations.

release to appropriate regulatory bodies.

Internal Control Environment

external auditor; exercising functional responsibility over Internal Audit and Compliance Office and receiving reports on work done in 
assessing key control components; discussion with management on major control issues and recommendations to improve policies and 
processes; and promoting a culture of integrity and ethical values in the company.

External and Internal Audit

2009 audit (final year of the contract period).

resources are adequate.

Compliance

to align it with regulatory requirements, corporate policies and best practices; providing oversight in the completion of the Corporate 

requirements; endorsing the conduct of the annual evaluation of the Board's performance; and,  approval of recommendations to 
enhance the company's participation in the Corporate Governance Scorecard project.

Committee Meetings

January 20, 2010

Cesar V. Purisima
Chairman
(September 2009 to present)

Vincent S. Perez, Jr.

(Chairman - January to August 2009)

Francis G. Estrada

Francis Giles B. Puno Ernesto B. Pantangco

(July 2009 to present)
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Management's Responsibility for Financial Statements

Securities and Exchange Commission
SEC Building, EDSA Greenhills

The management of Energy Development (EDC) Corporation is responsible for all information and representations contained in the 
consolidated statement of financial position as at December 31, 2009 and 2008 and the consolidated statements of income, consolidated 
statements of changes in equity and consolidated statements of cash flow for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2009. 
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in conformity with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards and reflect amounts 
that are based on the best estimates and informed judgment of management with an appropriate consideration to materiality.

In this regard, management maintains a system of accounting and reporting which provides for the necessary internal controls to ensure 
that transactions are properly authorized and recorded, assets are safeguarded against unauthorized use or disposition and liabilities are 
recognized. The management likewise discloses to the Company's audit committee and to its external auditors: (i) all significant deficiencies 
in the design or operation of internal controls that could adversely affect its ability to record, process, and report financial data; (ii) material 
weaknesses in the internal controls; and (iii) any fraud that involves management or other employees who exercise significant roles in internal 
controls.

The Board of Directors reviews the financial statements before such statements are approved and submitted to the stockholders of the 
Company.

financial statements of the Company in accordance with the Philippine Standards on Auditing and has expressed their opinion on the fairness
of presentation upon completion of such examination, in their report to the Board of Directors and Stockholders.

Chairman
Richard B. Tantoco
President/COO

Regina Pia B. Go 
Senior Vice-President/CFO

1201 Taguig City Philippines
Tel:       +63 (2) 893-6001 to 47; 893-1320 to 64
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

The Stockholders and the Board of Directors
Energy Development (EDC) Corporation

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Energy Development (EDC) Corporation and Subsidiaries, which 
comprise the consolidated statements of financial position as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the consolidated 
statements of income, consolidated statements of comprehensive income, consolidated statements of changes in equity and 
consolidated statements of cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2009, and a summary 
of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes.  

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Philippine Financial Reporting Standards.  This responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining internal 
control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that 
are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditors’ Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our audits 
in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing.  Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements 
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free from material 
misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements.  The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material 
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error.  In making those risk assessments, the auditor 
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to 
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies 
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of 
the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial 
position of Energy Development (EDC) Corporation and Subsidiaries as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, and their 
financial performance and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2009 in 
accordance with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards.

Martin C. Guantes
Partner
CPA Certificate No. 88494



ENERGY DEVELOPMENT (EDC) CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

December 31
2009 2008 

ASSETS 

Current Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents (Notes 7 and 37) P=11,220,897,157 P=957,088,260 
Trade and other receivables (Notes 8, 16, 27, 31 and 37) 5,487,246,002 5,412,135,610 
Current portion of concession receivables (Notes 3, 37 and 39) – 2,048,110,310 
Available-for-sale (AFS) investments (Notes 3, 9, 32 and 37) 734,811,000 674,494,128 
Parts and supplies inventories (Notes 3, 10, 26 and 27) 1,553,803,487 1,563,284,383 
Derivative assets (Note 37) – 614,081,623 
Other current assets (Notes 11, 21, 24 and 37) 140,998,551 657,407,901 

19,137,756,197 11,926,602,215 
Noncurrent assets held for sale (Notes 12, 32 and 46) – 1,797,587,000 

Total Current Assets 19,137,756,197 13,724,189,215 

Noncurrent Assets 
Property, plant and equipment (Notes 3, 5 and 13) 59,877,186,791 5,280,149,541 
Service concession assets: 

Concession receivables - net of current portion  
(Notes 3, 37 and 39)  – 32,647,323,888 

Intangible assets (Notes 3, 14 and 39) – 9,389,193,091 
Intangible assets (Notes 3, 14 and 15) 2,397,497,635 2,493,688,792 
Deferred tax assets - net (Notes 3 and 34) 959,273,421 3,410,392,338 
Exploration and evaluation assets (Notes 3, 14, 15, 29 and 32) 1,038,052,272 999,757,259 
Derivative assets (Note 37) 9,611,022 34,907,195 
Other noncurrent assets (Notes 8, 9, 16, 27, 31, 32 and 37) 1,355,560,188 1,365,986,414 

Total Noncurrent Assets 65,637,181,329 55,621,398,518 

TOTAL ASSETS P=84,774,937,526 P=69,345,587,733 

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Current Liabilities 
Loan payable (Notes 17 and 37) P=– P=2,000,000,000 
Trade and other payables (Notes 18 and 37) 3,985,053,445 2,979,859,848 
Income tax payable (Note 34) 66,400,060 84,807,510 
Due to related parties (Notes 24 and 37) 537,020,209 110,920,747 
Derivative liabilities (Note 37) – 54,250,018 
Current portion of: 

Long-term debts (Notes 21, 24 and 37) 16,930,776,636 8,672,427,694 
Royalty fee payable (Notes 19, 29, 37 and 40) 244,306,963 1,688,282,467 

Obligations to a power plant contractor (Notes 20 and 42) – 112,187,446 
Total Current Liabilities  21,763,557,313 15,702,735,730 

(Forward) 
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December 31
2009 2008 

Noncurrent Liabilities 
Long-term debts - net of current portion (Notes 21, 24 and 37) P=30,533,721,755 P=23,557,027,591 
Royalty fee payable - net of current portion (Notes 19, 29, 37 and 40) 566,697,746 – 
Deferred tax liabilities, net (Note 34) 17,340,023 11,294,373 
Net retirement and other post-retirement benefits (Notes 3 and 33) 1,237,097,147 1,026,394,482 
Other long-term liabilities (Note 22) 324,661,737 312,816,858 

Total Noncurrent Liabilities 32,679,518,408 24,907,533,304 
Total Liabilities 54,443,075,721 40,610,269,034 

Equity  
Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent Company: 

Preferred stock (Note 23)  93,750,000 75,000,000 
Common stock (Note 23) 18,750,000,000 15,000,000,000 
Common shares in employee trust account (Notes 23 and 36) (391,643,364) – 
Additional paid-in capital (Notes 23, 34 and 36)  6,262,027,052 6,278,075,648 
Equity reserve (Note 4) (3,706,430,769) (3,706,430,769)
Net accumulated unrealized gain on AFS investments  

(Notes 9 and 32) 113,177,323 30,826,354 
Retained earnings (Note 23) 7,681,220,446 9,977,933,235 
Cost of treasury stock held (Note 23) – (404,219,068)

28,802,100,688 27,251,185,400 
Minority Interest 1,529,761,117 1,484,133,299 

Total Equity 30,331,861,805 28,735,318,699 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY P=84,774,937,526 P=69,345,587,733 

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements. 
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ENERGY DEVELOPMENT (EDC) CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

Years Ended December 31 

2009 2008 2007 

REVENUES 
Sale of electricity (Notes 3, 42, 43, 44 and 50) P=15,245,966,218 P=12,518,203,534 P=11,508,902,796 
Sale of steam (Notes 3 and 41) 3,781,367,064 4,242,467,491 4,521,232,474 
Interest income on service concessions  

(Notes 3 and 39) 1,650,208,827 2,107,841,224 2,236,906,585 
Drilling services (Note 3) 847,879,359 726,145,231 624,777,831 
Construction  revenue (Notes 3 and 39) 541,458,209 932,254,227 108,813,951 

22,066,879,677 20,526,911,707 19,000,633,637 

OPERATING EXPENSES 
Operations and maintenance (Notes 10, 19, 26, 28 

and 46) (5,444,412,947) (5,046,039,223) (3,078,917,173)
Purchased services and utilities (Notes 25 and 46) (2,073,123,457) (1,523,933,710) (3,111,431,764)
General and administrative (Notes 8, 10, 16, 24,  

27, 28, 31 and 46) (3,498,219,579) (1,293,989,935) (2,385,741,183)
Construction costs (Notes 3 and 39) (467,262,081) (803,667,437) (101,137,594)
Depreciation and amortization (Notes 13 and 14) (1,198,827,607) (675,803,008) (284,257,242)

(12,681,845,671) (9,343,433,313) (8,961,484,956)

FINANCIAL INCOME (EXPENSES) 
Interest income (Notes 7, 16 and 37) 402,950,235 332,562,785 650,045,922 
Interest expense (Notes 17, 18, 19, 21 and 29) (2,887,155,929) (2,152,523,656) (1,600,053,654)

(2,484,205,694) (1,819,960,871) (950,007,732)

OTHER INCOME (CHARGES) 
Foreign exchange gains (losses), net (Note 30) 1,291,239,839 (9,357,131,312) 3,995,789,095 
Loss on disposal of machineries and equipment of 

subsidiary (Note 13) (273,575,293) – – 
Derivatives gain (loss), net (Note 37) (198,809,759) 420,019,743 56,011,571 
Revenue from arbitration award (Note 31) – 2,067,343,343 – 
Miscellaneous, net (Notes 9, 13, 16, 19, 20 and 32) (439,660,616) 159,074,890 (204,411,933)

379,194,171 (6,710,693,336) 3,847,388,733 

INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX 7,280,022,483 2,652,824,187 12,936,529,682 

PROVISION FOR INCOME TAX (Note 34)
Current (1,454,387,054) (2,142,562,014) (2,310,961,224)
Deferred:

Effect of Renewable Energy Law (Note 49) (2,959,213,001) – – 
Others 501,867,601 835,013,077 (1,857,314,253)

(3,911,732,454) (1,307,548,937) (4,168,275,477)

NET INCOME P=3,368,290,029 P=1,345,275,250 P=8,768,254,205 

Net income attributable to: 
Equity holders of the Parent Company P=3,322,662,211 P=1,308,021,833 P=8,692,170,755 
Minority interest 45,627,818 37,253,417 76,083,450 

P=3,368,290,029 P=1,345,275,250 P=8,768,254,205 

Basic/Diluted Earnings Per Share for Net 
Income Attributable to Equity Holders of 
the Parent Company (Note 35) P=0.177 P=0.070 P=0.463 

  
See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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ENERGY DEVELOPMENT (EDC) CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

            Years Ended December 31 
2009 2008 2007

NET INCOME P=3,368,290,029 P=1,345,275,250 P=8,768,254,205

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 
(LOSS) 

Changes in fair value of AFS investment 
recognized in equity (Note 9) 79,022,336 (291,399,507) 245,024,166

Impairment loss on AFS removed from 
equity and recognized in profit or loss  
(Notes 9 and 32) 3,328,633 – –

Net unrealized gain removed from equity 
and recognized in profit or loss  
(Notes 9 and 32) – (46,323,392) (7,937,724)

82,350,969 (337,722,899) 237,086,442
Adjustment of related deferred tax liability of

properties stated at appraised values and
designated at deemed cost (Note 23) – (449,433,875) –

82,350,969 (787,156,774) 237,086,442

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME P=3,450,640,998 P=558,118,476 P=9,005,340,647

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company P=3,405,013,180 P=520,865,059 P=8,929,257,197
Minority interest 45,627,818 37,253,417 76,083,450

P=3,450,640,998 P=558,118,476 P=9,005,340,647
  

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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ENERGY DEVELOPMENT (EDC) CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2009, 2008 AND 2007 
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ENERGY DEVELOPMENT (EDC) CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 

Years Ended December 31 
2009 2008 2007 

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
Income before income tax  P=7,280,022,483 P=2,652,824,187 P=12,936,529,682 
Adjustments for:  

Interest expense (Note 29) 2,887,155,929 2,152,523,656 1,600,053,654 
Interest income on service concessions  (1,650,208,827) (2,107,841,224) (2,236,906,585) 
Depreciation and amortization (Notes 13 and 14)     1,198,827,607 675,803,008 284,257,242 
Unrealized foreign exchange losses (gains), net (815,455,990) 8,815,719,940 (3,139,530,508) 
Interest income  (402,950,235) (332,562,785) (650,045,922) 
Provision for:

Retirement and other post-retirement benefits, net
(Note 33) 396,716,593 231,125,943 276,236,218 

Doubtful accounts (Notes 8 and 16) 24,377,257 15,617,282 286,828,060 
Share-based benefit cost (Note 36) 15,190,000 – – 

Impairment loss on: 
Property, plant and equipment of Northern 

Negros Geothermal Production Field  
(Notes 13 and 32) 349,000,000 – – 

Noncurrent AFS investments (Notes 9 and 32) 3,328,633 – – 
Loss on:

Disposal of machineries and equipment of  
  subsidiary (Note 13) 273,667,334 – – 

Sale of noncurrent assets held for sale  
(Notes 12 and 32) 129,867,348 – – 

Unused tax credit certificates and others  
(Note 32) 12,207,982 – – 

Derivatives loss (gain), net (Note 37)   198,809,759 (420,019,743) (56,011,571) 
Write-off of input Value Added Tax (VAT) 

claimed (Note 32) 178,639,119 – – 
“Day 1” gain on deferred royalties (Notes 19 and 32) (168,284,986) – (39,769,241) 
Write-down of: 

Inventories for disposal (Notes 10 and 27) 106,206,646 – – 
Exploration and evaluation assets  

(Notes 15 and 32) 83,531,992 – – 
Income from receipt of inventories from power plant

contractor (Note 32) (53,992,600) (260,614,700) – 
Reversal of allowance for doubtful accounts (Notes 8 

and 16) (2,594,751) (1,116,185,993) (43,130,239) 
“Day 1” loss on NPC receivable (Notes 16 and 32) – 189,790,628 – 
Gain on sale of AFS investments (Notes 9 and 32) – (46,323,392) (7,937,724) 

Operating income before working capital changes  10,044,061,293 10,449,856,807 9,210,573,066 
Decrease (increase) in:  

Trade and other receivables  (600,913,880) 341,833,292 (1,342,869,270) 
Service concession receivables  3,356,946,305 4,307,827,550 4,307,827,550 
Parts and supplies inventories  (42,733,150) (161,884,316) 26,404,099 
Other current assets  93,241,853 (745,659,204) (291,710,988) 

Increase (decrease) in:
Trade and other payables 1,317,258,253 (861,715,447) (3,013,540,542) 
Royalty fee payable (842,909,314) (738,431,448) (737,750,974) 
Due to related parties (14,943,535) 47,213,065 – 

Cash generated from operations  13,310,007,825 12,639,040,299 8,158,932,941 
Interest and financing charges paid  (2,700,414,973) (1,824,642,785) (1,170,469,216) 
Income tax paid  (701,657,001) (1,731,066,639) (1,707,623,763) 
Retirement and other post-retirement benefits paid (Note 33) (174,169,047) (134,153,008) (160,000,000) 
Net cash flows from operating activities 9,733,766,804 8,949,177,867 5,120,839,962 

(Forward) 
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Years Ended December 31 
2009 2008  2007 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Payments for acquisition of:  

Palinpinon-Tongonan Geothermal Power Plants   
(Note 5) (P=10,165,337,657) P=– P=– 

First Gen Hydro Power Corporation (Note 5) – (4,114,597,818) – 
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment (Note 13) (3,221,335,750) (1,072,520,719) (183,363,930)
Proceeds from sale of noncurrent assets held for sale 1,402,330,152 – –
Additions to intangible assets arising from service

concessions (Note 14) (541,458,209)   (932,254,227) (108,813,951)
Interest received  330,024,062 222,740,387 650,045,922 
Decrease (increase) in:

Amounts due from related parties  (648,282,396) (96,365,150) (559,410)
Exploration and evaluation assets  29,963,765 264,098,324 461,679,361 
Other noncurrent assets  (97,999,704) 1,114,834,803 688,629,644 
AFS investments  – 298,122,708 164,092,099 

Proceeds from sale of property and equipment – 537,690 3,210,008 
Cash acquired from First Gen Hydro Power 

Corporation – – 523,511,145 
Proceeds from sale of investment  – – 45,000,000 
Net cash flows from (used in) investing activities (12,912,095,737) (4,315,404,002) 2,243,430,888 
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Payments of:

Short-term loans (4,030,376,500)    – – 
Long-term debts (8,806,243,829) (2,528,459,825) (9,842,606,061)
Cash dividends (Note 23) (1,869,375,000) (5,302,999,997) (1,485,000,000)
Obligations to a power plant contractor  

(Note 20) (112,187,446) (245,241,580) (2,806,654,077)
Documentary stamp tax on stock issuances (18,843,725) – – 
Return to minority interest of deposit for future

stock subscriptions (Note 23) – (648,027,600) – 
Proceeds from: 

Short-term loans (Note 17) 2,033,113,100 2,000,000,000 – 
Long-term debts (Note 21) 25,100,000,000 – – 
Subscription to preferred shares of stock  

(Note 23) 18,750,000 – – 
Issuance of preferred shares (Note 24) – – 75,000,000 

Increase in amounts due to related parties 1,134,854,786 153,386,379 – 
Purchase of treasury stock (Note 23) – (404,219,068) – 
Net cash flows from (used in) financing activities 13,449,691,386 (6,975,561,691) (14,059,260,138)
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH  

AND CASH EQUIVALENTS  10,271,362,453 (2,341,787,826) (6,694,989,288)
EFFECT OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE 

CHANGES ON CASH AND CASH 
EQUIVALENTS (7,553,556) 2,299,136 (7,635,989)

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS  
AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 957,088,260 3,296,576,950 9,999,202,227 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS  
AT END OF YEAR (Note 7) P=11,220,897,157 P=957,088,260 P=3,296,576,950 

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements. 
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ENERGY DEVELOPMENT (EDC) CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. Corporate Information

Energy Development (EDC) Corporation (the “Parent Company” or “EDC”) is a subsidiary of 
Red Vulcan Holdings Corporation, (Red Vulcan). The Parent Company and its subsidiaries 
(collectively hereinafter referred to as the “Company”), are separately incorporated and registered
with the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Below are the Parent 
Company’s ownership interests in its subsidiaries: 

Percentage of Ownership
         2009           2008 

First Luzon Geothermal Energy Corporation (FL Geothermal) 100% 100%
Green Core Geothermal Inc. (GCGI)* 100% –%
EDC Drillco Corporation (EDC Drillco) 100% –%
First Gen Hydro Power Corporation (FG Hydro) 60% 60%
*GCGI is a  wholly owned subsidiary through FL Geothermal.

Beginning December 13, 2006, the common shares of EDC were listed and traded on the 
Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE). Up to November 2007, EDC was controlled by the Philippine
National Oil Company (PNOC), a government-owned and controlled corporation, and the PNOC 
EDC Retirement Fund.   

On November 29, 2007, PNOC and PNOC EDC Retirement Fund sold their combined interests in
EDC to Red Vulcan (a Philippine corporation). Red Vulcan was then a wholly owned subsidiary 
of First Gen Corporation (First Gen, a publicly listed Philippine corporation) through Prime
Terracota Holdings Corporation (Prime Terracota).  First Gen’s indirect interest in EDC consists 
of 6.0 billion common shares and 7.5 billion preferred shares. Control was established through
First Gen’s 60% indirect voting interest in EDC. Meanwhile, First Philippine Holdings 
Corporation (First Holdings) owns directly 66.2% of the common shares of First Gen.
Accordingly, First Holdings became then the ultimate parent of the Company.

On May 12, 2009, First Gen’s indirect voting interest in Red Vulcan was reduced to 45% with the
balance taken up by Lopez Inc. Retirement Fund (40%) and Quialex Realty Corporation (15%) 
through the issuance of preferred shares by Prime Terracota. As a result of this transaction, Prime
Terracota replaced First Holdings as the ultimate parent of EDC effective May 12, 2009. 

The Parent Company operates 12 geothermal projects in five geothermal service contract areas,
namely Leyte Geothermal Production Field (LGPF), Southern Negros Geothermal Production
Field (SNGPF), BacMan Geothermal Production Field (BGPF), Mindanao Geothermal Production
Field (MGPF) and Northern Negros Geothermal Production Field (NNGPF) under the Geothermal 
Service Contracts (GSCs, see Note 39) entered into with the Department of Energy (DOE) 
pursuant to the provisions of Presidential Decree (P.D.) 1442. These GSCs were replaced by 
Geothermal Renewable Energy Service Contracts (GRESCs, see Note 39) on October 23, 2009.  
Geothermal steam produced is sold to the National Power Corporation (NPC) or are fed to the
Parent Company’s Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) contractors’ power plants to produce electricity.
EDC sells steam and power to NPC under the Steam Sales Agreements (SSAs) and Power 
Purchase Agreements (PPAs), respectively (see Notes 41 and 42). EDC also sells electricity to
Iloilo 1 Electric Cooperative (ILECO) under the Electricity Sales Agreement (see Note 43).
Separately, it also has drilling activities in Papua New Guinea.
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On October 20 and November 17, 2008, in line with its objective of focusing on renewable energy,
the Parent Company acquired a total of 60% interest in FG Hydro from First Gen.  FG Hydro
operates the 112 Megawatt (MW) Pantabangan and Masiway Hydro-Electric Power Plants 
(PAHEP/MAHEP) located in Nueva Ecija, Philippines.  FG Hydro buys from and sells electricity 
to the Wholesale Electricity Spot Market (WESM) and to various distribution utilities under the
Transition Power Supply Contracts (TPSC, see Note 50). 

FL Geothermal is a special-purpose company incorporated on April 9, 2008 to participate in the
bid for another local power plant. The bid was won by and awarded to another local entity.
Thereafter, there has been no business activity yet as far as FL Geothermal is concerned other than
the investment holding company of its wholly owned subsidiary, GCGI.  

GCGI is a special-purpose company incorporated on June 22, 2009 that participated in the bid for 
another local power plant. GCGI has an authorized capital stock of P=1.0 million divided into
100,000 shares with a par value of P=10.00 per share. Total subscribed and paid-up capital is P=0.25
million, 25% of the authorized capital stock. The bid was successfully awarded to GCGI on 
September 2, 2009 as discussed in Note 5.  

EDC Drillco is a company incorporated on September 28, 2009 to act as an independent service
contractor, consultant, specialized technical adviser for well construction and drilling and other 
allied activities. EDC Drillco has an authorized capital stock of P=1.0 million divided into
1,000,000 shares with a par value of P=1.00 per share. Total subscribed and paid-up capital is
P=0.25 million, 25% of the authorized capital stock.

The registered office address of the Parent Company is Merritt Road, Fort Bonifacio, Taguig City. 

On March 10, 2010, the Board of Directors (BOD) reviewed and discussed the consolidated
financial statements and instructed and authorized the Audit and Governance Committee (AGC) to
review and approve the issuance of the consolidated financial statements. Pursuant to such
authority from the BOD, on March 16, 2010, the AGC approved and authorized the issuance of 
the consolidated financial statements.   

2. Basis of Preparation 

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for 
derivatives and AFS investments that have been measured at fair value. The consolidated
financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, which is the Parent Company’s functional 
currency. All values are rounded to the nearest peso, except when otherwise indicated. 

Statement of Compliance
The consolidated financial statements of the Company have been prepared in compliance with 
Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) issued by the Financial Reporting Standards 
Council. 

Changes in Accounting Policies
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous financial year, except for 
the adoption of the following new and amended PFRS and Philippine Interpretations, which
became effective beginning January 1, 2009.   
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New Standards and Interpretations 
PAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements effective January 1, 2009 
PAS 23, Borrowing Costs (Revised) effective January 1, 2009 
PFRS 8, Operating Segments effective January 1, 2009 
Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 13, Customer Loyalty Programmes effective July 1, 2008 
Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 16, Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation
effective July 1, 2009 
Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 18, Transfers of Assets from Customers effective
July 1, 2009 

Amendments to Standards 
PAS 1 and 32 Amendments - Puttable Financial Instruments and Obligations Arising on 
Liquidation effective January 1, 2009 
PFRS 1 and PAS 27 Amendments - Cost of an Investment in a Subsidiary, Jointly Controlled
Entity of Associate effective January 1, 2009 
PFRS 2 Amendment - Vesting Conditions and Cancellations effective January 1, 2009 
PFRS 7 Amendment - Improving Disclosures about Financial Instruments effective January 1, 
2009 
Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 9  and PAS 39 Amendments, Embedded Derivatives effective
June 30, 2009 
Improvements to PFRSs (2008) 
Improvements to PFRSs (2009), with respect to the amendment to Appendix to PAS 18, 
Revenue

PAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements 
The revised standard separates owner and non-owner changes in equity. The statement of 
changes in equity includes only details of transactions with owners, with non-owner changes 
in equity presented in a reconciliation of each component of equity. In addition, the standard
introduces the statement of comprehensive income: it presents all items of recognized income
and expense, either in one single statement, or in two linked statements. The Company has 
elected to present two linked statements. 

PFRS 8, Operating Segments 
PFRS 8 replaced PAS 14, Segment Reporting, upon its effective date. The Company 
concluded that the operating segments determined in accordance with PFRS 8 are the same as 
the business segments previously identified under PAS 14. PFRS 8 disclosures are shown in
Note 6, including the related revised comparative information.

PFRS 7 Amendments – Improving Disclosures about Financial Instruments 
The amendments to PFRS 7, Financial Instruments: Disclosures, require additional 
disclosures about fair value measurement and liquidity risk. Fair value measurements related
to items recorded at fair value are to be disclosed by source of inputs using a three level fair 
value hierarchy, by class, for all financial instruments recognized at fair value. In addition,
reconciliation between the beginning and ending balance for level 3 fair value measurements 
is now required, as well as significant transfers between levels in the fair value hierarchy. The
amendments also clarify the requirements for liquidity risk disclosures with respect to
derivative transactions and financial assets used for liquidity management. The fair value
measurement disclosures are presented in Note 38. The liquidity risk disclosures are not 
significantly impacted by the amendments and are presented in Note 38. 
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Adoption of the following changes in PFRS did not have an impact on the consolidated financial 
statements. 

PFRS 2, Amendment – Vesting Conditions and Cancellations 
The amendment to PFRS 2, Share-based Payments, clarifies the definition of vesting 
conditions and prescribes the treatment for an award that is cancelled.

PAS 23, Borrowing Costs (Revised)
The revised PAS 23 requires capitalization of borrowing costs that are directly attributable to
the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset. A qualifying asset is an asset 
that necessarily takes a substantial period of time to get ready for its intended use or sale. 

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 13, Customer Loyalty Programmes 
This interpretation requires customer loyalty credits to be accounted for as a separate
component of the sales transaction in which they are granted. A portion of the fair value of the
consideration received is allocated to the award credits and deferred. This is then recognized
as revenue over the period that the award credits are redeemed.

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 16, Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation 
This interpretation is to be applied prospectively. Philippine Interpretation IFRIC–16 provides 
guidance on the accounting for a hedge of a net investment. As such, it provides guidance on
identifying the foreign currency risks that qualify for hedge accounting in the hedge of a net 
investment, where within the group the hedging instruments can be held in the hedge of a net 
investment and how an entity should determine the amount of foreign currency gain or loss,
relating to both the net investment and the hedging instrument, to be recycled on disposal of 
the net investment. 

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 18, Transfers of Assets from Customers 
This interpretation is to be applied prospectively to transfers of assets from customers received
on or after July 1, 2009. The interpretation provides guidance on how to account for items of 
property, plant and equipment received from customers or cash that is received and used to
acquire or construct assets that are used to connect the customer to a network or to provide
ongoing access to a supply of goods or services or both. When the transferred item meets the
definition of an asset, the asset is measured at fair value on initial recognition as part of an 
exchange transaction. The service delivered are identified and the consideration received (the
fair value of the asset) allocated to each identifiable service. Revenue is recognized as each
service is delivered by the entity.

Amendments to PAS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation, and PAS 1, Presentation of 
Financial Statements - Puttable Financial Instruments and Obligations Arising on Liquidation
The standards have been amended to allow a limited scope exception for puttable financial 
instruments to be classified as equity if they fulfill a number of specified criteria.  

PFRS 1 and PAS 27 Amendments – Cost of an Investment in a Subsidiary, Jointly Controlled
Entity or Associate 
The amendments to PFRS 1, First-time Adoption of Philippine Financial Reporting Standards, 
allowed an entity to determine the ‘cost’ of investments in subsidiaries, jointly controlled
entities or associates in its opening PFRS financial statements in accordance with PAS 27, 
Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements, or using a deemed cost method. The 
amendment to PAS 27 required all dividends from a subsidiary, jointly controlled entity or
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associate to be recognized in the income statement in the separate financial statement. The
revision to PAS 27 was applied prospectively. The new requirement affects only the parent’s 
separate financial statements and does not have an impact on the consolidated financial 
statements. 

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 9 and PAS 39 Amendments – Embedded Derivatives 
This amendment to Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 9, Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives, 
requires an entity to assess whether an embedded derivative must be separated from a host 
contract when the entity reclassifies a hybrid financial asset out of the fair value through profit 
or loss category. This assessment is to be made based on circumstances that existed on the
later of the date the entity first became a party to the contract and the date of any contract 
amendments that significantly change the cash flows of the contract. PAS 39, Financial 
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, now states that if an embedded derivative cannot 
be reliably measured, the entire hybrid instrument must remain classified as at fair value
through profit or loss. 

Improvements to PFRSs 2008 and 2009 
The omnibus amendments to PFRSs issued in 2008 and 2009 were issued primarily with a view 
of removing inconsistencies and clarifying wording. There are separate transitional provisions for 
each standard. The adoption of the said amendments in 2008 did not have any significant impact 
on the consolidated financial statements. 

The following amendment to PAS 18 arose from the 2009 improvements to PFRS; 
PAS 18, Revenue: The amendment adds guidance (which accompanies the standard) to
determine whether an entity is acting as a principal or as an agent. The features to consider are
whether the entity: 
– Has primary responsibility for providing the goods or service 
– Has inventory risk 
– Has discretion in establishing prices 
– Bears the credit risk 

The Company has assessed its revenue arrangements against these criteria and concluded that it is 
acting as principal in all arrangements. The revenue recognition policy has been updated
accordingly.

3. Significant Accounting Judgments and Estimates

The preparation of the consolidated financial statements requires management to make judgments,
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of revenues, expenses, assets and
liabilities, and the disclosure of contingent liabilities, at the reporting date. However, uncertainty 
about these assumptions and estimates could result in outcomes that could require material 
adjustments to the carrying amounts of the assets or liabilities in the future.   

Judgments
In the process of applying the Company’s accounting policies, management has made the
following judgment, apart from those involving estimates, which has the most significant effect on 
the amounts recognized in the consolidated financial statements: 
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Functional Currency  
The Parent Company’s transactions are denominated or settled in various currencies such as the 
Philippine peso, United States dollar, and Japanese yen. The Parent Company has determined that 
its functional currency is the Philippine peso, which is the currency that most faithfully represents 
the economic substance of its underlying transactions, events and conditions. 

Service Concession Arrangements  
In applying Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 12, Service Concession Arrangements (IFRIC 12), up 
to October 22, 2009, the Company had made a judgment that its GSCs (see Note 39) were within
the scope of IFRIC 12 primarily because the grantor controls the significant residual interest over 
the steam field, power plants and related facilities at the end of the concession period.
The Company also made a judgment that the GSCs for Tongonan, Leyte; Palinpinon, Negros 
Oriental; Bacon-Manito in Albay and Sorsogon; and Mt. Apo in North Cotabato qualified under 
the financial asset model; meanwhile, its GSCs for Northern Negros and the expansion
development of Tanawon project in Bacon-Manito service contract area qualified under the
intangible asset model. Under the financial asset model, the Company had recognized the
consideration received or receivable in exchange for its infrastructure construction services or its 
acquisition of infrastructure to be used in the arrangements as a financial asset to the extent that 
the Company has an unconditional contractual right to receive cash or other financial asset for its 
construction services from or at the direction of the grantor. Under the intangible asset model, the
Company had recognized an intangible asset for the right to charge users of the public service. 

Starting October 23, 2009, with the conversion of its GSCs to GRESCs (see Note 39), the
Company has made a judgment that its GRESCs are no longer within the scope of IFRIC 12 since
the Company already has control over any significant residual interest over the steam field, power 
plants and related facilities throughout the concession period and even after the concession period. 

The Company accounted for its service concession arrangements as follows: 

Prior to October 23, 2009: 
Recognized the consideration received or receivable in exchange for its infrastructure
construction services or its acquisition of infrastructure to be used in the arrangements as 
either a financial asset (financial asset model) to the extent that the Company has an
unconditional right to receive cash or other financial asset for its construction services from or 
at the direction of the grantor (recorded as “Concession receivables”), or an intangible asset 
(intangible asset model) for the right to charge users of the public service (recorded as 
“Intangible assets arising from service concessions”); 
Recognized interest income on service concession under the financial asset model; 
Recognized construction revenue and construction expenses in accordance with PAS 11, 
Construction Contracts;
Amortized intangible assets arising from the service concession over the concession period
under the intangible asset model; 
Recognized revenue from sale of electricity and steam, net of the portion of the billings 
representing collection of concession receivables and related interest charges; and, 
Expensed subsequent capital expenditures as incurred under the financial asset model and
intangible asset model, unless proven that the upgrades will be able to generate revenues by 
charging the users of the public service. 
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Starting October 23, 2009: 
Derecognized the concession receivables and intangible assets arising from service
concessions, with their carrying amounts of P=32.99 billion and P=9.69 billion, respectively, as 
of October 22, 2009; and  
Recognized the property, plant and equipment items corresponding to the steamfield, power 
plants and related facilities using the total carrying value of the related concession receivables 
and intangible assets arising from the service concessions of P=42.68 billion as of October 23, 
2009 (see Note 13). 

Subsequent to October 23, 2009: 
Depreciated the property, plant and equipment items over their estimated remaining useful 
lives; 
Recognized revenue from sale of electricity and steam at full invoice price (no deduction for 
billings representing collection of concession receivables and related interest charges); and 
Capitalized subsequent capital expenditures as part of property, plant and equipment. 

Acquisition of Palinpinon and Tongonan Power Plants 
GCGI acquired the Palinpinon and Tongonan power plants and accounted for the acquisition in 
accordance with PFRS 3 under which the acquisition falls within the definition of a business 
combination (see Note 5). 

Implementation of Renewable Energy Act 
On January 30, 2009, Republic Act (R.A.) No. 9513, “An Act Promoting the Development,
Utilization and Commercialization of Renewable Energy Resources and for Other Purposes,” also
known as the “Renewable Energy Act of 2008”, became effective. As early as May 20, 2009, the
Parent Company submitted its letter of intent to register with the DOE as an Renewable Energy 
(RE) Developer. The DOE Circular No. 2009-07-0011, which took effect on August 10, 2009, 
provided the guidelines for the registration process of RE Developers. On September 10, 2009, 
the Parent Company was granted the Provisional Certificate of Registration as an RE Developer 
for its existing projects. Upon receipt of the Provisional Certificate of Registration, the Parent 
Company has made a judgment to recognize the applicable benefits as an RE Developer 
retroactive from February 1, 2009, which is the effective date of the RE Law. On October 23, 
2009, EDC received the GRESCs, which replaced the GSCs, and the corresponding DOE 
Certificate of Registration for EDC’s geothermal production fields (see Note 49).

Deferred Revenue on Stored Energy 
Under its addendum agreements with NPC, the Parent Company has a commitment to NPC with
respect to certain volume of stored energy that NPC may lift for a specified period, provided that 
the Parent Company is able to generate such energy over and above the nominated energy for each
given year in accordance with the related PPAs. The Company has made a judgment based on 
historical information that the probability of future liftings by NPC from the stored energy is 
remote and accordingly has not deferred any portion of the collected revenues. The stored energy 
commitments are, however, disclosed in Note 46 to the consolidated financial statements.

Classification of Financial Instruments 
On initial recognition, the financial instruments, or its component parts, are classified as either a
financial asset, a financial liability or an equity instrument in accordance with the substance of the
contractual arrangement and the definition of a financial asset, a financial liability or an equity 
instrument. The substance of a financial instrument, rather than its legal form, governs its 
classification in the consolidated statement of financial position. 
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In addition, the Company classifies financial assets by evaluating among others, whether the asset 
is quoted or not in an active market. Included in the evaluation on whether a financial asset is 
quoted in an active market is the determination on whether quoted prices are readily and regularly 
available, and whether those prices represent actual and regularly occurring market transactions on 
an arm’s-length basis. 

Estimates and Assumptions
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at 
reporting date, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts 
of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below: 

Impairment of Receivables 
The Company maintains an allowance for doubtful accounts at a level that management considers 
adequate to provide for potential uncollectibility of its trade and other receivables, and its 
receivables arising from service concession arrangements. The Company evaluates specific
balances where management has information that certain amounts may not be collectible. In these
cases, the Company uses judgment, based on available facts and circumstances, and based on a 
review of the factors that affect the collectibility of the accounts including, but not limited to, the
age and status of the receivables, collection experience, past loss experience and, in the case of the
receivables arising from service concession arrangements, the expected net cash inflows from the
concession. The review is made by management on a continuing basis to identify accounts to be
provided with allowance. These specific reserves are re-evaluated and adjusted as additional 
information received affects the amount estimated.   

In addition to specific allowance against individually significant receivables, the Company also
makes a collective impairment allowance against exposures, which, although not specifically 
identified as requiring a specific allowance, have a greater risk of default than when originally 
granted. This collective allowance is based on historical default experience.

The carrying amounts of current and noncurrent trade and other receivables and receivables 
arising from service concession arrangements are P=5,976.84 million and nil, respectively, as of 
December 31, 2009 and P=6,232.00 million and P=34,695.43 million, respectively, as of 
December 31, 2008. The total amount of impairment losses recognized in 2009, 2008 and 2007
amounted to P=24.38 million, P=15.62 million and P=286.83 million, respectively (see Notes 8, 16 
and 27). 

Estimating Useful Lives of Intangible Assets Arising from Service Concession Arrangement, Water 
Rights and Property, Plant and Equipment 
The Company estimates the useful lives of intangible assets arising from service concession 
arrangement, property, plant and equipment and water rights based on the period over which each
asset is expected to be available for use and on the collective assessment of industry practices,
internal evaluation and experience with similar arrangements.  For purposes of determining the
estimated useful life of each intangible asset arising from a service concession arrangement, the
Company included the renewal period on the basis of the constitutional and contractual provisions 
and the Company’s historical experience of obtaining approvals of such renewals at no significant 
cost.  The estimated useful life is revisited at the end of each reporting period and updated if 
expectations differ materially from previous estimates.
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Starting October 23, 2009, the GSCs (now converted to GRESCs) were no longer accounted for 
under IFRIC 12. Accordingly, the Company recognized the steamfields, power plants and related
infrastructure assets that were previously accounted for as concession receivables and intangible
assets arising from service concession arrangements, and estimated their useful lives as follows: 

Number of Years
Power plants          15–30
Production wells  10–40
Fluid Collection Reinjection System (FCRS)          13–20
Buildings, improvements and other structures 5–35
Exploration, machinery and equipment 2–25
Transportation equipment            5–10
Furniture, fixtures & equipment 3–10
Laboratory equipment 5–10

There is no change in the estimated useful lives of intangible assets arising from water rights.   

The carrying amounts of the intangible assets arising from service concession arrangements,
property, plant and equipment and water rights are nil, P=59,877.19 million and P=2,104.18 million,
respectively, as of December 31, 2009; and P=9,389.19 million, P=5,280.15 million and P=2,200.37
million, respectively, as of December 31, 2008 (see Notes 13 and 14). 

Estimating Net Realizable Value of Parts and Supplies Inventories 
The Company carries inventories at net realizable value when such value is lower than cost due to
damage, physical deterioration, obsolescence, changes in price levels or other causes. The
carrying amounts of parts and supplies inventories as of December 31, 2009 and 2008 amounted
to P=1,553.80 million and P=1,563.28 million, respectively (see Note 10). Materials and supplies for 
disposal amounting to P=106.20 million were written down to zero net realizable value in 2009 (see
Note 27).  

Exploration and Evaluation Assets 
Exploration and evaluation costs are recognized as assets in accordance with PFRS 6, Exploration 
for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources.  Capitalization of these costs is based, to a certain extent, 
on management's judgment of the degree to which the expenditure may be associated with finding 
specific geothermal reserve. The Company determines impairment of projects based on the
technical assessment of its resident scientists in various disciplines or based on management’s 
decision not to pursue any further commercial development of its exploration projects. At 
December 31, 2009 and 2008, the carrying amount of capitalized exploration and evaluation costs 
was P=1,038.05 million and P=999.76 million, respectively (see Note 15). The Company wrote off
P=83.53 million exploration and evaluation assets in 2009 (see Note 32). 

Retirement and Other Post-employment Benefits 
The cost of defined benefit retirement plan and other post-retirement medical and life insurance
benefits is determined using the projected unit credit method of actuarial valuations. The actuarial 
valuation involves making assumptions about discount rates, expected rates of return on assets, 
future salary increases, medical trend rate, mortality and disability rates and employee turnover 
rates. Due to the long-term nature of these plans, such estimates are subject to significant 
uncertainty. The net retirement benefit liability at December 31, 2009 and 2008 was P=1,237.10
million and P=1,026.39 million, respectively. The detailed information with respect to the
Company’s retirement and other post-retirement benefits is presented in Note 33 to the
consolidated financial statements.
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Provision for Dismantlement, Removal and Restoration Costs 
In determining the amount of provisions for dismantlement, removal and restoration costs,
assumptions and estimates are required in relation to the expected cost to dismantle, remove or 
restore sites and infrastructure when such obligation exists. The Company has made an 
assessment that such costs are not significant as of December 31, 2009 and 2008. 

Provision for Liabilities on Regulatory Assessments and Other Contingencies 
There are pending assessments from various regulatory agencies on the Company and certain legal 
cases. The Company’s estimate of the probable costs for the resolution of these assessments and
legal cases has been developed in consultation with in-house and outside counsels and is based
upon the analysis of the potential outcomes. It is possible, however, that future results of 
operations could be materially affected by changes in the estimates or in the effectiveness of 
strategies relating to these proceedings. At December 31, 2009 and 2008, provision for these
liabilities, included under “Trade and other payables” account, amounted to P=406.02 million and  
P=678.82 million, respectively (see Note 18). 

Impairment of AFS Investments 
The Company classifies certain financial assets as AFS investments and recognizes movements in
their fair value in equity.  When the fair value declines, management makes assumptions about the
decline in value to determine whether it is an impairment that should be recognized in the
consolidated statement of income. Impairment loss amounting to P=3.33 million in 2009 and nil in
2008 and 2007 were recognized on AFS investments. The total carrying amount of current and
noncurrent AFS investments was P=750.20 million and P=688.09 million as of December 31, 2009
and 2008, respectively (see Notes 9 and 32). 

The Company recognizes impairment losses should there be an objective evidence of impairment 
as a result of any of the following events that occurred after initial recognition of the asset and
such event has an impact on the estimated cash flows of the financial asset that can be reliably 
estimated:  

a. significant difficulty of the issuer or obligor; 
b. a breach of contract, such as a default or delinquency in interest or principal payments;  
c. the lender, for economic or legal reasons relating to the borrower’s financial difficulty,

granting to the borrower a concession that the lender would not otherwise consider;  
d. it is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial 

reorganization; 
e. the disappearance of an active market for that financial asset because of financial difficulties; 

or  
f. observable data indicating that there is a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash

flows from a group of financial assets since the initial recognition of those assets, although the
decrease cannot yet be identified with the individual financial assets in the group, including 
adverse changes in the payment status of borrowers in the group or national or economic
conditions that correlate with defaults on the assets in the group. 

In addition to the foregoing events, a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of an 
investment in an equity instrument below its cost is also being considered by the Company as an 
objective evidence of impairment. The determination of what is “significant” and “prolonged”
requires judgment. The Company considers a decline significant or prolonged whenever it reaches 
20% or more and lasts longer than six months, respectively. The Company further evaluates other 
factors, such as volatility in share price for quoted equities and the discounted cash flows for 
unquoted equities in determining the amount to be impaired.
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Impairment of Non-financial Assets other than Goodwill 
The Company assesses whether there are any indicators of impairment for all non-financial assets,
other than goodwill, at each reporting date. These non-financial assets [property, plant and 
equipment, intangible assets arising from service concession arrangements, water rights, and claim 
for excess input value-added tax (VAT)] are tested for impairment when there are indicators that 
the carrying amounts may not be recoverable. Where the collection of tax claims is uncertain
based on the assessment of management and Company’s legal counsel, the Company provides an 
allowance for impairment. When value in use calculations are undertaken, management estimates 
the expected future cash flows from the asset or cash-generating unit and discounts such cash
flows using the sensitivity analysis of key assumptions to calculate the present value as of the
reporting date. 

The recoverable amount of NNGPF is determined based on a value in use calculation using the
expected cash flow projections. The five-year cash flow projections of the Company used for 
impairment testing were based on the budget approved by the senior management. The Company 
uses the Perpetuity Growth Model to determine the terminal value, which accounts for the value of 
free cash flows that continue in perpetuity beyond the five-year period projection, growing at an 
assumed constant rate. The assumed growth rate was 5% in 2009 and 2008, which does not 
exceed the average annual demand growth of 6% in 2009 and 2008 for the Visayas power industry 
market where the unit operates. The pre-tax discount rate used was 10.28% in 2009 and 9.9% in
2008 computed based on the cash-generating unit’s weighted average cost of capital. 

Based on the foregoing, the Company recorded an impairment loss of P=349.00 million in 2009,
and nil in 2008 for NNGPF’s property, plant and equipment (see Note 13). The impairment loss 
in 2009 was recorded under the “Miscellaneous income (charges)” account in the 2009
consolidated statement of income (see Note 32). 

The carrying value of intangible assets arising from service concession arrangements amounted to
nil in 2009 and P=9,389.19 million as of December 31, 2008 (see Note 14). The carrying amount 
of property, plant and equipment as of December 31, 2009 and 2008 was P=59,877.19 million and
P=5,280.15 million, respectively (see Note 13).  The carrying amount of water rights as of 
December 31, 2009 and 2008 was P=2,104.18 million and P=2,200.37 million, respectively (see  
Note 14). The carrying amount of input VAT as of December 31, 2009 and 2008 was  
P=657.73 million and P=423.00 million, respectively (see Note 16). 

Impairment of Goodwill
The Company performs impairment review on goodwill, annually or more frequently, if events or 
changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value may be impaired. This requires an
estimation of the value in use of the cash-generating units to which goodwill is allocated.
Estimating value in use requires the Company to estimate the expected future cash flows from the
cash-generating units and discounts such cash flows using weighted average cost of capital to
calculate the present value of those future cash flows. 

The recoverable amounts have been determined based on value in use calculation using cash flow 
projections based on financial budgets approved by senior management of FG Hydro covering a 
five-year period. The pre-tax discount rate applied to cash flow projections is 9.78% and the cash
flows beyond the remaining term of the existing agreements are extrapolated using growth rates of 
4.70% and 4.18% for the years ended December 31, 2009 and 2008, respectively.
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Following are the key assumptions used:  

Budgeted Gross Margin 

Budgeted gross margin is the average gross margin achieved in the year immediately before
the budgeted year, increased for expected efficiency improvements.

Discount Rate 

Discount rate reflects the current market assessment of the risk specific to each  
cash-generating unit. The discount rate is based on the average percentage of the weighted
average cost of capital for the industry. This rate is further adjusted to reflect the market 
assessment of any risk specific to the cash-generating unit for which future estimates of cash
flows have not been adjusted.

No impairment loss on goodwill was recognized in the consolidated financial statements in 2009,
2008 and 2007. The carrying value of goodwill as of December 31, 2009 and 2008 amounted to  
P=293.32 million (see Note 14).

Deferred Tax Assets 
Deferred tax assets are recognized to the extent that it is probable that sufficient future taxable
profit will be available against which the assets can be utilized. Significant management judgment 
is required to determine the amount of deferred tax assets that can be recognized. This includes 
the likely timing and level of future taxable profits together with future tax planning strategies.
The carrying value of recognized deferred tax assets amounted to P=2,150.16 million and  
P=21,413.26 million as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, respectively (see Note 34). 

Construction Revenue Recognition 
The Company’s revenue from construction services in relation to its service concession
arrangement is recognized using the percentage-of-completion method and, measured by reference
to the percentage of costs incurred to date to estimated total costs for each contract. 

An authority for expenditure is issued to cover the work program for the development of the 
concession area. When the costs incurred to date exceed the authorized amount, an assessment is 
conducted to determine the cause of the cost overrun. Cost overruns arising from uncontrollable
factors such as oil price, wage increases and changes in technical work programs due to
unforeseen geological conditions are capitalized while all other cost overruns are treated as period
costs.  

Fair Values of Financial Instruments 
The fair values of financial instruments that are not quoted in active markets are determined using 
valuation techniques. Where valuation techniques are used to determine fair values, fair values are 
validated and periodically reviewed by qualified personnel independent of the area that created
them. All models are reviewed before they are used, and models are calibrated to ensure that 
outputs reflect actual data and comparative market prices. To the extent practicable, models use
only observable data, however areas such as credit risk (both own and counterparty), volatilities 
and correlations require management to make estimates. Changes in assumptions about these
factors could affect reported fair value of financial instruments (see Note 37).  
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4. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Principles of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Parent Company and the
subsidiaries mentioned in Note 1. The financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared for the
same reporting year as the Parent Company, using consistent accounting policies. 

All intercompany balances, transactions, income and expenses and profits and losses resulting 
from intercompany transactions are eliminated in full.  

Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date control is transferred to the Parent Company and 
cease to be consolidated from the date control is transferred out of the Parent Company.

The accounts of FG Hydro have been included in the 2008 and 2007 consolidated financial 
statements using the pooling-of-interests method beginning November 29, 2007, the date the
Parent Company and FG Hydro came under common control of First Gen (see Note 1). 

Minority interest represents the portion of profit or loss and net assets in FG Hydro not held by the
Parent Company and is presented in the consolidated statement of income, consolidated statement 
of comprehensive income and within equity in the consolidated statement of financial position,
separate from equity attributable to equity holders of the parent. Acquisitions of minority interests 
are accounted for using the entity concept method, whereby the difference between the
consideration and the book value of the share in the net assets acquired is recognized as an equity 
transaction. 

Business Combination
Business combination, except for business combination of entities under common control, is 
accounted for using the purchase method of accounting. This involves recognizing identifiable
assets (including previously unrecognized intangible assets) and liabilities (including contingent 
liabilities but excluding future restructuring) of the acquired business at fair value with any 
difference recognized as goodwill. 

Business combination of entities under common control is accounted for using the pooling-of-
interests method. The assets and liabilities of the combining entities are reflected at their carrying 
amounts and no additional goodwill is recognized as a result of the business combination.   
The difference between the carrying amount and purchase price is recognized directly in equity 
under “Equity reserve” account. Comparative consolidated financial statements are restated to
reflect consolidated financial statements as if the combination had occurred at the date that the
entities came under common control.  

Foreign Currency-denominated Transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded at the functional currency rate ruling at the
date of the transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are
retranslated using the functional currency rate of exchange ruling as at reporting date. All 
differences are taken to consolidated statement of income under “Foreign exchange gains (losses)”
account. Nonmonetary items that are measured at historical cost in a foreign currency are
translated using the exchange rate as at the date of the transactions. Nonmonetary items measured
at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair 
value is determined.  
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Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents in the consolidated statement of financial position comprise cash in
banks and on hand and short-term deposits with an original maturity of three months or less and 
that are subject to insignificant risk of changes in value.

Prepayments
Prepayments are expenses paid in advance and recorded as asset before these are utilized. This 
account comprises prepaid rentals and insurance premiums, creditable withholding tax and 
advances to contractors. The prepaid rentals and insurance premiums are apportioned over the 
period covered by the payment and charged to the appropriate accounts in the consolidated
statement of income when incurred; creditable withholding taxes are deducted from income tax
payable on the same year the revenue was recognized; and the advances to contractors are
reclassified to the proper asset or expense account and deducted from the contractor’s billings as 
specified on the provision of the contract.  Prepayments that are expected to be realized for a 
period of no more than twelve months after the reporting period are classified as current asset 
otherwise these are classified as other noncurrent asset.

Parts and Supplies Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value. Cost includes invoice amount,
net of trade and cash discounts. Cost is calculated using the moving average method. Net 
realizable value represents the current replacement costs.

Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment, except land, is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and
impairment in value, if any.  Such cost includes the cost of replacing part of the property, plant 
and equipment when that cost is incurred, if the recognition criteria are met. All other repairs and
maintenance costs are recognized in the consolidated statement of income, as incurred. Land is 
carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses, if any. 

Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis over the economic life of the assets as follows:   

  Prior to  
October  23, 2009

Starting
October 23, 2009

(in years) 
Power plants – 15-30
Production wells – 10-40
Fluid Collection Reinjection System (FCRS) – 13-20
Buildings, improvements and other structures 5-20 5-35
Exploration, machinery and equipment 2-20 2-25
Transportation equipment 5 5-10
Furniture, fixtures & equipment 3-10 3-10
Laboratory equipment 5-10 5-10

An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when no future
economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition
of the asset (calculated as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying 
amount of the asset) is included in the consolidated statement of income in the year the asset is 
derecognized. The residual values, useful lives and methods of depreciation are reviewed, and 
adjusted, if appropriate, at each financial year-end.

Property, plant and equipment are recognized based on their significant parts. Each part of an item 
of property, plant and equipment with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the
item is depreciated separately.
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Construction in progress and major spares and others are stated at cost and is not depreciated until 
such time that the assets are put into operational use. 

Noncurrent Assets Held for Sale
An asset is classified as noncurrent asset held for sale if its carrying amount will be recovered
principally through a sale transaction rather than through continuing use. This condition is 
regarded as met only when the sale is highly probable and the asset is available for immediate sale
in its present condition. Management must be committed to the sale that should be expected to 
qualify for recognition as a completed sale within one year from the date of classification, except 
when there is delay of the sale caused by events or circumstances beyond the Company’s control.   

Noncurrent assets classified as held for sale are measured at the lower of carrying amount and fair 
value less costs to sell and depreciation on such assets cease. 

Service Concession Arrangements under IFRIC 12
Public-to-private service concession arrangements where: (a) the grantor controls or regulates 
what services the Company must provide with the infrastructure, to whom it must provide them,
and at what price; and (b) the grantor controls, through ownership, beneficial entitlement or 
otherwise, any significant residual interest in the infrastructure at the end of the term of the
arrangement are accounted for under the provisions of IFRIC 12. Infrastructures used in a public-
to-private service concession arrangement for its entire useful life (whole-of-life assets) are within
the scope of this interpretation if the conditions in (a) are met.

IFRIC 12 applies to both: (a) infrastructure that the Company constructs or acquires from a third
party for the purpose of the service arrangement; and (b) existing infrastructure to which the
grantor gives the Company access for the purpose of the service arrangement.

Infrastructures within the scope of this interpretation are not recognized as property, plant and
equipment of the Company. Under the terms of contractual arrangements within the scope of 
interpretation, the Company acts as a service provider. The Company constructs or upgrades 
infrastructure (construction or upgrade services) used to provide a public service and operates and
maintains that infrastructure (operation services) for a specified period of time.

The Company recognizes and measures revenue in accordance with PAS 11 and PAS 18 for the 
construction services it performs. If the Company performs more than one service (i.e.,
construction or upgrade services and operation services) under a single contract or arrangement,
consideration received or receivable shall be allocated by reference to the relative fair values of 
the services delivered, when the amounts are separately identifiable. 

When the Company provides construction or upgrade services, the consideration received or 
receivable by the Company is recognized at its fair value. The Company accounts for revenue and
costs relating to construction or upgrade services in accordance with PAS 11. Revenue from 
construction contract is recognized based on the percentage-of-completion method, measured by 
reference to the percentage of costs incurred to date to estimated total costs for each contract. The
Company accounts for revenue and costs relating to operation services in accordance with
PAS 18. 

The Company recognizes a financial asset to the extent that it has an unconditional contractual 
right to receive cash or another financial asset from or at the direction of the grantor for the
construction services. The Company recognizes an intangible asset to the extent that it receives a 
right (a license) to charge users of the public service.   
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When the Company has contractual obligations it must fulfill as a condition of its license (a) to
maintain the infrastructure to a specified level of serviceability or (b) to restore the infrastructure
to a specified condition before it is handed over to the grantor at the end of the service
arrangement, it recognizes and measures these contractual obligations in accordance with PAS 37, 
Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, at the best estimate of the expenditure
that would be required to settle the present obligation at the statement of reporting date.

In accordance with PAS 23, borrowing costs attributable to the arrangement are recognized as an 
expense in the period in which they are incurred under the financial asset model and are
capitalized during the construction phase of the arrangement under the intangible asset model.   

Goodwill
Goodwill acquired in a business combination is initially measured at cost being the excess of the
cost of the business combination over the Company’s interest in the net fair value of the
identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities.  Where the costs of the business 
combination and the Company’s interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities 
and contingent liabilities are determined provisionally, goodwill is initially measured using those
provisional values. The Company recognizes any adjustments to these provisional values and to
the goodwill initially recognized, as a result of completing the initial accounting within 12 months 
from the acquisition date. Following initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any 
accumulated impairment losses.   

Intangible Assets
The Company’s intangible assets arising from service concessions pertain to its right to charge
users of the public service in connection with the service concession and related arrangements.
This is recognized initially at the fair value of the construction services until October 22, 2009 (see
Note 3).   

The cost of water rights of FG Hydro is measured on initial recognition at cost. The cost of water 
rights acquired in a business combination is the fair value as of the date of acquisition.   

Following initial recognition, the intangible assets are carried at cost less accumulated
amortization and accumulated impairment losses, if any. Internally generated intangible assets,
excluding capitalized development costs, are expensed and reflected in the consolidated statement 
of income in the year the expenditure is incurred. 

The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed to be either finite or indefinite. Intangible assets 
with finite lives are amortized over the economic useful life and assessed for impairment 
whenever there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired. The intangible assets 
arising from service concession arrangements are amortized using the straight-line method over 
the estimated useful economic life which is the service concession period. Water rights are 
amortized using the straight-line method over 25 years, which is the term of the Agreement with
the National Irrigation Administration (NIA).

The amortization periods and method are reviewed at least at each reporting date. Changes in the
expected useful life or the expected pattern of consumption of future economic benefits embodied
in the asset is accounted for by changing the amortization period or method, as appropriate, and
are treated as changes in accounting estimates. The amortization expense is recognized in the
consolidated statement of income in the expense category consistent with the function of the
intangible asset.  
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Gains or losses arising from derecognition of an intangible asset are measured as the difference
between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the asset and are recognized
in the consolidated statement of income when the asset is derecognized.

Exploration and Evaluation Assets
All costs incurred in the geological and geophysical activities such as costs of topographical,
geological and geophysical studies; rights of access to properties to conduct those studies; salaries 
and other expenses of geologists, geophysical crews, or others conducting those studies are
charged to expense in the year such are incurred.   

If the results of initial geological and geophysical activities reveal the presence of geothermal 
resource that will require further exploration and drilling, subsequent exploration and drilling costs 
are accumulated and deferred under the “Exploration and evaluation assets” account in the
consolidated statement of financial position. 

These costs include the following:

a. costs associated with the construction of temporary facilities; 

b. costs of drilling exploratory and exploratory-type stratigraphic test wells, pending 
determination of whether the wells can produce proved reserves; and, 

c. costs of local administration, finance, general and security services, surface facilities and other 
local costs in preparing for and supporting the drilling activities, etc. incurred during the
drilling of exploratory wells.

If tests conducted on the drilled exploratory wells reveal that these wells cannot produce proved
reserves, the capitalized costs are charged to expense except when management decides to use the
unproductive wells, for recycling or waste disposal. 

Once the technical feasibility and commercial viability of the project to produce proved reserves 
are established, the exploration and evaluation assets shall be reclassified to property, plant and
equipment, intangible asset or concession receivable at its fair value at the date of reclassification. 

Impairment of Non-financial Assets
The Company assesses at each reporting date whether there is an indication that an asset may be 
impaired. If any such indication exists, or when annual impairment testing for an asset is required, 
the Company estimates the asset’s recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of 
an asset’s or cash-generating unit’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in use and is 
determined for an individual asset, unless the asset does not generate cash inflows that are largely 
independent of those from other assets or group of assets. When the carrying amount of an asset 
exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written down to its 
recoverable amount. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to
their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the
time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. In determining fair value less costs to sell,
an appropriate valuation model is used. These calculations are corroborated by valuation
multiples or other available fair value indicators. 

Impairment losses of continuing operations are recognized in the consolidated statement of income
in those expense categories consistent with the function of the impaired asset. 
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For non-financial assets excluding goodwill, an assessment is made at each reporting date as to
whether there is any indication that previously recognized impairment losses may no longer exist 
or may have decreased. If such indication exists, the Company makes an estimate of recoverable
amount. A previously recognized impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in
the estimates used to determine the asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was 
recognized. In such instance, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable
amount. However, that increased amount cannot exceed the carrying amount that would have
been determined, net of depreciation, had no impairment loss been recognized for the asset in prior 
years.  Such reversal is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.  

Goodwill is reviewed for impairment, annually or more frequently, if events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying value may be impaired. Impairment is determined for 
goodwill by assessing the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit or group of cash-
generating units to which the goodwill relates.  Where the recoverable amount of the cash-
generating unit or group of cash-generating units is less than the carrying amount of the cash-
generating unit or group of cash-generating units to which goodwill has been allocated, an
impairment loss is recognized immediately in the consolidated statement of income. Impairment 
loss relating to goodwill cannot be reversed for subsequent increases in its recoverable amount in
future periods.  The Company performs its annual impairment test of goodwill at each reporting 
date.  

Financial Instruments
Financial instruments are recognized in the consolidated statement of financial position, when the
Company becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. All regular way 
purchases and sales of financial assets are recognized on the trade date, which is the date that the
Company commits to purchase the asset. Regular way purchases or sales are purchases or sales of 
financial assets that require delivery of assets within the period generally established by regulation
or convention in the marketplace. Derivatives are also recognized on a trade date basis. 

Financial instruments are recognized initially at fair value. Except for financial instruments 
valued at fair value through profit or loss (FVPL), the initial measurement includes transaction
costs. The Company classifies its financial assets into the following categories: financial assets at 
FVPL, held-to-maturity (HTM) investments, AFS investments, and loans and receivables.  For 
financial liabilities, the Company classifies them into financial liabilities at FVPL and other 
financial liabilities. The classification depends on the purpose for which the investments were
acquired and whether they are quoted in an active market. Management determines the
classification of its investments at initial recognition and, where allowed and appropriate, re-
evaluates such designation at every reporting date. 

Financial instruments are classified as liabilities or equity in accordance with the substance of the
contractual arrangement. Interest, dividends, gains and losses relating to a financial instrument or 
a component that is a financial liability, are reported as expense or income. Distributions to
holders of financial instruments classified as equity are charged directly to equity, net of any 
related income tax benefit. 

Offsetting Financial Instruments 
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset with the net amount reported in the consolidated
statement of financial position if, and only if, there is a currently enforceable legal right to offset 
the recognized amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset and 
settle the liability simultaneously. This is not generally the case with master netting agreements,
and the related assets and liabilities are presented at gross in the consolidated statement of 
financial position. 
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Fair Value of Financial Instruments 
The fair value of financial instruments traded in active markets at reporting date is based on their 
quoted market price or dealer price quotations (bid price for long positions and ask price for short 
positions), without deduction for transaction costs.  When current bid and ask prices are not 
available, the price of the most recent transaction provides evidence of the current fair value as 
long as there has not been a significant change in economic circumstances since the time of the 
transaction. 

For all other financial instruments not traded in an active market, the fair value is determined by 
using appropriate valuation techniques.  Valuation techniques include net present value techniques, 
comparison to similar instruments for which observable market prices exist, and other relevant 
valuation models.

“Day 1” Differences 
Where the transaction price in a non-active market is different from the fair value of other 
observable current market transactions in the same instrument or based on a valuation technique
whose variables include only data from observable market, the Company recognizes the difference
between the transaction price and fair value (a “Day 1” difference) in the consolidated statement 
of income unless it qualifies for recognition as some other type of asset. In cases where use is 
made of data which is not observable, the difference between the transaction price and model 
value is only recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the inputs become
observable or when the instrument is derecognized.  For each transaction, the Company 
determines the appropriate method of recognizing the “Day 1” difference amount.

Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities at FVPL 
Financial assets and financial liabilities at FVPL include financial assets held for trading and 
financial assets designated upon initial recognition as at FVPL. 

Financial assets and financial liabilities are classified as held for trading if they are acquired for 
the purpose of selling and repurchasing in the near term. Derivatives, including separated
embedded derivatives are also classified as held for trading unless they are designated as effective
hedging instruments or a financial guarantee contract. Gains or losses on investments held for 
trading are recognized in the consolidated statement of income.

Financial assets or financial liabilities may be designated at initial recognition as at FVPL if the
following criteria are met: (a) the designation eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent 
treatment that would otherwise arise from measuring the assets or recognizing gains or losses on
them on a different basis; or (b) the assets are part of a group of financial assets, which are
managed and their performance evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with a documented
risk management strategy; or (c) the financial instrument contains an embedded derivative that 
would need to be separately recorded. 

Where a contract contains one or more embedded derivatives, the entire hybrid contract may be 
designated as at FVPL, except where the embedded derivative does not significantly modify the
cash flow or it is clear that separation of the embedded derivative is prohibited. 

Classified under this category are the Company’s derivative assets and liabilities (see Note 37). 

HTM Investments 
Quoted non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturities 
are classified as HTM investment when the Company has the positive intention and ability to hold
to maturity. If the Company were to sell more than an insignificant amount of HTM investments,  
the entire category would be tainted and would have to be reclassified as AFS investments.
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Furthermore, the Company would be prohibited to classify any financial assets as HTM 
investments for the following two years. After initial measurement, HTM investments are
measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. Amortized cost is calculated by 
taking into account any discount or premium on acquisition and fees that are integral parts of the
effective interest rate. Gains and losses are recognized in the consolidated statement of income
when the HTM investments are derecognized or impaired, as well as through the amortization
process. 

The Company has no HTM investments as of December 31, 2009 and 2008.

Loans and Receivables 
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that 
are not quoted in an active market. After initial measurement, loans and receivables are carried at 
amortized cost using the effective interest method less any allowance for impairment. Gains and
losses are recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the loans and receivables are
derecognized or impaired, as well as through the amortization process.   

Loans and receivables are classified as current assets if maturity is within 12 months from the
reporting date. Otherwise, these are classified as noncurrent assets. 

Classified under loans and receivables are cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables,
service concession receivable, cash collateral on Principal Collateralized Interest Reduction
(PCIR) Bonds and royalty fee chargeable to NPC (see Notes 7, 8, 11 and 37). 

AFS Investments 
AFS investments are those non-derivative financial assets that are designated as such or are not 
classified as financial assets designated at FVPL, HTM investments or loans and receivables.
They are purchased and held indefinitely, and may be sold in response to liquidity requirements or 
changes in market conditions.   

AFS investments are initially measured at fair value plus directly attributable transaction costs.
After initial measurement, AFS investment are subsequently measured at fair value with
unrealized gains and losses being recognized as a separate component of equity until the
investment is disposed of or is determined to be impaired, at which time the cumulative gain or  
loss previously recognized in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income. The Company 
uses the specific identification method in determining the cost of securities sold. Unquoted equity 
securities are carried at cost, net of impairment. Interest earned or paid on the investments is 
reported as interest income or expense using the effective interest rate. Dividends earned on 
investment are recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the right of payment has 
been established. 

AFS investments are classified as current if these are expected to be realized within 12 months 
from the reporting date. Otherwise, these are classified as noncurrent assets.   

AFS investments include quoted and unquoted investments in government securities, proprietary 
and equity shares (see Notes 9 and 37). 

Other Financial Liabilities 
Other financial liabilities, which include loan payable, trade and other payables, due to related
parties, long-term debt, obligations to a power plant contractor and royalty fee payable
(see Notes 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24 and 37) are initially recognized at fair value of the consideration
received less directly attributable transaction costs. After initial recognition, other financial 
liabilities are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method.
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Amortized cost is calculated by taking into account any related issue costs, discount or premium.
Gains and losses are recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the liabilities are 
derecognized, as well as through the amortization process.   

Derivative Financial Instruments
Derivative instruments, including bifurcated embedded derivatives are initially recognized at fair 
value on the date that a derivative transaction is entered into or bifurcated, and are subsequently 
re-measured at fair value. Changes in fair value of derivative instruments not accounted as hedges 
are recognized immediately in the consolidated statement of income. Derivatives are carried as 
assets when the fair value is positive and as liabilities when the fair value is negative.

The Company assesses whether embedded derivatives are required to be separated from the host 
contracts when the Company first becomes party to the contract. An embedded derivative is 
separated from the hybrid or combined contract if all the following conditions are met: (a) the 
economic characteristics and risks of the embedded derivative are not clearly and closely related to 
the economic characteristics and risks of the host contract; (b) a separate instrument with the same
terms as the embedded derivative would meet the definition of a derivative; and (c) the hybrid
instrument is not recognized at FVPL. 

Subsequent reassessment is prohibited unless there is a change in the terms of the contract that 
significantly modifies the cash flows that otherwise would be required under the contract, in which
case reassessment is required. The Company determines whether a modification to cash flows is 
significant by considering the extent to which the expected future cash flows associated with the
embedded derivative, the host contract or both have changed and whether the change is significant 
relative to the previously expected cash flows on the contract. 

Impairment of Financial Asset
The Company assesses at each reporting date whether a financial asset or group of financial assets 
is impaired. A financial asset or a group of financial assets is deemed to be impaired, if and only if, 
there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events that occurred after the
initial recognition of the asset (an incurred loss event) and that loss event has an impact on the
estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or a group of financial assets that can be reliably 
estimated. Objective evidence of impairment may include indications that the borrower or a group
of borrowers is experiencing significant financial difficulty, default or delinquency in interest or 
principal payments, the probability that they will enter bankruptcy or other financial 
reorganization and where observable data indicate that there is measurable decrease in the
estimated future cash flows, such as changes in arrears or economic conditions that correlate with
defaults. 

Assets Carried at Amortized Cost 
For assets carried at amortized cost, the Company first assesses whether an objective evidence of 
impairment exists individually for financial assets that are individually significant, or collectively 
for financial assets that are not individually significant. If the Company determines that no 
objective evidence of impairment exists for individually assessed financial asset, whether 
significant or not, it includes the asset in a group of financial assets with similar credit risk 
characteristics and collectively assesses for impairment. Those characteristics are relevant to the
estimation of future cash flows for groups of such assets by being indicative of the debtors’ ability 
to pay all amounts due according to the contractual terms of the assets being evaluated. Assets 
that are individually assessed for impairment and for which an impairment loss is, or continues to
be, recognized are not included in a collective assessment for impairment.
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If there is an objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred, the amount of loss is 
measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying value and the present value of the
estimated future cash flows (excluding future credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted
at the financial assets’ original effective interest rate which is the effective interest rate computed
at initial recognition. The carrying value of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance
account and the amount of loss is charged to the consolidated statement of income. If in case the
receivable has proven to have no realistic prospect of future recovery, any allowance provided for 
such receivable is written off against the carrying value of the impaired receivable. If, in a 
subsequent year, the amount of the estimated impairment loss decreases because of an event 
occurring after the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized impairment loss is 
reduced by adjusting the allowance account. Any subsequent reversal of an impairment loss is 
recognized in the consolidated statement of income, to the extent that the carrying value of the
asset does not exceed its amortized cost at reversal date.

AFS Investments   
For AFS Investments, the Company assesses at each balance sheet date whether there is objective
evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.

In the case of equity investments classified as AFS, impairment indicators would include a 
significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of the investments below its cost.  Where there is 
evidence of impairment, the cumulative loss, measured as the difference between the acquisition
cost and the current fair value, less any impairment loss on that financial asset previously 
recognized in the consolidated statement of income, is removed from equity and recognized in the
consolidated statement of income. Impairment losses on equity investments are not reversed
through the consolidated statement of income. Increases in fair value after impairment are
recognized directly in the consolidated statement of changes in comprehensive income. 

In the case of debt instruments classified as AFS, impairment is assessed based on the same
criteria as financial assets carried at amortized cost. Future interest income is based on the
reduced carrying amount and is accrued based on the rate of interest used to discount future cash
flows for the purpose of measuring impairment loss. Such accrual is recorded as part of “Interest 
income” in the consolidated statement of income. If, in a subsequent year, the fair value of a debt 
instrument increases and that increase can be objectively related to an event occurring after the
impairment loss was recognized in the consolidated statement of income, the impairment loss is 
reversed through the consolidated statement of income.

AFS Investments Carried at Cost 
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred on an unquoted equity 
instrument that is not carried at fair value because its fair value cannot be reliably measured, or on 
a derivative asset that is linked to and must be settled by delivery of such unquoted equity 
instrument, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying 
amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the current market rate
of return for a similar financial asset. The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use
of an allowance account. 

Derecognition of Financial Assets and Liabilities

Financial Asset 
A financial asset (or where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of a group of similar 
financial assets) is derecognized when: 

the right to receive cash flows from the asset has expired;
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the Company retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has assumed as 
obligation to them in full without material delay to a third party under a “pass through”
arrangement; or  

the Company has transferred its right to receive cash flows from the asset and either (a) has 
transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) has neither transferred nor 
retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset but has transferred the control of 
the asset. 

When the Company has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset or has entered
into a “pass-through” arrangement, and has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the
risks and rewards of the asset nor transferred control of the asset, the asset is recognized to the
extent of the Company’s continuing involvement in the asset. Continuing involvement that takes 
the form of a guarantee over the transferred asset is measured at the lower of original carrying 
amount of the asset and the maximum amount of consideration that the Company could be
required to repay.

Financial Liabilities 
A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is discharged,
cancelled or expires. When an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same
lender on substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are substantially 
modified, such exchange or modification is treated as a derecognition of the original liability and 
the recognition of a new liability, and the difference in the respective carrying amounts is 
recognized in the consolidated statement of income.

Retirement and Other Post-retirement Benefits
The Company maintains a funded, non-contributory defined benefit retirement plan. The
Company also provides post-retirement medical and life insurance benefits which are unfunded.
The cost of providing benefits under the defined benefit plan is determined using the projected
unit credit method. Actuarial gains and losses are recognized as income or expense when the net 
cumulative unrecognized actuarial gains and losses at the end of the previous reporting period
exceeded 10% of the higher of the defined benefit obligations and the fair value of plan assets at 
that date. These gains or losses are recognized over the expected average remaining working lives 
of the employees participating in the plan.  Past service cost is recognized as an expense on a 
straight-line basis over the average period until the benefits become vested. If the benefits are
already vested immediately following the introduction of, or changes to, the retirement plan, past 
service cost is recognized immediately. The defined benefit asset or liability comprises the
present value of the defined benefit obligation less past service cost not yet recognized and less the
fair value of plan assets out of which the obligations are to be settled directly. Actuarial gains and
losses are recognized as income or expense when the net cumulative unrecognized actuarial gains 
and losses for each individual plan at the end of the previous reporting period exceeded 10% of the
higher of the defined benefit obligation and the fair value of plan assets at that date. These gains 
and losses are recognized over the expected average remaining working lives of the employees 
participating in the plans. The value of any asset is restricted to the sum of any past service cost 
not yet recognized and the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds 
from the plan or reductions in the future contributions to the plan. 
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Provisions
Provisions are recognized when the Company has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a 
result of a past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will 
be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the
obligation. Where the Company expects some or all of a provision to be reimbursed, for example,
under an insurance contract, the reimbursement is recognized as a separate asset but only when the
reimbursement is virtually certain. The expense relating to any provision is presented in the
consolidated statement of income, net of any reimbursement. If the effect of the time value of 
money is material, provisions are discounted using a current pre-tax rate that reflects, where
appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.  Where discounting is used, the increase in the
provision due to the passage of time is recognized as under “Interest expense” in the consolidated
statement of income.

Contingencies
Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements. These are
disclosed unless the possibility of an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits is remote.
Contingent assets are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements but disclosed when
an inflow of resources is probable.  

Capital Stock
Capital stock is measured at par value for all shares issued. When the Company issues more than
one class of stock, a separate account is maintained for each class of stock and the number of 
shares issued. 

When the shares are sold at premium, the difference between the proceeds and the par value is 
credited to the “Additional paid-in capital” account. When shares are issued for a consideration
other than cash, the proceeds are measured by the fair value of the consideration received. In case
the shares are issued to extinguish or settled the liability of the Company, the shares shall be 
measured either at the fair value of the shares issued or fair value of the liability settled, whichever 
is more reliably determinable. 

Direct costs incurred related to equity issuance, such as underwriting, accounting and legal fees,
printing costs and taxes are chargeable to the “Additional paid-in capital” account. If additional 
paid-in capital is not sufficient, the excess is charged against the “Equity reserve” account. 

Equity Reserve
Equity reserve is the difference between the acquisition cost of an entity under common control 
and the Company’s share in the paid-in capital of the entity acquired. (See accounting policy for 
business combinations of entities under common control.) 

Cost of Treasury Stock Held
Acquisition of treasury shares by the Company is recorded at purchase cost and shown as a 
deduction in the equity section of the consolidated statement of financial position. Upon
reissuance of treasury shares, the “Cost of treasury stock held” account is credited at cost. The
excess of proceeds from reissuance over the cost of treasury shares is credited to “Additional paid-
in capital” account. The excess of cost of treasury shares over the proceeds from reissuance is 
debited to the “Additional paid-in capital” account but only to the extent of previously set-up
additional paid-in capital for the same class of stock. Otherwise, this is debited against “Retained
earnings” account. 
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Common Shares in Employee Trust Account
Common shares in the employee trust, which consist of common shares irrevocably assigned to
the Banco de Oro Trust and Investment Group (BDO) Trust account, are recognized at the amount 
at which such common shares were reacquired by the Company for the purpose of its 
executive/employee stock option or such similar plans, and proportionately reduced upon vesting 
of the benefit to the executive/employee grantee of the related number of common shares. This 
account is shown as a separate line item in the equity section of the consolidated statement of 
financial position.  

Employee Stock Ownership Plan
Equity-settled transactions with executives/employees are measured at fair value at grant date,
which is the date at which the employee and the Company agree to a share-based payment 
arrangement.  Where an award of share-based payment vests immediately, the cost of the equity 
instrument granted is expensed in full at grant date. However, where the award is subject to
vesting conditions, the expense is recognized over the vesting period.  Should the employee’s 
employment with the Company terminate during the vesting period, the unvested grants shall 
immediately be cancelled and the employee shall forfeit any rights or interest with respect to such
award. 

Leases
The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains a lease is based on the substance of 
the arrangement at inception date of whether the fulfillment of the arrangement is dependent on
the use of a specific asset or assets or the arrangement conveys a right to use the asset.

Company as a Lessee 
Operating lease payments are recognized as expense in the consolidated statement of income on a 
straight-line basis over the lease term. 

Company as a Lessor 
Leases where the Company does not transfer substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership
of the asset are classified as operating leases. Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating an 
operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognized over the lease
term on the same bases as rental income.

Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the
Company and the revenue can be measured reliably. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the
consideration received or receivable, excluding discounts, rebates, and other sales taxes or duty.
The Company assesses its revenue arrangements against specific criteria in order to determine if it 
is acting as principal or agent. The Company has concluded that it is acting as a principal in all its 
revenue arrangements. The following specific recognition criteria must also be met before
revenue is recognized: 

Sale of Electricity and Steam 
Sale of electricity using geothermal energy is consummated whenever the electricity generated by 
the Company is transmitted through the transmission line designated by the buyer, for a
consideration. Sale of steam is recognized when the steam generated by the Company or its by-
product passes to the flowmeters installed at the interface point for conversion by the buyer into
power.   
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Until October 22, 2009, revenues from sale of electricity and steam are based on sales price, net of 
the portion of the billings representing collection of concession receivable and related interest 
charges. Starting October 23, 2009, revenues from sale of electricity and steam are based on sales 
price (see Note 3). 

Sale of electricity using hydroelectric power is composed of generation fees from spot sales to the
WESM and TPSC with various electric companies and is recognized monthly based on the actual 
energy delivered. 

Construction Revenue 
Construction revenue is recognized by reference to the stage of completion of the contract activity 
at the reporting date. When it is probable that total contract costs will exceed total contract 
revenue, the expected loss is recognized as an expense immediately.

Drilling Services 
Revenue is recognized as drilling services are rendered.

Interest Income 
Revenue is recognized as interest accrues, using the effective interest rate, which is the rate that 
exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the financial 
instrument to the net carrying amount of the financial asset.  

Purchased Services and Utilities and Operations and Maintenance Expenses
These include expenses incurred by the departments directly responsible for the generation of 
revenues from steam, electricity and drilling services (i.e., Plant Operations, Production,
Maintenance, Transmission and Dispatch, Wells Drilling and Maintenance Department) at 
operating project locations.  Purchased services and utilities and operations and maintenance
expenses are expensed as incurred.  

General and Administrative Expenses
General and administrative expenses constitute cost of administering the business and normally 
include the expenses incurred by the departments in the Head Office (i.e., Management and 
Services, and Project Location’s Administrative Services Department). General and
administrative expenses are expensed as incurred. 

Construction Costs
In conjunction with the policy on Service Concession Arrangements, the Company accounts and 
measures construction costs in accordance with PAS 11 and IFRIC 12. This includes costs that 
relate directly to the construction of the infrastructure project that the Company incurs for the
purpose of the service concession arrangement with the Philippine Government. These costs 
include costs that are related directly to the specific contract such as well drilling costs and costs 
incurred by departments directly responsible for the infrastructure project and costs that are
attributable to the contract activity in general and can be allocated to the contract. This also
includes accumulated exploration and evaluation costs incurred by the project once the technical,
commercial and economic viability of the project are established.  

Borrowing Costs
Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of qualifying 
assets, are added to the cost of the assets, until such time that the assets are substantially ready for 
their intended use or sale, which necessarily take a substantial period of time. Income earned on
temporary investment of specific borrowings, pending the expenditure on qualifying assets, is 
deducted from the borrowing costs eligible for capitalization. Borrowing costs include interest 
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charges and other costs incurred in connection with the borrowing of funds, as well as exchange
differences arising from foreign currency borrowings used to finance the project to the extent that 
they are regarded as an adjustment to interest costs. All other borrowing costs are recognized in
the consolidated statement of income in the period in which they are incurred.

Taxes
Current Tax 
Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount 
expected to be recovered from or paid to the taxation authority. The tax rates and tax laws used to
compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantively enacted as at the reporting date. 

Deferred Tax 
Deferred tax is provided using the liability method on temporary differences at the reporting date 
between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial reporting 
purposes. Deferred tax liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences, except: 

where the deferred tax liability arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or of an asset or 
liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction,
affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; and   

in respect of taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries,
associates and interests in joint ventures, where the timing of the reversal of the temporary 
differences can be controlled and it is probable that the temporary differences will not reverse
in the foreseeable future.  

Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, carryforward unused
tax credits and unused tax losses, to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be 
available against which the deductible temporary differences, and the carryforward benefits of 
unused tax credits and unused tax losses can be utilized except: 

where the deferred tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from the
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, 
at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; 
and  

in respect of deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries,
associates and interests in joint ventures, deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent 
that it is probable that the temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and
taxable profit will be available against which the temporary differences can be utilized. 

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and reduced to the
extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient future taxable profit will be available to allow all 
or part of the deferred income tax asset to be utilized. Unrecognized deferred income tax assets 
are reassessed at each reporting date and are recognized to the extent that it has become probable
that sufficient future taxable profit will allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the
year when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have
been enacted or substantively enacted as at the reporting date. 

Deferred tax relating to items recognized directly in equity is recognized in equity and not in the
consolidated statement of income.
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Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable right exists to 
offset current tax assets against current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same
taxable entity and the same tax authority.

Value-Added Tax (VAT) 
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognized, net of the amount of VAT except: 

where the VAT incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not recoverable from the tax
authority, in which case the VAT is recognized as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or 
as part of the expense item as applicable; and 

receivables and payables that are stated with the amount of VAT included. 

The net amount of VAT recoverable from the tax authority is included as part of “Other current 
assets” account in the consolidated statement of financial position.

Earnings Per Share (EPS)
Basic earnings per share is computed by dividing net income for the year attributable to equity 
holders of the Parent Company by the weighted average number of common shares issued and
outstanding during the year, after giving retroactive effect to any stock dividends or stock splits, if 
any, declared during the year. 

Diluted earnings per share is computed in the same manner, with the net income for the year 
attributable to equity holders of the Parent Company and the weighted average number of common
shares issued and outstanding during the year, adjusted for the effect of all dilutive potential 
common shares. 

As of December 31, 2009 and 2008, the Company does not have any dilutive potential common
shares. Hence, diluted EPS is the same as basic EPS. 

Segment Reporting
The Company’s operating businesses are organized and managed separately according to the
nature of the products and services provided (see Note 6).  

Events After the Financial Reporting Period
Post-year-end events that provide additional information about the Company’s position at the
financial reporting date (adjusting events) are reflected in the consolidated financial statements.
Post-year-end events that are not adjusting events are disclosed in the notes to the consolidated
financial statements, when material. 

Future Changes in Accounting Policies
The Company will adopt the following standards, amendments and interpretations enumerated
below when these become effective and, as they are applicable. Except as otherwise indicated, the
Company does not expect the adoption of these new and amended PFRS and Philippine
Interpretations to have significant impact on its consolidated financial statements. 

Amendments to Standards and new Philippine Interpretations 

PFRS 3, Business Combinations (Revised), and PAS 27, Consolidated and Separate Financial 
Statements (Amended)
The revised standards are effective for annual periods beginning on or after July 1, 2009. 
PFRS 3 (Revised) introduces significant changes in the accounting for business combinations 
occurring after this date. Changes affect the valuation of non-controlling interest, the
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accounting for transaction costs, the initial recognition and subsequent measurement of a
contingent consideration and business combinations achieved in stages. These changes will 
impact the amount of goodwill recognized, the reported results in the period that an
acquisition occurs and future reported results.  PAS 27 (Amended) requires that a change in
the ownership interest of a subsidiary (without loss of control) is accounted for as a transaction 
with owners in their capacity as owners. Therefore, such transactions will no longer give rise
to goodwill, nor will it give rise to a gain or loss. Furthermore, the amended standard changes 
the accounting for losses incurred by the subsidiary as well as the loss of control of a 
subsidiary. The changes by PFRS 3 (Revised) and PAS 27 (Amended) will affect future
acquisitions or loss of control of subsidiaries and transactions with non-controlling interests.
PFRS 3 (Revised) will be applied prospectively while PAS 27 (Amended) will be applied
retrospectively with a few exceptions. 

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 15, Agreement for Construction of Real Estate 
This interpretation, effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2012, covers 
accounting for revenue and associated expenses by entities that undertake the construction of 
real estate directly or through subcontractors. The interpretation requires that revenue on 
construction of real estate be recognized only upon completion, except when such contract 
qualifies as construction contract to be accounted for under PAS 11, or involves rendering of 
services in which case revenue is recognized based on stage of completion. Contracts 
involving provision of services with the construction materials and where the risks and reward
of ownership are transferred to the buyer on a continuous basis will also be accounted for 
based on stage of completion.

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 17, Distributions of Non-Cash Assets to Owners 
This interpretation is effective for annual periods beginning on or after July 1, 2009 with early 
application permitted. It provides guidance on how to account for non-cash distributions to
owners. The interpretation clarifies when to recognize a liability, how to measure it and the
associated assets, and when to derecognize the asset and liability.

PAS 39 Amendment – Eligible Hedged Items
The amendment to PAS 39, Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, effective
for annual periods beginning on or after July 1, 2009, clarifies that an entity is permitted to
designate a portion of the fair value changes or cash flow variability of a financial instrument 
as a hedged item. This also covers the designation of inflation as a hedged risk or portion in
particular situations.  

PFRS 2 Amendments – Group Cash-settled Share-based Payment Transactions 
The amendments to PFRS 2, Share-based Payments, effective for annual periods beginning on 
or after January 1, 2010, clarify the scope and the accounting for group cash-settled share-
based payment transactions.

Improvements to PFRS 
The omnibus amendments to PFRSs issued in 2009 were issued primarily with a view of 
removing inconsistencies and clarifying wording. The amendments are effective for annual 
periods financial years January 1, 2010, except otherwise stated. The Company has not yet 
adopted the following amendments and anticipates that these changes will have no material effect 
on the consolidated financial statements. 

PFRS 2, Share-based Payment: clarifies that the contribution of a business on formation of a 
joint venture and combinations under common control are not within the scope of PFRS 2 
even though they are out of scope of PFRS 3, Business Combinations (Revised). The
amendment is effective for financial years on or after July 1, 2009.  
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PFRS 5, Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations: clarifies that the
disclosures required in respect of non-current assets and disposal groups classified as held for 
sale or discontinued operations are only those set out in PFRS 5. The disclosure requirements 
of other PFRSs only apply if specifically required for such non-current assets or discontinued
operations.

PFRS 8, Operating Segment Information: clarifies that segment assets and liabilities need only 
be reported when those assets and liabilities are included in measures that are used by the
chief operating decision maker.

PAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements: clarifies that the terms of a liability that could
result, at anytime, in its settlement by the issuance of equity instruments at the option of the
counterparty do not affect its classification. 

PAS 7, Statement of Cash Flows: explicitly states that only expenditure that results in a 
recognized asset can be classified as a cash flow from investing activities.

PAS 17, Leases: removes the specific guidance on classifying land as a lease. Prior to the 
amendment, leases of land were classified as operating leases. The amendment now requires 
that leases of land are classified as either ‘finance’ or ‘operating’ in accordance with the
general principles of PAS 17. The amendments will be applied retrospectively.

PAS 36, Impairment of Assets: clarifies that the largest unit permitted for allocating goodwill,
acquired in a business combination, is the operating segment as defined in PFRS 8 before
aggregation for reporting purposes. 

PAS 38, Intangible Assets: clarifies that if an intangible asset acquired in a business 
combination is identifiable only with another intangible asset, the acquirer may recognize the
group of intangible assets as a single asset provided the individual assets have similar useful 
lives. Also clarifies that the valuation techniques presented for determining the fair value of 
intangible assets acquired in a business combination that are not traded in active markets are
only examples and are not restrictive on the methods that can be used. 

PAS 39, Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement: clarifies the following: 
that a prepayment option is considered closely related to the host contract when the
exercise price of a prepayment option reimburses the lender up to the approximate present 
value of lost interest for the remaining term of the host contract. 
that the scope exemption for contracts between an acquirer and a vendor in a business 
combination to buy or sell an acquiree at a future date applies only to binding forward
contracts, and not derivative contracts where further actions by either party are still to be
taken. 
that gains or losses on cash flow hedges of a forecast transaction that subsequently results 
in the recognition of a financial instrument or on cash flow hedges of recognized financial 
instruments should be reclassified in the period that the hedged forecast cash flows affect 
profit or loss. 

Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 9, Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives: clarifies that it 
does not apply to possible reassessment at the date of acquisition, to embedded derivatives in
contracts acquired in a business combination between entities or businesses under common
control or the formation of joint venture. 
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Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 16, Hedge of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation: states 
that, in a hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation, qualifying hedging instruments may 
be held by any entity or entities within the group, including the foreign operation itself, as 
long as the designation, documentation and effectiveness requirements of PAS 39 that relate to
a net investment hedge are satisfied. 

5. Business Combinations

Acquisition of Palinpinon and Tongonan Geothermal Power Plants
On September 2, 2009, GCGI acquired the 192.5 MW Palinpinon and 112.5 MW Tongonan 1
geothermal power plants in an auction conducted by Power Sector Assets and Liabilities 
Management Corporation (PSALM) where GCGI submitted the highest complying financial bid
of US$220 million.   

The newly acquired power plants, located in Negros Oriental and Leyte, were turned over to 
GCGI on October 23, 2009 after paying PSALM P=3.84 billion ($82.55 million) representing 40% 
of the purchase price plus P=0.33 billion ($6.9 million) for the purchase orders, rental, option price,
performance security deposit on land lease, and industrial all-risks insurance policy and 
comprehensive general liability.  For the remaining balance of P=5.82 billion ($123.80 million),
GCGI initially tapped PSALM’s staple financing scheme allowing for deferred payments of up to
seven years in 14 equal semi-annual installments.   

On October 12, 2009, the Company has reduced the financial bid of US$220 million by $6.7 
million as PSALM agreed that the Company will directly assume the obligations to procure the
equipment/services indicated in the Purchase Requisitions (PRs) being processed by NPC under 
Schedule R-Purchase Orders (POs) in the Asset Purchase Agreement (APA). 

On November 27, 2009, GCGI formally notified PSALM of its intention to prepay all deferred
payments on December 29, 2009. This was consistent with the provision in the Asset Purchase
Agreement (APA) that GCGI shall have the option to prepay the Deferred Payments at anytime,
subject to the delivery of a written notice of such intent at least (20) business days prior to any 
such prepayment.   

Actual prepayment was made on December 15, 2009 when the PSALM Board has ratified the
waiver of the 20-day prepayment notification period and accepted GCGI’s request to settle in
Philippine peso. GCGI has remitted to PSALM the total amount of P=5.8 billion representing the
Philippine peso equivalent of the outstanding principal and accrued interest of the loan.  

The provisional fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities that were recognized on 
acquisition date are as follows: 

Property, plant and equipment P=9,982,596,319
Prepaid expenses 5,232,152
Liabilities –
Net assets 9,987,828,471
Percentage of ownership acquired 100%
Share in the net assets acquired 9,987,828,471
Provisional goodwill arising from acquisition  –
Total acquisition cost P=9,987,828,471
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The net assets recognized in the December 31, 2009 consolidated financial statements were based
on a provisional assessment of their fair values since the valuation of the identifiable net assets 
acquired was not yet completed as of such date, including the identification and valuation of any 
intangible assets and contingent liabilities. The carrying values of the identifiable assets 
immediately before the acquisition cannot be reasonably and practicably determined since the
Company has no access to PSALM’s records. Thus, the fair values recognized on acquisition date
were based on the actual purchase price.

The net income of GCGI from the acquisition date until December 31, 2009 amounted to P=59.51
million, which has been included in the Company’s results of operations in 2009. The revenue 
and net income (loss) of Palinpinon and Tongonan Geothermal Power Plants for the year ended
December 31, 2009, as though the acquisition date for the business combination effected during 
the year had been as of January 1, 2009, is impracticable to determine since the Company has no 
access to PSALM’s records.

The cash outflow related to the acquisition amounted to P=10.17 billion which includes the P=9.99
billion acquisition cost and P=0.18 billion direct transaction costs.

Acquisition of FG Hydro
On October 16, 2008, EDC, First Gen and FG Hydro entered into a Share Purchase and 
Investment Agreement (SPIA), whereby EDC shall own 60% of the outstanding equity of 
FG Hydro, which was a wholly owned subsidiary of First Gen prior to the SPIA. The acquisition
by EDC was through a combination of primary issuance by FG Hydro of up to 17% interest and
sale of secondary shares by First Gen of up to 43% interest in FG Hydro.  FG Hydro and EDC 
were subsidiaries of First Gen at that time and were therefore, under common control of First Gen.
FG Hydro operates the 112MW Pantabangan-Masiway hydroelectric power plants in Nueva Ecija,
Philippines. 

Consistent with the SPIA, on October 20, 2008, FG Hydro issued 101,281,942 shares of its 
common stock to EDC for a total subscription price of P=1,648.03 million. Thereafter, on 
November 17, 2008, EDC acquired 249,287,223 common shares held by First Gen for  
US$85.22 million (P=4,114.59 million). Total direct cost related to the transaction amounted to  
P=73.44 million. The total cost of the acquisition of FG Hydro amounted to P=5,836.06 million. The
acquisition was funded through internally generated cash flows.   

The transaction was accounted for using the pooling-of-interests method since First Gen
controlled FG Hydro and EDC before and after the execution of the transaction in the SPIA. In
accordance with the pooling-of-interests method, the 2007 consolidated financial statements of 
EDC were restated to reflect the acquisition as if it occurred on November 29, 2007, the date when
First Gen acquired and controlled EDC (see Note 1).   

6. Operating Segment Information

The Company’s operating businesses are organized and managed separately according to the
nature of the products and services provided, with each segment representing a strategic business 
unit that offers different products and serves different markets.
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The Company’s identified operating segments below are consistent with the segments reported to
the BOD, which is the Chief Operating Decision Maker (CODM) of the Company.

a. Electricity segment - These are EDC’s power plants covered mainly by long-term PPAs with
NPC and FG Hydro’s spot sales to and buying from the WESM and with various distribution
utilities covered by TPSCs.

b. Steam segment - These relate to sale of steam to NPC plants covered by SSAs. 

c. All other segments - These relate to segment performing drilling services for Lihir Gold Ltd.
and construction services accounted for under IFRIC 12 up to October 22, 2009.

The Company has one geographical segment since it derives principally all its revenues from 
domestic operations. Revenue from drilling services outside the Philippines is not material. 

Management monitors the operating results of the business segments separately for the purpose of 
making decisions about resources to be allocated and of assessing performance.  Finance costs,
finance income, income taxes and other charges and income are managed on a group basis. 
All of the Company’s operations are in the Philippines and revenues generated are from domestic
operations except for revenue from drilling services, included in “All Other Segments” category,
which is from foreign services rendered to Lihir Gold Ltd.   

NPC is the main customer for the electricity segment which comprised 85% of the total electricity 
revenue and the only external customer for the steam segment.

Financial information on the operating segments are summarized as follows: 

Electricity Steam All Other Segments Eliminations Total 
Year Ended December 31, 2009 
Segment revenue from external 

customers P=16,713,988,665 P=3,963,553,444 P=1,389,337,568 P=– P=22,066,879,677 
Intersegment revenue 21,382,627 779,011,141 – (800,393,768) – 
Total segment revenue* 16,735,371,292 4,742,564,585 1,389,337,568 (800,393,768) 22,066,879,677 
Segment expenses (8,824,856,364) (3,369,878,868) (1,273,503,000) 800,393,768 (12,667,844,464) 
Unallocated segment expenses (14,001,207) 
Segment results 7,910,514,928 1,372,685,717 115,834,568 – 9,385,034,006   
Unallocated interest income 402,950,235   
Unallocated interest expense (2,887,155,929)  
Unallocated other income - net 379,194,171 
Unallocated income taxes (3,911,732,454)  
Net income P=7,910,514,928 P=1,372,685,717 P=115,834,568 P=– P=3,368,290,029 

Year Ended December 31, 2008
Segment revenue from external 

customers P=14,361,157,358 P=4,507,354,891 P=1,658,399,458 P=– P=20,526,911,707 
Intersegment revenue – – – – – 
Total segment revenue* 14,361,157,358 4,507,354,891 1,658,399,458 – 20,526,911,707 
Segment expenses (5,292,743,008) (2,626,391,450) (1,412,789,310) – (9,331,923,768) 
Unallocated segment expenses (11,509,545) 
Segment results 9,068,414,350 1,880,963,441 245,610,148 – 11,183,478,394 
Unallocated interest income 332,562,785 
Unallocated interest expense (2,152,523,656) 
Unallocated other charges - net (6,710,693,336) 
Unallocated income taxes (1,307,548,937) 
Net income P=9,068,414,350 P=1,880,963,441 P=245,610,148 P=– P=1,345,275,250 

(Forward) 
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Electricity Steam All Other Segments Eliminations Total 

Year Ended December 31, 2007
Segment revenue from external 

customers P=13,437,294,733 P=4,829,747,122 P=733,591,782 P=– P=19,000,633,637 
Intersegment revenue – – – – – 
Total segment revenue* 13,437,294,733 4,829,747,122 733,591,782 – 19,000,633,637 
Segment expenses (6,794,864,536) (1,423,625,484) (668,262,070) – (8,886,752,090) 
Unallocated segment expenses (74,732,866) 
Segment results 6,642,430,197 3,406,121,638 65,329,712 – 10,039,148,681 
Unallocated interest income 650,045,922 
Unallocated interest expense (1,600,053,654) 
Unallocated other income - net 3,847,388,733 
Unallocated income taxes (4,168,275,477) 
Net income P=6,642,430,197 P=3,406,121,638 P=65,329,712 P=– P=8,768,254,205 
*Interest income on service concession was allocated between the electricity and steam segments using the equivalent steam and electricity 
base price as basis since this pertains to income from the receivables arising from GSCs. 

As of and for the year ended 
December 31, 2009 
Segment assets P=59,302,543,626 P=1,027,087,909 P=3,899,590,505 P=– P=64,229,222,040 
Unallocated corporate assets 20,545,715,486   
Total assets P=59,302,543,626 P=1,027,087,909 P=3,899,590,505 P=– P=84,774,937,526 

Segment liabilities P=19,252,234,997 P=8,337,130,134 P=320,677,055 P=– P=27,910,042,186 
Unallocated corporate liabilities – – – – 26,533,033,535  
Total liabilities P=19,252,234,997 P=8,337,130,134 P=320,677,055 P=– P=54,443,075,721 
Capital expenditure P=1,040,058,671 P=793,544,660 P=1,279,879,950 P=– P=3,113,483,281 
Unallocated capital expenditure 107,852,469 

P=1,040,058,671 P=793,544,660 P=1,279,879,950 P=– P=3,221,335,750 
Depreciation and amortization (P=1,079,455,372) (P=64,668,917) (P=54,667,201) – (P=1,198,791,490) 
Unallocated depreciation and 

amortization (36,117) 
(P=1,079,455,372) (P=64,668,917) (P=54,667,201) – (P=1,198,827,607) 

Unallocated impairment loss P=349,000,000 
Other non-cash items (P=203,241,825) (P=272,667,303) (P=36,782,689) P=– (P=512,691,817) 
Unallocated non-cash items 217,148,644 

(P=203,241,825) (P=272,667,303) (P=36,782,689) P=– (P=295,543,173) 

As of and for the year ended 
December 31, 2008 
Segment assets P=61,382,187,953 P=2,069,496,194 P=1,339,116,841 P=– P=64,790,800,988 
Unallocated corporate assets 4,554,786,745 
Total assets P=61,382,187,953 P=2,069,496,194 P=1,339,116,841 P=– P=69,345,587,733 

Segment liabilities P=25,273,809,991  P=12,870,231,610 P=254,472,633 – P=38,398,514,234 
Unallocated corporate liabilities 2,211,754,800  
Total liabilities P=25,273,809,991 P=12,870,231,610 P=254,472,633 P=– P=40,610,269,034 
Capital expenditure P=732,265,104 P=– P=239,126,477 P=– P=971,391,581 
Unallocated capital expenditure 101,129,138 

P=732,265,104 P=– P=239,126,477 P=– P=1,072,520,719 
Depreciation and amortization (P=617,359,857) (P=43,849,190) (P=14,589,659) – (P=675,798,706) 
Unallocated depreciation and 

amortization (4,302) 
(P=617,359,857) (P=43,849,190) (P=14,593,961) – (P=675,803,008) 

Impairment loss P=– P=– P=– P=– P=– 
Other non-cash items P=461,174,293 P=425,332,143 (P=17,063,668) P=– (P=903,570,104) 
Unallocated non-cash items (8,324,876,125) 

P=461,174,293 P=425,332,143 (P=17,063,668) P=– (P=7,455,433,357) 

The Parent Company has intersegment revenue from/to GCGI for the sale of steam/electricity.
Intersegment revenues are all eliminated in consolidation.

Unallocated expenses pertain to expenses of the corporate, technical and administrative support 
groups while unallocated corporate assets and liabilities pertain to the Head Office and are
managed on a group basis.   
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7. Cash and Cash Equivalents  

2009 2008 
Cash on hand and in banks P=259,974,540 P=27,875,003 
Cash equivalents  10,960,922,617 929,213,257 

P=11,220,897,157 P=957,088,260 

Cash in banks earns interest at the respective bank deposit rates. Cash equivalents consist of 
money market placements, which are made for varying periods of up to three months depending 
on the immediate cash requirements of the Company. Total interest earned, net of final tax,
amounted to P=324.39 million in 2009, P=220.97 million in 2008 and P=305.12 million in 2007 (see
Note 37).  

8. Trade and Other Receivables

2009 2008 
Trade (see Note 16) P=5,316,014,965 P=4,774,822,706 
Others: 

Non-trade accounts receivable 77,268,776 237,513,288 
Loans and notes receivables 67,573,603 60,350,973 
Advances to employees 20,826,816 26,724,217 
Employee receivables 14,998,506 31,358,060 
Claims receivable 161,218 293,146,429 
Total other receivables 180,828,919 649,092,967 

5,496,843,884 5,423,915,673 
Less allowance for doubtful accounts 9,597,882 11,780,063 

P=5,487,246,002 P=5,412,135,610 

Trade receivables are noninterest-bearing and are generally collectible in 30 to 60 days.

Majority of the Company’s trade receivables are collectible from NPC. All revenues from sale of 
steam and majority of the revenues from sale of electricity were derived from NPC.

The rollforward analysis of allowance for doubtful accounts, which pertains to trade receivables, is 
presented below: 

2009 2008 
Balance at beginning of year  P=11,780,063 P=377,218,598 
Recoveries (see Notes 27 and 31) (2,182,181) (377,218,598)
Provision for doubtful accounts (see Note 27) – 11,780,063 
Balance at end of year P=9,597,882 P=11,780,063 

In 2008, the recoveries shown in the table above came from the implementation of the arbitral 
decision that was arrived at in March 2008 by a third party arbiter, details of which are disclosed
in Notes 16 and 31. 
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9. AFS Investments

2009 2008 
Current AFS investments - 

Quoted government debt securities  P=734,811,000 P=674,494,128 
Noncurrent AFS investments:  

Quoted equity securities  P=15,295,010 P=13,522,688 
Unquoted equity securities 93,418 74,550 

P=15,388,428 P=13,597,238 

The current AFS investments consist of government debt securities, specifically Republic of the
Philippines (ROP) bonds with maturities between 2013 to 2016 in 2009 and 2008.  Such bonds 
were acquired at a discount and bear interest between 7.25% to 9% in 2009 and 2008. 

The noncurrent AFS investments amounting to P=15.39 million and P=13.60 million as of 
December 31, 2009 and 2008, respectively, are included under the “Other Noncurrent Assets - 
others” account in the consolidated statements of financial position (see Note 16).

The movements of gain or loss related to the foregoing investments are presented in the
consolidated statements of comprehensive income with details as follows: 

2009 2008
Net accumulated unrealized gain on AFS

investments at beginning of year P=30,826,354 P=368,549,253
Changes in fair value recognized in equity 79,022,336 (291,399,507)
Impairment loss on AFS removed from equity 

and recognized in profit or loss  
(see Note 32) 3,328,633 –

Net unrealized gain removed from equity and 
recognized in profit or loss (see Note 32) – (46,323,392)

82,350,969 (337,722,899)
Net accumulated unrealized gain on AFS

investments at end of year P=113,177,323 P=30,826,354

Changes in fair value recognized in consolidated statement of comprehensive income refer to
unrealized gains and losses during the years brought about by the temporary increase or decrease
in the fair value of the equity instruments. The net gain amounting to P=46,323,392 in 2008 that 
was derecognized in equity and transferred to the consolidated statement of income pertains to the
disposal of equity securities during the year. 

The Company records unrealized gains and losses on AFS investments directly in equity,
presented under the “Net accumulated unrealized gain on AFS investments” account. If the
investment is sold or assessed to be impaired, the cumulative losses or gains recognized in equity 
is transferred to the consolidated statement of income.
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10. Parts and Supplies Inventories

2009 2008 
On hand: 

Drilling tubular products and equipment spares P=632,635,671 P=559,877,157 
Power plant spares 381,569,716 369,183,232 
Pump, production/steam gathering system,

steam turbine, valves  and valve spares 145,216,747 195,984,369 
Chemical, chemical products, gases and catalyst 129,029,458 84,651,321 
Heavy equipment spares 54,416,254 74,592,591 
Electrical, cable, wire product and compressor 

spares 41,117,775 41,414,462 
Measuring instruments, indicators and tools,

safety equipment and supplies 34,303,528 34,023,490 
Automotive, mechanical, bearing, seals, v-belt,

gasket, tires and batteries 22,592,966 31,713,381 
Construction and hardware supplies,

stationeries and office supplies, hoses,
communication and other spares and 
supplies 11,411,417 5,186,293 

Materials and supplies for disposal (at net 
realizable value in 2009; at cost in 2008) – 15,603,606 

1,452,293,532 1,412,229,902 
In transit 101,509,955 151,054,481 

P=1,553,803,487 P=1,563,284,383 

Inventories in transit include items not yet received but ownership or title to the goods have
already passed to the Company.

Other than materials and supplies for disposal which are carried at net realizable value in 2009, the
other parts and supplies inventories are carried at cost, which is lower than their net realizable
values as of December 31, 2009 and 2008. The amount of inventory charged to expense amounted 
to P=1,327.01 million in 2009, P=1,128.77 million in 2008 and P=682.44 million in 2007 (see  
Notes 26 and 27). 

11. Other Current Assets

2009 2008 
Prepaid expenses P=124,576,206 P=214,766,085 
Input VAT – 48,425,670 
Advances to contractors (see Note 24) 16,422,345 268,678,263 
Royalty fees chargeable to NPC – 122,018,657 
Cash collateral on PCIR Bonds (see Notes 21 and 37) – 3,519,226 

P=140,998,551 P=657,407,901 
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Prepaid expenses comprise mainly of the creditable withholding tax certificates issued by NPC 
and Lihir Gold Ltd. for the drilling services in Lihir, Papua New Guinea and prepaid rent. 

In 2008, royalty fees chargeable to NPC are unpaid royalty fees of Palinpinon I due to the DOE 
and the Local Government Units (LGUs), which NPC reimburses the Company upon its 
presentation of official receipts of the actual payments prior to privatization of Palinpinon and
Tongonan power plants.   

12. Noncurrent Assets Held for Sale

Noncurrent assets held for sale as of December 31, 2008 consist of: 

Land  P=1,669,587,000 
Buildings, improvements and equipment 128,000,000 

P=1,797,587,000 

This account pertains to the 29,291 square meters of land together with buildings, improvements 
and equipment owned by the Parent Company in Fort Bonifacio. On November 13, 2007, the
Parent Company, through its Board Resolution No. 115, Series of 2007, agreed to sell its 29,291
square meter land, buildings together with the improvements and immovable equipment owned by 
the Company in Fort Bonifacio. 

The 19,785 square meters of land and buildings together with the improvements and immovable
equipment were sold for P=1,127.75 million and P=124 million, respectively, through a deed of 
absolute sale dated May 29, 2009. The said sale resulted in the recognition of loss on sale
amounting to P=91.42 million for the excess of the cost of the building over its selling price and the
related documentary stamp and other taxes paid (see Note 32).

The remaining 9,506 square meters portion of the land were sold for P=541.84 million through a 
deed of absolute sale dated December 16, 2009. The said sale resulted in the recognition of loss 
on sale amounting to P=38.45 million for the related documentary stamp and other taxes paid (see
Note 32). 

The Parent Company and PNOC also entered into a contract of lease for the Parent Company’s 
use of the office buildings at Fort Bonifacio with the rental rate of P=4.18 million per month,
inclusive of VAT. This contract commenced on June 1, 2009 and will expire on November 30, 
2011 (see Note 46). 
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13. Property, Plant and Equipment
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With the Parent Company’s conversion of its GSCs to GRESCs on October 23, 2009, the Parent 
Company’s GRESCs are no longer accounted for as service concession agreement under IFRIC 12.
Accordingly, the corresponding steamfields, power plants and related facilities were initially 
recognized based on the outstanding balances of the related concession receivables and intangible
assets as of October 22, 2009 as part of property, plant and equipment (see Note 3).   

NNGPF was on temporary shutdown status starting in June 2008 but resumed operations on  
May 13, 2009. 

The Company evaluates the assets on a cash-generating unit basis for any indication of impairment 
annually. Based on the assessment performed, the Company determined that there is an indication
of impairment for the NNGPF and accordingly recognized an impairment loss of P=349.00 million
(see Notes 3 and 32). 

In accordance with the Pantabangan Refurbishment and Upgrade Project Contract (PRUP), the
Company completed the refurbishment and upgrade of Unit 1 of PAHEP in 2009 (see Note 50).
The PRUP provides for the replacement and upgrade of significant parts and equipment of 
PAHEP.  For the year ended December 31, 2009, the cost and related accumulated depreciation of 
machinery and equipment that was replaced amounting to P=273.6 million, was derecognized and 
the net book value included in the “Loss on disposal of machineries and equipment of subsidiary”
account in the 2009 consolidated statement of income.

The upgrading and refurbishment of Unit 2 of PAHEP is expected to begin in July 2010.  

There are no property, plant and equipment used as collaterals for loans. 

Details of depreciation and amortization charges are shown below: 

2009 2008 2007 
Property, plant and equipment P=867,721,481 P=297,713,889 P=111,093,626 
Intangible assets (see Note 14) 331,106,126 378,089,119 172,309,998 
Investment property – – 853,618 

P=1,198,827,607 P=675,803,008 P=284,257,242 

Operating expenses P=1,149,495,181 P=657,075,338 P= 244,312,299 
General and administrative

expenses 49,332,426 18,727,670 39,944,943 
P=1,198,827,607 P=675,803,008 P=284,257,242 
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14. Intangible Assets

2009 
Intangible

Assets Arising
from Service
Concessions Water Rights Goodwill Total

Cost: 
Balance at January 1, 2009 P=9,835,385,122 P=2,404,778,918 P=293,316,082 P=12,533,480,122
Additions 541,458,209 – – 541,458,209
Reversal arising from conversion  

of GSCs to GRESCs 
(see Notes 3 and 13) (10,376,843,331) – – (10,376,843,331)

Balance at December 31, 2009 – 2,404,778,918 293,316,082 2,698,095,000
Accumulated amortization: 

Balance at January 1, 2009 446,192,031 204,406,208 – 650,598,239
Amortization (see Note 13) 234,914,969 96,191,157 – 331,106,126
Reversal arising from conversion  

of GSCs to GRESCs 
(see Notes 3 and 13) (681,107,000) – –     (681,107,000)

Balance at December 31, 2009 – 300,597,365 – 300,597,365 
Net book value P=– P=2,104,181,553 P=293,316,082 P=2,397,497,635 

2008 
Intangible

Assets Arising
from Service
Concessions Water Rights Goodwill Total 

Cost: 
Balance at January 1, 2008 P=8,903,130,895 P=2,404,778,918 P=293,316,082 P=11,601,225,895
Additions (see Note 15 ) 932,254,227 – – 932,254,227 
Balance at December 31, 2008 9,835,385,122 2,404,778,918 293,316,082 12,533,480,122 

Accumulated amortization: 
Balance at January 1, 2008 164,294,068 108,215,052 – 272,509,120 
Amortization (see Note 13) 281,897,963 96,191,156 – 378,089,119 
Balance at December 31, 2008 446,192,031 204,406,208 – 650,598,239 

Net book value P=9,389,193,091 P=2,200,372,710 P=293,316,082 P=11,882,881,883

As of December 31, 2008, the net book values of water rights and goodwill totaling to P=2,493.69
million is presented in the consolidated statement of financial position under the caption
“Intangible assets”. 

Water rights are amortized using the straight-line method over 25 years, which is the term of the
Agreement with NIA. The remaining amortization period of water rights is 21.9 years as of 
December 31, 2009. 

Management believes that the intangible assets are not impaired in 2009 and 2008 based on the
assessment performed.

With the Parent Company’s conversion of its GSCs to GRESCs on October 23, 2009, the Parent 
Company’s GRESCs are no longer accounted for as service concession agreements under  

IFRIC 12. Accordingly, the Company derecognized the intangible assets arising from service
concession and it became the beginning balance of property, plant and equipment (see Note 13). 
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15. Exploration and Evaluation Assets

2009 2008 
Balance at beginning of year P=999,757,259 P=1,171,922,174 
Additions 121,827,005 561,873,053 
Write-off (see Note 32) (83,531,992) –
Transfers to financial assets/intangible assets  

(see Note 14) – (734,037,968)
Balance at end of year P=1,038,052,272 P=999,757,259 

Deferred exploration and evaluation costs are all intangible and pertain to the following project 
areas: 

2009 2008 
Cabalian, Southern Leyte P=571,460,625 P=567,811,104 
Mindanao 284,727,369 276,639,012 
Ilocos Norte 81,379,857 63,967,545 
Dauin, Southern Negros 52,387,892 48,648,779 
Bacman-Rangas/Kayabon 35,824,216 35,582,535 
Other areas 12,272,313 7,108,284 

P=1,038,052,272 P=999,757,259 

16. Other Noncurrent Assets 

2009 2008 
Long-term receivables P=2,444,082,251 P=2,780,884,962 
Input VAT 657,733,453 423,004,135 
Prepaid expenses 58,530,604 22,359,991 
Special deposits and funds 48,361,874 37,171,098 
Others (see Note 9) 101,340,545 63,589,801 

3,310,048,727 3,327,009,987 
Less allowance for doubtful accounts 1,954,488,539 1,961,023,573 

P=1,355,560,188 P=1,365,986,414 

Long-term receivables
The composition of long-term receivables is as follows:  

2009 2008 
Claims for VAT refund  P=2,408,505,632 P=1,894,719,994 
NPC accounts and other receivables 35,576,619 886,164,968 

P=2,444,082,251 P=2,780,884,962 

Claims for VAT Refund
The Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR)-related claims pertain to the Company’s claims for refund
of input VAT on BOT fees amounting to P=1,894.72 million which was initially denied at the BIR 
regional level on July 2, 2002.  Subsequently, on September 2, 2002, the Company filed a letter 
for reconsideration with the Revenue District Office (RDO) 50. RDO 50 endorsed the request for 
reconsideration to the BIR Head Office legal department and the review of the claims is still 
ongoing.
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At the instance of a request from EDC in December 2008, a review committee was created by the
then Commissioner Sixto S. Esquivias IV to revisit the issues related to the claim. As a result,
EDC was requested in 2009 to provide to BIR supporting documents to substantiate and validate
the claims. Throughout 2009, meetings with the BIR Head Office were held to determine what 
documents still need to be presented prior to the issuance of the Tax Credit Certificate. 

Moreover, the Company has other claims for refund amounting to P=131.62 million, P=89.10 million
and P=293.06 million pertaining to input VAT for 2008, 2007 and 2006, respectively, which are 
still pending with the BIR/CTA as of December 31, 2009.   

NPC accounts and other receivables
As discussed in Note 31, on April 24, 2008, an arbitral settlement award was concluded with NPC 
liable to the Parent Company for P=2,894.93 million covering the long-standing issue related to the
SSAs and PPAs of EDC with NPC. A payment schedule as agreed upon among the parties called 
for NPC’s settlement of the arbitral award over three years at zero interest. Consistent with the
provisions of PAS 39, the net amount of receivables was presented at fair value, discounted using 
7.99% to 8.11%. As of the award date, the difference between the nominal value and fair value of 
P=189.79 million was recognized as a “Day 1” loss and presented under the “Miscellaneous - net”
account in the 2008 consolidated statement of income (see Note 32).  Subsequent to the initial 
recognition, the receivable is accreted to its maturity value based on its effective interest rate. The
accretion recognized in 2009 and 2008 amounted to  P=75.67 million and P=108.11 million,
respectively and is included under “Interest income” account in the consolidated statements of 
income.

The movement of the NPC receivables covered by the arbitration is as follows: 

2009 2008 
Balance at beginning of year P=1,813,252,839 P=–
Arbitration settlement award (see Note 31) – 2,894,930,272 
Collection during the year (1,000,000,000) (1,000,000,000)

813,252,839 1,894,930,272 
“Day 1” loss recognized (see Note 32) – (189,790,628)
Accretion 75,669,519 108,113,195 

75,669,519 (81,677,433)
Balance at end of year 888,922,358 1,813,252,839 
Less current portion (see Note 8) 888,922,358 993,391,450 
Noncurrent portion P=– P=819,861,389 

Special deposits and funds
The special deposits and funds mainly consist of the P=11.73 million sinking fund required by the
Department of Finance and P=4.72 million escrow account in favor of terminated employees. 

Allowance for doubtful accounts
The allowance for doubtful accounts for current and noncurrent trade receivables is established
based on a regular review of the age and status of the accounts relative to historical collections,
changes in customer payment terms and other factors that may affect collectibility. Except for 
accounts covered by special agreements with NPC (see Note 31), allowance for doubtful accounts 
covered all the full amounts of accounts outstanding over one year or accounts subject to 
contractual interpretation dispute. 
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For other receivables, it was also established that accounts outstanding for less than one year are
fully recoverable while accounts outstanding over one year shall be provided with 100% provision
based on the Company’s assessment of individually significant balances.  Provision for 
individually insignificant balances was made on a portfolio or group basis after performing the
regular review of the age and status of the individual accounts and portfolio/group of accounts 
relative to historical collections, changes in payment terms and other factors that may affect 
collectibility. 

The rollforward analysis of the allowance for doubtful accounts pertaining to long-term 
receivables is presented below.

2009 

NPC
Claims for VAT 

Refund Others Total
Balance at beginning of year  P=3,500,052 P=1,894,719,994 P=62,803,527 P=1,961,023,573 
Write-off of uncollectible accounts – – (30,499,721) (30,499,721)
Provision for doubtful accounts  

(see Note 27) – 24,191,926 186,331 24,377,257 
Recoveries (see Notes 27 and 31) (412,570) – – (412,570)
Balance at end of year P=3,087,482 P=1,918,911,920 P=32,489,137 P=1,954,488,539 

Specific impairment P=3,087,482 P=1,918,911,920 P=– P=1,921,999,402 
Collective impairment – – 32,489,137 32,489,137 
Total P=3,087,482 P=1,918,911,920 P=32,489,137 P=1,954,488,539 

2008 
NPC VAT Refund Others Total 

Balance at beginning of year  P=950,145,607 P=1,894,719,994 P=62,466,360 P=2,907,331,961 
Write-off of uncollectible accounts (211,178,211) – – (211,178,211)
Provision for doubtful accounts  

(see Note 27) 3,500,052 – 337,167 3,837,219 
Recoveries (see Notes 27 and 31) (738,967,396) – – (738,967,396)
Balance at end of year P=3,500,052 P=1,894,719,994 P=62,803,527 P=1,961,023,573 

Specific impairment P=3,500,052 P=1,894,719,994 P=– P=1,898,220,046 
Collective impairment – – 62,803,527 62,803,527 
Total P=3,500,052 P=1,894,719,994 P=62,803,527 P=1,961,023,573 

As discussed in Notes 8 and 31, the write-off and recoveries in 2008 were the result of the arbitral 
settlement award related to receivables from NPC. Long-outstanding receivables from NPC that 
are not recoverable as a result of the arbitration were written off. 

17. Loan Payable

Loan payable in 2008 consists of an unsecured short-term borrowing amounting to
P=2,000,000,000 obtained from a local bank for the Parent Company’s working capital 
requirements. The loan matured within 12 months from availment date. Interest rate was 
calculated based on three months Philippine Dealing System Treasury Reference Rate 2 
(PDSTFR2) plus spread of 6.75%. There was no outstanding loan payable as of December 31, 
2009 as the loan was fully settled in 2009.
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18. Trade and Other Payables

2009 2008 
Accounts payable - trade P=2,832,923,865 P=2,324,392,485
Accrued interest and guarantee fees (see Note 21) 923,147,531 390,839,708
Withholding and other taxes payable 194,692,777 64,453,131
Deferred credits 15,012,705 9,730,829
SSS and other contributions payable 8,768,580 6,678,114
Accrued premium on range bonus forwards 

(see Note 37) – 175,116,193
Other payables 10,507,987 8,649,388

P=3,985,053,445 P=2,979,859,848

Accounts payable - trade are noninterest-bearing and are normally settled on a 30 to 60 days 
payment term.

The accrued interest represents interest accrual on outstanding loans reckoning from the last 
payment date up to the financial reporting date. Guarantee fees are accruals of amounts due to the
Philippine Government reckoning from the last payment date up to the financial reporting date.
Details of the guarantee fees are discussed in Note 21 to the consolidated financial statements. 

The P=175.12 million accrued premium on range bonus forwards as of December 31, 2008 
represents the total premium due to counterparty everytime the spot rate of the Japanese Yen was 
traded outside the predetermined ranges defined in the two range bonus forward contracts that 
cover the yen-dollar foreign exchange risk of JP¥8.0 billion out of the JP¥12.0 billion Miyazawa 1 
loan that was fully settled on June 1, 2009 (see Note 37).   

As of December 31, 2009 and 2008, the Company respectively had P=5.77 billion and P=2.67 billion
unused credit facilities from various local banks which may be available for future operating 
activities. 

19. Royalty Fee Payable

2009 2008 
Due to DOE and LGU (see Note 40) P=811,004,709 P=1,688,282,467 
Less current portion 244,306,963 1,688,282,467 
Noncurrent portion P=566,697,746 P=–

A rollforward analysis of the recognized “Day 1” gain and accretion on the deferred royalty fee
due to the DOE is shown below: 

2009 2008 
Balance at beginning of year P=– P=225,590,774 
Additions (see Note 32) 168,284,986 –
Accretion (see Note 29) (69,904,267) (225,590,774)
Balance at end of year P=98,380,719 P=–
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As discussed in Note 40, by virtue of P.D. 1442, the Parent Company entered into seven service
contracts with the DOE, which granted the Company the right to explore, develop, and utilize the
country’s geothermal resources subject to sharing of net proceeds with the Philippine Government.
The Company pays royalty fees to the DOE and LGUs under the agreements. 

Royalty fees due to the DOE are payable based on a pre-agreed payment schedule and are non-
interest bearing. In accordance with PAS 39, “Day 1” gain was recognized for the difference
between the nominal/maturity value and present value of the royalty fee payable, which was 
discounted using 7.63% to 8.09% in 2009 and 12.82% to 13.11% in 2008.  “Day 1” gain
recognized amounted to P=168.28 million in 2009, nil in 2008 and P=39.77 million in 2007, for the
difference between the maturity value and present value of additional royalty fee recorded in each
year. The amount of “Day 1” gain is included in the “Miscellaneous - net” account in the
consolidated statements of income.  Subsequent to initial recognition, royalty fee payable is 
accreted to its maturity value based on its effective interest rate determined on Day 1. 

Royalty fees due to the LGUs are payable within sixty (60) days after the end of each quarter to
DOE, which in turn remits the said payments to the Department of Budget and Management 
(DBM). The DBM releases on a quarterly basis the preceding year’s royalty fees due to the LGUs 
within five days after the end of each quarter. This procedure is in accordance with Article 390 of 
the Implementing Rules and Regulations of the Local Government Code of 1991. 

On July 8, 2009, the Company negotiated with the DOE for the payment of deferred royalty due to
DOE amounting to P=1.4 billion for a period of five years with a quarterly amortization of P=87.5
million or an annual payment of P=350.0 million. Beginning 2009, royalty fee due shall be paid as 
it becomes due. 

Accretion recognized in 2009, 2008 and 2007 amounted to P=69.90 million, P=225.59 million and  
P=211.45 million, respectively. These were included under the “Interest expense” account in the
consolidated statements of income (see Note 29). 

Royalty fee expense decreased due to the fiscal incentives availed pursuant to the RE Law which
was implemented retroactive to the effective date of the RE Law on February 1, 2009. 

20. Obligations to a Power Plant Contractor

On June 17, 2009, Marubeni Corporation (Marubeni) turned over to the Company the Mindanao I 
and II power plants. These are the power plants built under the BOT scheme under the Energy 
Conversion Agreement between the Parent Company and Marubeni.   

The obligations to a power plant contractor represents the present value of the unpaid cost of 
power plants constructed under the build-operate-transfer (BOT) agreements. Its carrying amount 
at the inception of the contract is based on the present value of the estimated total capital cost 
recovery (CCR) payments (net of taxes) to related contractors during the cooperation period. It is 
amortized based on the amount of monthly CCR fees after considering interest expense.  

Prior to the turnover of the said power plants, the Parent Company accounted for the Mindanao 1 
and II power plants in accordance with IFRIC 12, since it will eventually turn over the said power 
plants to the Government at the end of the concession period. The Parent Company accounted for 
the Energy Conversion Agreement with the power plant contractor as concession receivable under 
the Financial Asset Model of IFRIC 12. The transfer of the power plants did not have any 
financial statement impact to the Parent Company.
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As part of the turnover of the power plants, the BOT contractors turned over inventories not 
required to be transferred by Marubeni under the BOT contract recognized by the Parent Company 
as miscellaneous income at their fair value amounting to P=54.0 million (see Note 32). The Parent 
Company also received $0.8 million representing settlement of the outstanding claims of the
Parent Company, which was recognized as miscellaneous income.

In 2008, the inventories from the Mahanagdong and Malitbog power plants in Leyte were also
turned over by the power plant contractor to EDC. This was recognized as miscellaneous income
at its fair value amounting to P=260.6 million (see Note 32).  

As of December 31, 2009, the Parent Company’s outstanding obligations to the power contractor 
have been fully paid. 
As of December 31, 2008, the outstanding obligations to the power plant contractor amounted to
P=112.19 million.   

21. Long-term Debts

The Company’s foreign-currency denominated long-term loans were translated into Philippine
pesos based using the prevailing foreign exchange rates as at financial reporting dates 
(USD1=JPY91.634; USD1=PHP46.200 as of December 31, 2009; and USD1=JPY90.942; 
USD1=PHP47.520 as of December 31, 2008). 

The details of the Company’s long-term debts are as follows:   

Creditor/Project Maturities Interest Rate 2009 2008 
International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development (IBRD) 
3164 PH Energy Sector Loan 

USD118 million 1995 to 2010 ½ of 1% over cost of
qualified borrowings P=339,700,832 P=1,012,590,991 

3702 PH Geothermal Exploration Project  
USD64 million 1999 to 2013 ½ of 1% over cost of 

qualified borrowings 1,012,141,577 1,261,094,917 
3747 PH Geothermal Exploration Project  

USD114 million  
JPY12.4 billion 

1999 to 2014 
1999 to 2014 

½ of 1% over cost of 
qualified 
borrowings/3.5% 

1,189,036,548 
927,908,710 

1,449,918,621 
1,177,667,697 

Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund 
(OECF) 

8th Yen Tongonan I Geothermal Power Plant 
(share in OECF-NPC loan) 

JPY5.8 billion 
JPY1.5 billion (Restructured) 

1990 to 2010 3.0% 
3.2% 

71,833,988
90,731,741 

223,345,012 
131,647,242 

9th Yen Palinpinon I Geothermal Power Plant
JPY8.5 billion 1991 to 2011 3.0% 314,177,620 542,686,512 

15th Yen Palinpinon I Geothermal 
Power Plant 

JPY4.0 billion 1999 to 2019 5.7% 743,394,119 851,549,400 

18th Yen Palinpinon II Geothermal 
Power Plant 

JPY77.4 million 2003 to 2023 5.5% 25,690,629 28,597,891 

(Forward) 
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Creditor/Project Maturities Interest Rate 2009 2008 

19th Yen Mt. Labo Geothermal Project 
JPY320 million 2004 to 2024 4.9% P=118,084,138 P=130,540,515 

21st Yen NNGP 
JPY14.5 billion, of which JPY5.9 billion 
was drawn in 2007 2007 to 2027 2.7%/2.3% 4,487,265,321 4,916,323,601 

Miyazawa I 
JPY5.2 billion 
JPY6.8 billion 

June 1, 2009 Tranche A=3.78% 
Tranche B=1.60% + 

LIBOR 
–
–

2,714,273,054 

3,549,771,370 
Miyazawa II 

JPY22.0 billion June 26, 2010 2.37% 11,009,849,524 11,327,043,915 
International Finance Corporation (IFC) 

P=4.1 billion 2012-2033 7.4% per annum for the 
first five years  subject to
repricing for another five 
to ten years 4,026,880,578 –

Fixed Rate Corporate Note (FRCN)  
P=2.6 billion 2010-2014 8.3729% 2,611,270,810 –
P=4.9 billion 2010-2016 9.4042% 4,792,814,858 –
P=1.5 billion 2010-2014 8.4321% 1,480,136,400 –

Peso Public Bond 
P=8.5 billion June 4, 2015 8.6418% 8,382,949,034 –
P=3.5 billion December 4, 2016 9.3329% 3,451,657,688 –

Deferred payment facility with Power 
Sector Assets and Liabilities
Management Corporation (PSALM) 2,388,974,276 2,912,404,547 

Total 47,464,498,391 32,229,455,285 
Less current portion 16,930,776,636 8,672,427,694 
Noncurrent portion P=30,533,721,755 P=23,557,027,591 

The long-term debts are presented net of unamortized transaction costs. A rollforward analysis of 
unamortized transactions costs follows: 

2009 2008 
Balance at beginning of year P=174,928,940 P=283,924,584 
Addition 376,360,871 –
Amortization (109,852,266) (120,834,470)
Foreign exchange loss (gain) (5,023,238) 11,838,826 
Balance at end of year P=436,414,307 P=174,928,940 

Amortization during the year is included under the “Interest expense” account in the consolidated
statements of income (see Note 29). 

Parent Company Loans
The Parent Company entered into long-term loan arrangements with domestic and international 
financial institutions for its various development projects and working capital requirements.
PNOC, the then parent company of EDC, is the primary borrower of the loans from IBRD with
sub-lending arrangements with EDC. NPC is the primary borrower of certain loans from OECF
with sub-lending arrangements with EDC.  For the other loans, EDC is the direct borrower with
the obligations guaranteed by the Philippine Government. The Company pays a guarantee fee of 
1.00% per annum to the Philippine Government based on the outstanding balance of the
guaranteed loans.  Starting January 1, 2008, the guarantee fee increased to 2% per annum.
Beginning January 2011, the guarantee fee shall increase by 0.25% per annum up to a maximum 
of 3.00% per annum.
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The Parent Company entered into a loan agreement with the IFC on November 27, 2008 for 
$100.0 million or its peso equivalent of P=4.1 billion. On January 7, 2009, the Parent Company 
opted to draw the loan in peso and received the proceeds amounting to P=4,048.75 million, net of  
P=51.25 million front-end fee. The loan is payable in 24 equal semi-annual installments after a 
three-year grace period at an interest rate of 7.4% per annum for the first five years subject to
repricing for another five to 10 years. Under the loan agreement, the Company is restricted from 
creating liens and is subject to certain financial covenants. 

On June 1, 2009, the Parent Company has fully settled its Miyazawa I loan amounting to  
P=6,270.4 million.  

On July 3, 2009, the Parent Company received P=7,500.0 million proceeds from the issuance of 
FRCN split into two (2) tranches.  The first tranche of P=2,644.0 million will mature after 5 years 
plus 1 day and the second tranche of P=4,856.0 million will mature after 7 years with a coupon  
rate of 8.3729% and 9.4042% respectively. On September 3, 2009, the Company received  
P=1,500.0 million proceeds from the additional issuance of FRCN, a 5-year plus 1 day series 
paying a coupon of 8.4321%.  

On December 4, 2009, the Parent Company received P=12,000.0 million proceeds from the
issuance of fixed rate Peso public bonds – split into two (2) tranches - P=8,500.0 million, due after 
5 years and 6 months and P=3,500.0 million, due after 7 years, paying a coupon of 8.6418% and
9.3327%, respectively.

The loan covenants covering its outstanding debt include, among others, maintenance of certain
level of current, debt-to-equity and debt-service ratios. As of December 31, 2009 and 2008, the
Parent Company is in compliance with the loan covenants of all its outstanding debt except for the
prohibition in issuing any guarantee by the Company and the financial debt to earnings before
income tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) ratio required by IFC for which the Parent 
Company has obtained a waiver as discussed below.  

Waivers and temporary amendment of IFC Loan Agreement (Loan Agreement)
On September 30, 2009, the IFC has approved the Parent Company’s requests for waivers and
temporary amendments to the provisions of the Loan Agreement which prohibit EDC from issuing 
any guarantees and for EDC to maintain at all times on an Unconsolidated Basis, a Financial Debt 
to EBITDA Ratio of not more than 3.6, such temporary waiver to be effective for the period from 
September 30, 2009 to earlier of (a) December 31, 2010 or (b) the date falling at the end of any 
quarter ending prior to December 31, 2010 on which EDC has submitted evidence satisfactory to
IFC that EDC’s Financial Debt to EBITDA on a unconsolidated basis for such quarter is not more
than 3.6 (“Temporary Waiver Period”). 

The temporary waivers and amendments to the Loan Agreement are granted subject to the
following conditions: 

1. Parent Company’s issuance of a guarantee to the lenders of FG Hydro Loan for up to  
US$72 million shall cover only: 

a. The punctual and complete payment when due and payable of scheduled payments under 
the FG Hydro Loan and specifically exclude coverage of all payments under the FG 
Hydro Loan due upon prepayment.
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b. The FG Hydro Loan will have a tenor of 10 years with a two-year grace period for 
principal repayments and the repayments of principal shall occur in equal semi-annual 
installments and payments of interest shall be made semi-annually.

2. The Financial Debt to EBITDA ratio was changed to not more than 6.5 effective  
September 30, 2009 and until the expiration of the Temporary Waiver Period; and the
definition Spread under the Loan Agreement was changed to three point thirty-five percent 
(3.35%) per annum.

3. A waiver processing fee of twenty thousand Dollars ($20,000), payable no later than
November 9, 2009. Failure to pay the waiver processing fee for a period of 30 days after the
date on which IFC notified the Borrower of such failure, shall constitute an event of default 
under the Loan Agreement. 

Except for the PCIR Bonds, the loans of the Parent Company are unsecured. The PCIR Bonds 
represent converted outstanding International Bank of Japan loans equivalent to US$327,910
under a Memorandum of Agreement dated November 16, 1992. The PCIR Bonds bear an interest 
rate of 6.5% per annum, payable semi-annually with bullet principal payment in 2017. A cash
collateral amounting to US$74,057 (P=3.52 million), presented under “Other current assets”
account in 2008 was deposited with the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) as part of the
agreement and will be returned to the Parent Company without interest upon full settlement of the
bonds (see Note 11). The PCIR Bonds were fully settled in December 2008 and the related cash
collateral was returned by the BSP in 2009. 

FG Hydro Loan
On October 5, 2006, FG Hydro entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement (APA) with PSALM 
for the purchase of PAHEP/MAHEP. Under the APA, 40% of the total consideration was paid up-
front to PSALM on November 17, 2006 and the remaining 60% (the Deferred Payment Facility) 
will be paid in 14 semi-annual installments including 12% interest per annum compounded semi-
annually.  FG Hydro has the option to prepay the Deferred Payment Facility.

Details of the deferred payment facility with PSALM are as follows: 

2009 2008 

U.S. Dollar
Peso

Equivalent U.S. Dollar 
Peso

Equivalent 
(In Thousands) 

Balance at beginning of year $61,288 P=2,912,405 $69,813 P=2,891,020 
Payments during the year (9,579) (478,795) (8,525) (389,585)
Foreign exchange adjustments – (44,636) – 410,970 
Balance at end of year 51,709 2,388,974 61,288 2,912,405 
Less current portion  10,762 497,227 9,579 455,174 
Noncurrent portion $40,947 P=1,891,747 $51,709 P=2,457,231 

To guarantee full, prompt, faithful and complete performance of FG Hydro’s obligations in the
APA, FG Hydro has complied with the requirement to issue a Deferred Payment Security in the
form of an irrevocable standby letter of credit. The Deferred Payment Security, amounting to
$8.3 million, is replaced after each semi-annual payment date and is equivalent to the maturing 
obligation of FG Hydro within the next six-month period. In addition, FG Hydro has also
submitted a Performance Bond amounting to $1.3 million (equivalent to 2% of the total 
outstanding Deferred Payment Facility balance) in the form of an irrevocable standby letter of 
credit.  The Performance Bond will be reduced every year to an amount equivalent to 2% of the 
aggregate amount of the unpaid Deferred Payment Facility.
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22. Other Long-Term Liabilities

This account consists of accrued vacation and sick leave entitlement of active employees. The
accruals pertain to the unused vacation and sick leaves at the end of the calendar year up to the
maximum allowed leave credits for accrual. Vacation and sick leave credits exceeding the
maximum allowed for accrual are forfeited. 

23. Equity

Capital Stock
As required under the Philippine Constitution, the Parent Company is subject to the nationality 
requirement that at least sixty percent (60%) of its capital stock must be owned by Filipino
citizens since it is engaged in the exploration and exploitation of the country’s energy resources.
The Parent Company is compliant with the said nationality requirement. 

The common shares are majority held by Filipinos, with Red Vulcan holding six billion shares or 
an equivalent of 40% interest. 

The ownership of the Company’s preferred shares is limited to Filipino citizens. The preferred
shares have voting rights and subject to 8% cumulative interest. Red Vulcan holds the entire
9.4 billion preferred shares equivalent to 20% voting interest in EDC. The combined interest of 
Red Vulcan entitles it to 60% voting interest and 40% economic interest in EDC.

The Parent Company had 662 common stockholders and one preferred stockholder as of 
December 31, 2009 and 635 common stockholders and one preferred stockholder as of  
December 31, 2008.  

The movements of common and preferred shares are as follows:  

Number of Shares 
2009 2008 2007 

Preferred stock - P=0.01 par value
Authorized 15,000,000,000 7,500,000,000 7,500,000,000 
Issued and outstanding: 

  Balance at beginning of year 7,500,000,000 7,500,000,000 –
Additional subscriptions 1,875,000,000 – –

  Issuances – – 7,500,000,000 
  Balance at end of year 9,375,000,000 7,500,000,000 7,500,000,000 

Common stock - P=1 par value
Authorized 30,000,000,000 15,000,000,000 15,000,000,000 
Issued: 

  Balance at beginning of year 15,000,000,000 15,000,000,000 15,000,000,000 
  Stock dividends - 25% 3,750,000,000 – –
  Issuances – – –
  Balance at end of year 18,750,000,000 15,000,000,000 15,000,000,000 

Outstanding: 
  Balance at beginning of year 14,907,000,000 15,000,000,000 10,000,000,000 
  Stock dividends - 25% 3,750,000,000 – 2,000,000,000 

(Forward) 
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Number of Shares 
2009 2008 2007 

  Issuances 93,000,000 – 3,000,000,000 
  Common shares held in
   treasury – (93,000,000) –
  Balance at end of year 18,750,000,000 14,907,000,000 15,000,000,000 

Common Shares Held in Treasury 
On March 25, 2008, the BOD of the Parent Company approved a share buyback program 
involving up to P=4.0 billion worth of the Company’s common shares, representing approximately 
four percent of the Company’s market capitalization as of the date of the approval. The buyback 
program will be carried out within a two-year period which commenced on March 26, 2008 and
ending on March 25, 2010. The Parent Company intended to implement an executive/employee
stock option ownership plan through options, grants, purchases, or such other equivalent methods.
As of December 31, 2008, the Parent Company which has acquired a total of 93,000,000 common
shares for a total cost of P=404.22 million. 

Common Shares in Employee Trust Account
In 2009, a total of 93,000,000 common shares held in treasury that were acquired in 2008 at the
cost of P=404.22 million, have been issued irrevocably by the Parent Company to Banco de Oro
Trust and Investment Group (BDO Trust) for the benefit of the executive/employee grantees under 
the Parent Company’s Employee Stock Grant Plan (ESGP). Banco de Oro Trust and Investment 
Group (BDO Trust) is an independent and separate legal entity. EDC has neither control nor 
discretion over the administration and investment activity on the common shares in 
executive/employee benefit trust held by BDO Trust. These shares are part of the issued and
outstanding common shares and are entitled to vote and receive dividends. These shares will not 
revert to EDC even if the planned stock grant plan or other such plans is terminated. Any fruits or 
interests of these shares shall be for the sole and exclusive benefit of the officers and employees of 
EDC who are identified grantees of such stock plans. Any capital appreciation or decline in value,
dividends, or other benefits declared on these shares shall accrue to the trust account and EDC 
shall not have any claim thereon. The issuance of the common shares to BDO Trust was initially 
recognized at P=404.22 million under the “Common shares in employee trust account” account in
the equity section of the 2009 consolidated statement of financial position (see Note 36).

Retained Earnings

a. Dividend declarations 

Stock dividends
On May 19, 2009 and June 30, 2009, the BOD and the stockholders during the annual 
stockholders’ meeting, respectively, approved the increase in authorized capital stock of the
Parent Company. The increase in authorized capital stock from P=15.075 billion to  
P=30.15 billion divided into 30 billion common shares with a par value of P=1.00 and 15.0
billion preferred shares with a par value of P=0.01 per share, shall be effected through the
declaration of a 25% stock dividend in the outstanding common shares, and the subscription
by the current preferred stockholders to P=18.75 million, representing 25% of the increase in
the preferred shares. 

On October 12, 2009, the SEC approved the increase in the Parent Company’s authorized
capital stock from P=15.075 billion to P=30.15 billion divided into 30 billion common shares 
with a par value of P=1.00 per share and 15.0 billion preferred shares with a par value of  
P=0.01 per share by way of common stock dividends (totaling 3.75 billion common shares with  
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any fractional shares being subscribed by the EDC Retirement Fund and/or Trust for the EDC 
Executive/Employee Stock Ownership Plan) and the subscription by the current preferred
stockholders to 1.875 billion preferred shares, representing 25% of the increase in the
preferred shares at par value.

The stock dividends were distributed on November 23, 2009 to stockholders as of the record
date of October 27, 2009. 

Cash dividends
On March 30, 2009, the BOD of the Parent Company approved the following cash dividends 
in favor of all stockholders of record as of April 16, 2009, which were paid on May 11, 2009: 

cash dividend of P=0.0008 a share on the preferred shares totaling P=6.00 million 
regular cash dividend of P=0.125 a share on the common shares totaling P=1,863.38 million 

On February 19, 2008, the BOD of the Parent Company declared the following cash dividends 
in favor of all stockholders of record as of March 5, 2008, which were paid on March 17, 
2008: 

cash dividend of P=0.0004 a share on the preferred shares totaling P=3.00 million 
regular cash dividend of P=0.125 a share on the common shares totaling P=1,875.00 million 
special cash dividend of P=0.145 a share on the common shares totaling  P=2,175.00 million

b. Reversal of appropriations 

On December 16, 2008, the BOD of the Parent Company approved the reversal of previously 
appropriated retained earnings totaling P=1,653.32 million, which was earmarked to undertake
exploration activities and acquisition and refurbishment of exploration equipment. The
intended activities and acquisitions have been completed in 2008. 

c. Adjustment on appraisal increase 

In 2008, the Parent Company adjusted the related deferred tax liabilities on appraisal increase
on property, plant and equipment recorded upon adoption of PFRS on January 1, 2005. The
appraised values of property, plant and equipment were recognized as fair value deemed cost 
consistent with the provisions of PFRS 1.   

Minority Interest
On March 24, 2008 and October 10, 2008, the BOD of FG Hydro authorized the declaration of 
cash dividends in favor of its then parent company, First Gen. Total cash dividends paid to First 
Gen amounted to P=1,250.00 million (P=2.59 a share) in 2008. The said cash dividends are presented
as a reduction of minority interest in the 2008 consolidated statement of changes in equity in
accordance with the pooling-of-interests method. 

24. Related Party Transactions

Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability, directly or indirectly, to control the
other party or exercise significant influence over the other party in making financial and operating 
decisions.  Parties are also considered to be related if they are subject to common control or 
common significant influence. 
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The following are the transactions that the Company had with related parties in 2009 and 2008: 

a. First Balfour, Inc. (First Balfour) 

Following the usual bidding process in 2008, the Parent Company awarded to First Balfour a 
procurement contract amounting to P=360.0 million for various civil, structural, mechanical and
piping works for the LGPF. The advance payment of P=54.0 million, 15% of the contract 
amount, was recorded under “Other current assets” account. 

In 2009, the advance payment was fully recouped from its progress billings.   

As of December 31, 2009, net transactions amounting to P=356.8 million with outstanding 
balance of P=29.4 million were recorded under “Due to related parties” account.   

First Balfour is a wholly owned subsidiary of First Holdings.

b. First Gen 

First Gen provides financial consultancy, business development and other related services to
the Parent Company under a consultancy agreement beginning September 1, 2008.  Such 
agreement is for a period of three years up to August 31, 2011. Under the terms of the
agreement, billings for consultancy services shall be P=8.7 million per month plus applicable
taxes. This was increased to P=11.8 million effective September 2009 to cover the cost of 
additional officers and staff assigned to the Parent Company. Total consultancy services paid
amounted to P=130.7 million and P=45.9 million as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, 
respectively, and was included in the “Purchased services and utilities” account.  

In 2009 and 2008, FG Hydro availed of unsecured, interest-bearing and US dollar-
denominated cash advances from First Gen. Said advances are due and demandable and bear 
interest of 5.29%. The outstanding balance as of December 31, 2009 and 2008 included in  
the “Due to related parties” account amounting to P=504.1 million ($10.9 million) and
P=63.48 million, respectively.

c. IFC 

The Parent Company entered into a loan agreement with the IFC, a shareholder of the
Company, on November 27, 2008 for $100.0 million or its peso equivalent of  
P=4.1 billion. IFC has approximately 5% ownership interest in the Parent Company. On
January 7, 2009, the Parent Company opted to draw the loan in peso and received the proceeds 
amounting to P=4,048.75 million, net of P=51.25 million front-end fee. As of December 31, 
2009, the outstanding loan amounted to P=4,026.88 million, net of unamortized transaction cost 
of P=73.12 million and included under the “Long-term debts” account in the 2009 consolidated
statement of financial position (see Note 21). 

  
The loan is payable in 24 equal semi-annual installments after a three-year grace period at an 
interest rate of 7.4% per annum for the first five years subject to repricing for another five to
10 years. Under the loan agreement, the Parent Company is restricted from creating liens and
is subject to certain financial covenants.  
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d. Other Related Parties 

In the ordinary course of business, the Company avails of or grants advances from/to its 
related parties for working capital requirements. Such advances are payable/collectible within
12 months and are non-interest bearing.

Bauang Private Power Corporation is a subsidiary of First Private Power Corporation, an 
associate of First Gen. First Gas Holdings Corporation and First Gas Power Corporation are
subsidiaries of First Gen.  First Philippine Holdings Corporation, parent company of First Gen, 
is an associate of Benpres Holding Corporation. 

Following are the amounts of transactions and outstanding balances as of and for the years 
ended December 31, 2009 and 2008: 

Transactions for the  
years ended December 31 

Net amount due to related parties    
as of December 31 

Related Party Nature of Transaction 2009 2008 2009 2008 

First Gen Interest-bearing advances P=440,660,560 P=54,332,615 P=504,135,656 P=63,475,096 

Consultancy fee 130,656,470 45,854,118 – 45,854,118 

Interest-free advances 6,639,905 – 2,709,905 – 

Directors liability insurance – 1,358,947 – 1,358,947

First Balfour, Inc. Steam augmentation contract 
in Leyte 356,753,986 – 29,438,812 – 

Bauang Private  
Power Corporation 

Interest-free advances
(payment) (150,286) 150,286 – 150,286 

First Gas Holdings
Corporation 

Interest-free advances
491,800 82,300 574,100 82,300 

IFC  Interest-bearing loans 4,170,132,778 – 4,170,132,778 
First Gas Power 

Corporation 
Interest-free advances

40,924 – 150,677 –
Eugenio Lopez 

Foundation, Inc. 
Donation to Lopez Museum

2,400,000 – – –
Lopez Group 

Foundation, Inc. 
Donation to support Group's

Corporate Social 
Responsibility efforts 7,239,765 – – –

Benpres Holdings
Corporation Budget expense allocation 6,384,283 – – –

Red Vulcan Interest-free advances 11,059 – 11,059 –
P=5,121,261,244 P=101,778,266 P=4,707,152,987  P=110,920,747 

There were no guarantees provided or received for any related party. The Company has not 
recognized any impairment losses on receivables from related parties as of December 31, 2009 
and 2008. 

e. Remuneration of Key Management Personnel 

The remuneration of the directors and other members of key management personnel by benefit 
type follows: 

2009 2008 2007 
Short-term employee benefits P=75,170,646 P=79,192,591 P=39,626,921 
Post-employment benefits  

(see Note 33) 90,670,000 82,218,181 76,699,639 
Share-based payment (see Note 36) 15,190,000 – –

P=181,030,646 P=161,410,772 P=116,326,560 
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25. Purchased Services and Utilities

2009 2008 2007 
Professional and technical services P=981,264,759 P=684,647,336 P=460,634,868 
Purchased services 364,411,435 247,672,243 166,636,601 
Rig mobilization charges

(see Note 48) 241,587,531 76,685,866 85,527,042 
BOT fees (see Notes 20 and 42) 183,224,477 393,981,872 2,105,680,050 
Hauling and handling costs  166,221,695 75,159,487 40,958,297 
Contractual personnel costs 103,150,460 19,254,749 28,278,317 
Purchased utilities 21,373,651 17,619,911 219,335,104 
Others 11,889,449 8,912,246 4,381,485 

P=2,073,123,457 P=1,523,933,710 P=3,111,431,764 

In 2009, the Parent Company implemented a steam augmentation project in LGPF with total 
projected costs of P=3.1 billion. The steam augmentation project involves construction of surface 
infrastructure, installation of pipelines, drilling of new wells and work-over drilling of existing 
wells. The project commenced in the second half of 2008 and will be undertaken until 2010 to
maintain and improve the existing capability of LGPF. 

The increase of P=549.2 million was mainly on account of higher expenses on professional/ 
consultancy services particularly for steam augmentation project in LGPF (P=295.0 million), higher 
rig mobilization charges to geothermal wells (P=164.0 million),  other outsourced services for the
augmentation activities (P=114.0 million), rehabilitation works undertaken in Bacman steamfield
project for the damages caused by Typhoon Dante (P=107.0 million) and hauling services for the
shipment of drilling materials to field geothermal projects (P=90.0 million).  Such increases were
partly offset by lower BOT fees (P215.0 million) with the completion of the contracts for 
Mindanao I and II power plants. 

26. Operations and Maintenance Expenses

2009 2008 2007 
Repairs and maintenance P=1,273,202,012 P=1,894,545,092 P=1,036,042,725 
Personnel costs  

(see Notes 28 and 36) 1,786,563,040 1,388,397,780 1,232,874,326 
Materials and supplies issued

(see Note 10) 1,166,397,599 969,116,159 569,879,759 
Royalty fees (see Note 19) 214,373,965 590,120,392 499,577,821 
Rental, insurance and taxes  

(see Note 47) 934,178,837 271,786,514 584,220,983 
Business and related expenses 158,957,224 137,230,571 86,377,159 
Proceeds from insurance claims (89,259,730) (205,157,285) (63,656,268)
Grantor assessment adjustment – – (866,399,332)

P=5,444,412,947 P=5,046,039,223 P=3,078,917,173 

The repairs and maintenance expenses in 2009 was attributed to the steam augmentation program 
implemented during the year. In addition, the Parent Company replaced the turbine rotor blade of 
the turbine it uses in its Mahanagdong power plants in LGPF amounting to P=297.0 million.   
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The increase in rental, insurance and taxes emanated mainly from the settlement of real property 
tax due on Leyte’s power plants amounting to P=275.0 million while the decrease in royalty fees 
was attributable to the effect of the fiscal incentives of the RE Law (see Note 19).

Proceeds from insurance claims are shown as a separate line item under the operations and
maintenance expenses. The Parent Company charges to expense outright any cost incurred
relating to restoring or rehabilitating facilities or land improvements damaged by typhoons or by 
other factors, insurance proceeds from the insurance claims upon receipt are subsequently 
recognized as proceeds from insurance claims.

Business and related expenses covers the expenses incurred by the Company for local and foreign
travel, membership, contribution and donations, company meeting expenses and advertising,
among other business expenses. 

In 2007, the grantor assessment adjustment was the result of the recomputation of the recoverable
costs done in conjunction with the DOE to give effect to the amended provisions set forth in the
GSCs, which allows recovery of the translation effects of the Parent Company’s foreign loans and
financing costs. The amended provisions and the royalty adjustments were agreed with the DOE 
in July 2007. 

27. General and Administrative Expenses  

2009 2008 2007 
Personnel costs  

(see Notes 28 and 36) P=1,110,060,984 P=958,409,776 P=916,645,993 
Purchased services and utilities

(see Note 24) 858,569,171 579,832,277 362,915,381 
Rental, insurance and taxes  

(see Notes 24 and 47) 808,686,176 408,948,862 591,079,597 
Business and related expenses 313,712,652 229,617,376 126,955,665 
Materials and supplies issued

(see Note 10) 160,616,956 159,656,358 112,557,921 
Repairs and maintenance 118,584,488 58,093,998 31,888,805 
Write-down of parts and supplies 

inventories  
(see Notes 3 and 10) 106,206,646 – –

Provision for doubtful accounts
(see Notes 8 and 16) 24,377,257 15,617,282 286,828,060 

Credit adjustment on allowance
for doubtful accounts  
(see Notes 8, 16 and 31) (2,594,751) (1,116,185,994) (43,130,239)

P=3,498,219,579 P=1,293,989,935 P=2,385,741,183 

The increase in purchased services and utilities mainly came from the professional fees paid for 
legal services relative to the real property assessments to the Parent Company and for the
consultancy fees (financial, business development and other services) paid to First Gen as 
discussed in Note 24 while the increase in rental, insurance and taxes mainly pertained to the
income tax paid on the third and fourth tranches of revenue from arbitration award amounting to  
P=363.3 million. Write-down of parts and supplies inventories for disposal are for inventories 
identified as obsolete and for disposal while the credit adjustment on allowance for doubtful 
accounts pertained to the recovery of the fully-provided receivables from NPC brought about by 
the arbitral award to the Parent Company as discussed in Note 31.   
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28. Personnel Costs

2009 2008 2007 
Salaries and other benefits 

(see Note 36) P=2,467,904,466 P=2,360,519,581 P=2,172,027,191 
Retirement benefit costs 

(see Note 33) 384,871,712 240,719,196 189,749,707 
Social security costs 43,847,846 44,480,804 42,316,907 

P=2,896,624,024 P=2,645,719,581 P=2,404,093,805 

29. Interest Expense

2009 2008 2007 
Interest on long-term debt 

including amortization of 
transaction costs (see Note 21) P=2,541,047,618 P=1,892,514,433 P=1,388,655,983 

Interest on loan payable 164,225,636 34,535,508 51,799 
Interest accretion of “Day 1” gain

(see Note 19) 69,904,267 225,590,774 211,445,799 
Interest on liability from litigation 111,948,408 – –

2,887,155,929 2,152,640,715 1,600,153,581 
Amounts included in the cost

of qualifying assets   – (117,059) (99,927)
P=2,887,155,929 P=2,152,523,656 P=1,600,053,654 

This account pertains to interest charges on long-term and short-term loans, including accretion of 
“Day 1” gain. The amounts included in the cost of qualifying assets represent the capitalized
interest on loans obtained for NNGP. The capitalized interest is included under “Exploration and
evaluation costs” account in the consolidated statements of financial position. 

30. Foreign Exchange Gains (Losses)

2009 2008 2007 
Foreign exchange gains (losses) on 

long-term loans P=1,338,780,330 (P=9,229,710,609) P=4,286,179,615 
Foreign exchange losses on other 

accounts (47,540,491) (127,420,703) (290,390,520)
Net foreign exchange gains (losses) P=1,291,239,839 (P=9,357,131,312) P=3,995,789,095 

This account pertains to foreign exchange adjustments realized on repayment of loans and
restatement of outstanding balances of foreign currency-denominated loans, short-term placements 
and cash in banks.  Following are the exchange rates used to restate outstanding balances at year 
end: 

Equivalent to US$1.00 

Currency 
December 31,

2009
December 31,

2008 
December 31,

2007 
Japanese Yen Y 91.63 Y 90.94 Y 113.68 
Philippine Peso P=46.20 P=47.52 P=41.41
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31. Revenue from Arbitration Award 

On April 24, 2008, the Parent Company and NPC signed a Joint Manifestation and Undertaking 
(JMU) to abide by the arbitral decision on March 25, 2008. The arbitral decision covered the
long-standing issue related to the SSAs and PPAs of EDC and NPC.

In the execution of the arbitral decision, both the Parent Company and NPC agreed that the
amount of P=2,894.93 million shall be paid by NPC to the Company, without further interest, in
accordance with the following schedule:   

Tranche Settlement Amount Payment Term Actual Date of Settlement 

First  P=500.00 million 30 days from submission of JMU to 
the Office of the Voluntary Arbitrator 

July 15, 2008 

Second  500.00 million 60 days from submission of JMU to 
the Office of the Voluntary Arbitrator 

July 15, 2008 

Third 1,000.00 million January 2009 February 2, 2009 

Fourth  894.93 million January 2010 
Pending collection  
as of March 16, 2010 

P=2,894.93 million 

Full payment of the foregoing amounts shall constitute full and complete settlement of all the
claims each party has against the other as detailed in the November 5, 2007 arbitration agreement.  

As a result of the foregoing transaction in 2008, the Company recognized a total income of
P=2,894.93 million, which was recorded as revenue from arbitration award of P=2,067.34 million
and a reversal of allowance for doubtful accounts of P=827.59 million previously recorded related
to the portion collected as part of the settlement. In addition, allowance for doubtful accounts of 
P=288.60 million was reversed following the resolution of some of the issues covered by the
arbitration. The reduction of the allowance for doubtful accounts resulted in the recognition of the
credit adjustments on allowance for doubtful accounts totaling P=1,116.19 million in 2008
classified under “General and administrative expenses” account in the statement of income (see
Note 27). 

32. Miscellaneous Income (Charges) 

2009 2008 2007 
Impairment loss on property, plant 

and equipment of NNGPF
(see Notes 3 and 13) (P=349,000,000) P=– P=–

Write-off of input VAT claimed (178,639,119) – –
“Day 1” gain on deferred royalties 

(see Notes 16 and 19) 168,284,986 – 39,769,241 
Loss on sale of noncurrent assets 

held for sale (see Note 12) (129,867,348) – –
Write-down of exploration and 

evaluation assets (83,531,992) – –

(Forward) 
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2009 2008 2007 
Power plant materials inventory 

turned over by contractor (see
Note 20) P=53,992,600 P=260,614,700 P=–

Waste disposal fees 17,836,715 16,525,517 17,893,896 
Impairment loss on AFS

investments (see Note 9) (3,328,633) – –
Gain on sale of AFS investments 

(see Note 9) – 46,323,392 7,937,724 
“Day 1” loss on NPC receivable

(see Note 16) – (189,790,628) –
Others – net 64,592,175 25,401,909 (270,012,794)

(P=439,660,616) P=159,074,890 (P=204,411,933)

In 2009, the Company wrote off its input VAT pertaining to 2007 and 2008 amounting to P=77.55
million and P=101.09 million, respectively, which could no longer be claimed as part of the input 
VAT refund due to the absence of supporting documents and the receipt of a Letter of Authority 
(LOA) for 2008 barring the amendments of VAT returns for 2008. 

In 2008, the Company recognized a “Day 1” loss of P=189.79 million in 2008 representing the
difference between the present value of the third and fourth tranches of the scheduled collections 
of the arbitration award and the maturity values (see Notes 16 and 31). 

33. Retirement and Other Post-Retirement Benefit Plans

The Parent Company has a funded, non-contributory, defined benefit retirement plan. The plan 
covers all permanent employees and is administered by trustee bank/s. The Parent Company also
provides post-retirement medical and life insurance benefits which are unfunded.   

The following tables summarize the components of net benefit expense recognized in the
consolidated statements of income and the funded status and amounts recognized in the
consolidated statements of financial position: 

2009 2008 2007 
Current service cost P=196,844,916 P=165,734,850 P=137,976,928 
Interest cost on benefit obligation 310,284,773 188,497,828 154,587,224 
Expected return on plan assets (125,493,939) (113,828,988) (102,814,445)
Net actuarial loss recognized 3,235,962 315,506 –
Net retirement expense

(see Note 28) P=384,871,712 P=240,719,196 P=189,749,707 

Actual return on plan assets P=215,043,596 P=65,258,618 P=45,943,657 

2009 2008 
Present value of defined benefit obligations P=3,265,217,548 P=3,179,147,273 
Fair value of plan assets (2,035,048,917) (1,792,770,559)

1,230,168,631 1,386,376,714 
Unrecognized actuarial gains (losses)  6,928,516 (359,982,232)
Retirement and other post-retirement benefits plan  P=1,237,097,147 P=1,026,394,482 
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Changes in the present value of the defined benefit obligation are as follows: 

2009 2008 
Defined benefit obligation at beginning of year  P=3,179,147,273 P=2,692,826,116 
Current service cost 196,844,916 165,734,850 
Interest cost 310,284,773 188,497,828 
Benefits paid  (146,934,285) (32,769,466)
Actuarial losses (gains) on obligation (274,125,129) 164,857,945 
Defined benefit obligation at end of year P=3,265,217,548 P=3,179,147,273 

Changes in the fair value of plan assets are as follows:  

2009 2008 
Fair value of plan assets at beginning of year P=1,792,770,559 P=1,626,128,399 
Expected return or plan assets 125,493,939 113,828,988 
Contributions by employer 174,169,047 134,153,008 
Benefits paid (146,934,285) (32,769,466)
Actuarial gains (losses) on plan assets 89,549,657 (48,570,370)
Fair value of plan assets at end of year P=2,035,048,917 P=1,792,770,559

The Parent Company expects to contribute P=327.00 million to its defined benefit retirement plan
in 2010. 

The major categories of plan assets as a percentage of the fair value of total plan assets are as 
follows: 

2009 2008 
Fixed income 89.85% 93.83% 
Equities 7.82 6.17 
Real properties 1.37 .–
Others  0.96 .–

100.00% 100.00% 

The principal actuarial assumptions used in determining retirement and other post-retirement 
benefits are as follows: 

2009 2008 
Discount rate 8.74% 9.76% 
Expected rate of return on assets 7.00 7.00 
Future salary increase rate 8.00 10.00 
Medical trend rate 7.00 7.00 

The assumption on the discount rate is based on the long-term government bond rates 
approximating the expected average remaining working life of the employees. The assumption on 
the expected rate of return on plan assets is based on the asset allocation while the expected rate of 
salary increases is around 3.00% - 4.00% more than the long-term inflation rate of about 5.00% - 
7.00%. 
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Amounts for the current and previous four years are as follows: 

2009 2008 2007 2006 2005
Defined benefit 

obligation P=3,265,217,548 P=3,179,147,273 P=2,692,826,116 P=2,187,879,669 P=1,791,112,900
Plan assets (2,035,048,917) (1,792,770,559) (1,626,128,399) (1,468,777,785) (1,222,617,700)
Deficit P=1,230,168,631 P=1,386,376,714 P=1,066,697,717 P=719,101,884 P=568,495,200

The experience adjustments on plan liabilities amounted to P=10.31 million in 2009, P=62.11 million
in 2008 and P=143.64 million in 2007. 

A one percentage point change in the assumed rate of increase in medical costs would have the
following effects: 

     2009 2008 
Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 

Effect on the aggregate current service
cost and interest cost 43.14% 28.85% 23.35% 18.70% 

Effect on the defined benefit obligation 37.45% 26.33% 20.67% 16.90% 

34. Income Tax

The deferred tax assets and liabilities are presented in the consolidated statements of financial 
position as follows: 

2009 2008 
Deferred tax assets - net P=959,273,421 P=3,410,392,338 
Deferred tax liabilities - net (17,340,023) (11,294,373) 

The deferred tax assets consist mainly of the undepreciated balance of foreign exchange losses on
payment and realignment of the payable to contractors capitalized under BIR reporting, unrealized
foreign exchange losses on foreign loans and allowance for doubtful accounts.  The account is net 
of deferred tax liability on the increase in the value of Parent Company’s properties recognized
based on the value of concession receivables and intangible assets resulting from scoping out the
GRESCs from IFRIC 12 starting October 23, 2009 and the unrealized foreign exchange gains 
arising from the restatement of deferred payment facility with PSALM. 

The components of the Parent Company’s deferred income tax assets and liabilities follow: 

Deferred Tax Assets

Foreign 
Exchange

Losses (Gains)
BOT Power

Plants

Unrealized
Foreign

Exchange
Losses

Allowance For
Doubtful
Accounts

IFRIC 12
Adjustments Others Total 

At January 1, 2009 P=4,003,828,394 P=2,551,134,895 P=588,823,244 P=13,722,968,794 P=546,505,975 P=21,413,261,302
Effect of RE Law (see 

Note 40) (2,651,696,048) (1,687,654,297) (394,591,773) (10,355,359,669) (346,865,652) (15,436,167,439)
Charged to equity – – – – 180,833 180,833 
Charged to income 

for the year (122,703,619) (386,060,156) 4,329,352 (3,367,609,125) 44,928,584 (3,827,114,964)
At December 31, 2009 P=1,229,428,727 P=477,420,442 P=198,560,823 P=– P=244,749,740 P=2,150,159,732 
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Foreign 
Exchange

Losses (Gains)
BOT Power

Plants

Unrealized
Foreign

Exchange
Losses

Allowance For
Doubtful
Accounts

IFRIC 12
Adjustments Others Total 

At January 1, 2008 P=4,346,549,575 P=215,335,039 P=1,149,431,133 P=16,478,104,383 P=603,048,126 P=22,792,468,256
Charged to income 

for the year (342,721,181) 2,335,799,856 (560,607,889) (2,755,135,589) (56,542,151) (1,379,206,954)
At December 31, 2008 P=4,003,828,394 P=2,551,134,895 P=588,823,244 P=13,722,968,794 P=546,505,975 P=21,413,261,302

Deferred Tax Liabilities

Deductible
Expenses

Under P.D. 1442

IFRIC 12
Adjustments/ 

Property, Plant and 
Equipment Others Total

At January 1, 2009  
(P=3,681,358,648) (P=13,225,388,187) (P=1,107,416,502) (P=18,014,163,337)

Effect of Renewable Energy Act 
(see Note 40) 3,513,256,437 8,789,688,420 174,009,581 12,476,954,438

Charged to income for the year 168,102,211 3,282,786,917 878,093,437 4,328,982,565
At December 31, 2009 P=–      (P=1,152,912,850) (P=55,313,484) (P=1,208,226,334)

Deductible
Expenses

Under P.D. 1442

IFRIC 12
Adjustments/ 

Property, Plant and 
Equipment Others Total

At January 1, 2008  
(restated - see Note 5) (P=3,659,182,751) (P=16,041,768,501) (P=77,998,241) (P=19,778,949,493)

Charged to retained earnings – – (449,433,875) (449,433,875)
Charged to income for the year (22,175,897) 2,816,380,314     (579,984,386) 2,214,220,031
At December 31, 2008 (P=3,681,358,648) (P=13,225,388,187) (P=1,107,416,502) (P=18,014,163,337)

The following tables summarize the Company’s deferred income tax assets and liabilities: 

Deferred Tax
Assets 

Deferred Tax
Liabilities Total 

At January 1, 2009 P=21,413,261,302 (P=18,014,163,337) P=3,399,097,965 
Effect of Renewable Energy Act (see

Note 40) (15,436,167,439) 12,476,954,438 (2,959,213,001)
Charged to equity 180,833 – 180,833 
Charged to income for the year (3,827,114,964) 4,328,982,565 501,867,601 
At December 31, 2009 P=2,150,159,732 (P=1,208,226,334) P=941,933,398 

Deferred Tax Assets
Deferred Tax

Liabilities Total 

At January 1, 2008 P=22,792,468,256 (P=19,778,949,493) P=3,013,518,763 
Charged to retained earnings – (449,433,875) (449,433,875)
Charged to income for the year (1,379,206,954) 2,214,220,031 835,013,077 
At December 31, 2008 P=21,413,261,302 (P=18,014,163,337) P=3,399,097,965 
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A numerical reconciliation between tax expense and the product of accounting income multiplied 
by the tax rates of 10%/30%/35% is as follows: 

Under Republic Act No. 9337, which amended certain provisions of the Tax Code, the new 
Regular Corporate Income Tax (RCIT) rate shall be 30% effective January 1, 2009.

On December 18, 2008, the BIR issued Revenue Regulations (RR) No. 16-2008 which
implemented the provisions of Section 34(L) of the Tax Code , as amended by Section 3 of 
Republic Act No. 9504, which allows individuals and corporations who are subject to the 30% 
RCIT rate to adopt the Optional Standard Deduction (OSD) in computing their taxable income.
Under RR 16-2008, corporations may claim OSD equivalent to 40% of gross income, excluding 
passive income subjected to final tax, in lieu of the itemized deductions. A corporate taxpayer 
who elected to avail of the OSD shall signify such in the income tax return. Otherwise, it shall be 
considered as having availed of the itemized deductions allowed under Section 34 of the National 
Internal Revenue Code. Election is done on an annual basis.   

In 2008 and 2009, the Companies computed their income tax based on itemized deductions for 
their other income subject to 30% RCIT rate. 

2009 2008 2007
Accounting income P=7,280,022,483 P=2,652,824,187 P=12,936,529,682

Income tax at statutory tax rate P=706,314,776 P=928,488,465 P=4,527,785,388
Effect of Renewable Energy Act and effect 

of change in tax rate 2,959,213,001 491,089,744 (274,795,065)
Income tax on sale of Fort Bonifacio land

and building (zonal value minus selling
price) 377,853,900 – –

Tax effect of third and fourth tranches 
arbitration income (311,373,702) – –

Non-deductible provisions and others  260,464,301 1,602,816 –
Interest income net of final tax (104,149,985) (77,787,866) (107,428,453)
Tax effect of non-deductible interest 

expense 41,576,237 41,242,350 80,894,969
Income tax holiday (ITH) incentives (19,562,230) (164,525,410) (14,377,249)
Non-deductible foreign contractor’s tax - 

excess 4,416,423 403,557 4,389,682
Non-deductible/(taxable) losses/(gains) on 

ROP bonds 3,024,741 (27,612,838) –
Movement of unrecognized net deferred tax

assets – 141,654,925 (24,745,457)
Additional expenses (50%) on Adopt-A-

School Act of 1998 – (913,963) –
Others (6,045,008) (26,092,843) (23,448,338)
Provision for income tax P=3,911,732,454 P=1,307,548,937 P=4,168,275,477
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35. Basic/Diluted Earnings Per Share (EPS)  

The basic/diluted EPS amount were computed as follows: 

2009 2008 2007 
(a) Net income attributable to

equity holders of the
Parent Company P=3,322,662,211 P=1,308,021,833 P=8,692,170,755 

Less dividends on preferred
shares (see Note 23) 7,500,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 

(b) Net income attributable to
common shareholders P=3,315,162,211 P=1,302,021,833 P=8,686,170,755 

(c) Weighted average numbers
of shares for EPS 18,750,000,000 18,715,918,555 18,750,000,000 

Basic/Diluted EPS (b/c) P=0.177 P=0.070 P=0.463 

The Company does not have dilutive common stock equivalents. 

The 2008 and 2007 EPS were adjusted for the effect of the 3.75 billion shares (25%) stock 
dividends declared in 2009 (see Note 23).   

36. Share-Based Payment

On January 23, 2009, the BOD of the Parent Company approved the ESGP. The ESGP is an 
integral part of the Company’s total rewards program for its officers and employees and is 
intended to provide an opportunity for participants to have real and personal direct interest in the
Company.   

On December 1, 2009, the Nomination and Compensation Committee (the Committee) granted
7,000,000 shares representing the Parent Company common shares authorized under the ESGP
which were transferred to the BDO Trust. These shares were part of the 93,000,000 common
shares issued to the BDO Trust and recorded under common shares in employee trust account.
BDO Trust will administer the issuance of the common shares to the employee grantees under the
Parent Company’s ESGP (see Note 23).   

The stock grants are given in lieu of cash incentives and bonuses. The grant of shares under the
ESGP does not require an exercise price to be paid by the awardees. The awarded shares will vest 
over a three-year period: 20% will vest after the first anniversary of the Grant date or January 1, 
2010, whichever is earlier; 30% will vest after the second anniversary of the Grant date and the
remaining 50% will vest after the third anniversary of the Grant date. Awardees that resign or are
terminated will lose any right to unvested shares. There are no cash settlement alternatives.  

The ESGP covers employees of the Company or other individuals whom the Committee may 
decide to include. The Committee shall maintain the sole discretion over the selection of 
individuals to whom awards may be granted for any given calendar year.   
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Stock awards granted by the Committee to officers and employees of EDC are shown below: 

Grant Date 
Number of Shares 

Granted 
Fair Value Per Share

at Grant Date 
December 1, 2009 7,000,000  P=4.20 

The fair value per share was determined based on the market price of the stock at the date of grant.
There were no stock awards vested, issued or cancelled in 2009.  

Total compensation expense recognized on the vesting of the fair value of stock awards amounted
to P=15.19 million in 2009. A corresponding decrease in the “Common shares in employee trust 
account” amounting to P=12.58 million and increase in “Additional paid-in capital” account 
amounting to P=2.61 million was recorded as of December 31, 2009.

37. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies

The Company’s financial instruments consist mainly of cash and cash equivalents, AFS
investments, and long-term debts. The main purpose of these financial instruments is to finance
the Company’s operations and accordingly manage its exposure to financial risks. The Company 
has various financial assets and liabilities such as trade receivables, concession receivables, trade
payables and other liabilities, which arise directly from operations. 

Overview of the Company’s Risk Management
The Company has an Enterprise Wide Risk Management (EWRM) process in place covering all 
areas of its organization. EWRM is a process, approved by the Company’s BOD, and is applied in
strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to identify potential events that may affect the
Company and manage risks to be within its risk appetite and to provide reasonable assurance with
respect to the achievement of Company objectives. In addition, EWRM is a holistic approach to
the protection of assets, revenues, liabilities, personnel and reputation against predictable and
unpredictable losses to achieve maximum efficiency at minimum costs.

The implementation of the Company’s EWRM Program provides the following benefits and 
advantages: 

1) Provides balance in the management of risks 
2) Identifies and manages the key exposures of the company proactively.
3) Establishes the accountability of the proper risk owner(s) in the management of the risks. 
4) Ensures that efforts are well-coordinated so that the company does not manage risks in silo. 
5) Monitors the effectiveness of the mitigation strategies. 
6) Ensures compliance with the policies and processes that are established to manage risks. 
7) Provides a systematic approach to the management of risks in terms of fortuitous events or 

accidental losses happening, as well as the attainment of incremental economic benefits that 
can be derived from the effective management of the company’s risks.

8) Aims to protect corporate assets and profits by identifying and preventing risks before they 
occur. 

9) It is designed to avoid losses which can impair the operations or financial position of the
company in case of the occurrence of fortuitous events.

10) Reduces the reliance on increasingly expensive insurance protection. Insurance may provide
the financial relief in case of loss. However, certain risks are not insurable, while some
though insurable, may be too costly and uneconomical to insure. 
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Risk Management Oversight Structure
The Risk Management Oversight Structure of the Company has been created based on the current 
organization set-up. The salient points regarding the said oversight structure as follows: 

The Risk Management Committee (RMC) is a sub-committee of the BOD to whom it reports 
directly. The RMC plays a vital oversight role in the implementation of the Company’s 
EWRM Program and is also an important liaison to the BOD. The RMC shall assist the BOD 
of the Company in its oversight responsibility of managing risks involving physical, financial,
operational, labor, legal, security, environmental and other risks of the corporation.

The Risk Management Executive Committee (RMEC) is comprised of the President, who is 
the Chairman of the RMEC, the Vice-President (VP) for Operations, VP for Corporate
Services, VP for Environmental & External Relations, VP for Technical Services and VP for 
Power Generation.  The RMEC shall ensure the effective and efficient implementation of  
the Company’s EWRM Program and provides appropriate actions, solutions and 
recommendations in line with the requirements of the RMC.

The Risk Management Group (RMG) is composed of the Property Management Department,
the over-all coordinator of the RMG, and the Risk Management Units (RMU), i.e. the
different divisions/departments and project sites of the Company. Each RMU is represented
in the Company’s EWRM Program through their respective Risk Management Coordinators.
One of the senior managers of the supply chain sector is the head of RMG. The RMG shall  

develop, implement and manage the Risk Management Program of the Company in
accordance with the risk management policies and standards set by the Company. The RMG,
as the technical working group, shall also assist the RMEC and the RMC attain and perform 
their missions and functions.

Risk Management Process
The Company’s Risk Management Process is the general guideline that the Company follows in
the implementation of its EWRM Program. This involves the following: 

1) Identification of the risk exposures; 
2) Formulation of the customized definitions of all risks; 
3) Validation of the customized risk; 
4) Facilitation of the initial prioritization of the risks and the risk voting to identify top risks; 
5) Determination of the risk owners of the top risks; 
6) Validation of the existence of the top risks; 
7) Endorsement of top risks to the REMC for approval; 
8) Determination of the risk drivers of the top risks including the development of risk 

management strategies and assessment of EDC’s risk management capability;  
9) Secure approval of the RMEC for the proposed strategies; 

10) Develop action plans for the approved risk management strategies; 
11) Implementation of the risk management strategies; and 
12) Continuous monitoring of the risk management performance

Risk Measurement
Another major step in the Company’s Risk Management Process is the Risk Measurement where
quantitative or qualitative impact of the risk is determined. 
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Risk Measurement is the process used to quantitatively or qualitatively determine the
consequences (including financial impact) of possible outcomes or events over a given time
horizon under alternative scenarios. The risk measurement process provides information for more
informed decision-making.  

Risk Management Strategy
The Company uses the risk management option model in its Risk Management Strategy 
formulation. This model involves whether to accept or reject the risk identified based on the risk 
management process. When the risk is accepted, the Company chooses the following alternatives:
retain, reduce, exploit, modify time and wait and see. When the risk is rejected, the Company may 
opt to avoid or transfer the risk. 

Financial Risk Management Policy
The main financial risks arising from the Company’s financial instruments are credit risk, interest 
rate risk, liquidity risk, and foreign currency risk. The Company’s policies for managing the
aforementioned risks are summarized hereinafter below.

Credit Risk 
The Company’s geothermal and power generation business trades with only one major customer,
NPC, a government-owned-and-controlled corporation. Any failure on the part of NPC to pay its 
obligations to the Company would significantly affect the Company’s business operations. As a 
practice, the Company monitors closely its collection from NPC and charges interest on delayed
payments following the provision of its respective SSAs and PPAs. Receivable balances are
monitored on an ongoing basis to ensure that the Company’s exposure to bad debts is not 
significant. The maximum exposure of trade receivable is equal to the carrying amount.

With respect to credit risk arising from other financial assets of the Company, which comprise
cash and cash equivalents excluding cash on hand, trade and other receivables, AFS financial 
assets, derivatives assets, concession receivables, cash collateral on PCIR bonds and deferred
royalty fee, the Company’s exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty, with a
maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount of these instruments before taking into account 
any collateral and other credit enhancements. 

2009 2008 
Loans and receivables: 

Cash and cash equivalents (excluding  
  cash on hand) P=11,216,297,117 P=953,088,221 

Trade receivables - net 5,306,417,083 4,763,042,643 
Non-trade accounts receivables 77,268,776 237,513,288 
Loans and notes receivables 67,573,603 60,350,973 
Employee receivables 14,998,506 31,358,060 
Advances to employees 20,826,816 26,724,217 
Long-term receivables - net – 819,861,389
Concession receivable – 34,695,434,198
Cash collateral on PCIR Bonds – 3,519,226
Royalty fee chargeable to NPC – 122,018,657

AFS investments: 
Debt investments 734,811,000 674,494,128
Equity investments 15,388,428 13,597,238

Financial assets at FVPL: 
Derivative assets 9,611,022 648,988,818

P=17,463,192,351 P=43,049,991,056
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The Company trades only with recognized, creditworthy third parties and/or transacts only with
institutions and/or banks which have demonstrated financial soundness and which have passed the
financial evaluation and accreditation of the Company.

The table below shows the Company’s aging analysis of past due but not impaired financial assets 
as of December 31, 2009 and 2008: 

2009 
Past Due but Not Impaired 

Neither Past
Due nor 

Impaired 
Less than

30 Days 
31 Days

to 1 Year 

Over 1 Year
up to

3 Years 
Over

3 Years 

Past
Due and

Impaired Total 
(In Thousand Pesos) 

Loans and receivables: 
Cash and cash 

equivalents P=11,220,897 P=– P=– P=– P=– P=– P=11,220,897 
Trade receivables 5,280,994 – 25,423 – – 9,598 5,316,015 
Non-trade receivables 59,803 5,050 12,223 193 – – 77,269 
Loans and notes

receivables 49,196 11 7,009 10,393 965 
– 

67,574 
Employee receivables 14,999 – – – – – 14,999 
Advances to employees 14,722 197 1,130 4,768 10 – 20,827 
Long-term receivables – – – – – 35,577 35,577 

AFS investments: 
Debt investments 734,811 – – – – – 734,811 
Equity investments 15,388 – – – – – 15,388 

Financial assets at FVPL:
Derivative assets 9,611 – – – – – 9,611 

Total P=17,400,421 P=5,258 P=45,785 P=15,354 P=975 P=45,175 P=17,512,968 

2008 
Past Due but Not Impaired 

Neither Past
Due nor 

Impaired 
Less than

30 Days
31 Days

to 1 Year 

Over 1 Year
up to

3 Years 
Over

3 Years 

Past
Due and

Impaired Total 
(In Thousand Pesos) 

Loans and receivables: 
Cash and cash 

equivalents P=957,088 P=– P=– P=– P=– P=– P=957,088
Trade receivables 4,746,756 – 16,286 – – 11,780 4,774,822 
Non-trade receivables 227,208 4,974 5,274 – 57 – 237,513 
Loans and notes

receivables P=51,814 P=221 P=7,474 P=551 P=291 P=– P=60,351 
Employee receivables 31,267 – 82 10 – – 31,359 
Advances to employees 14,925 5,550 5,860 389 – – 26,724 
Long-term receivables 819,861 –  – – – 66,304 886,165 
Concession receivable 34,695,434 – – – – – 34,695,434 
Cash collateral  

on PCIR Bonds 3,519 – – – – – 3,519 
Royalty fee chargeable 

to NPC 122,019 – – – – – 122,019 
AFS investments: 

Debt investments 674,494 – – – – – 674,494 
Equity investments 13,597 – – – – – 13,597 

Financial assets at FVPL:
Derivative assets 648,989 – – – – – 648,989 

Total P=43,006,971 P=10,745 P=34,976 P=950 P=348 P=78,084 P=43,132,074 

Credit Quality of Neither Past due nor Impaired Financial Assets
Financial assets are classified as high grade if the counterparties are not expected to default in 
settling their obligations. Thus, the credit risk exposure is minimal. These counterparties 
normally include customers, banks and related parties who pay on or before due date. Financial 
assets are classified as a standard grade if the counterparties settle their obligation with the
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Company with tolerable delays. Low grade accounts are accounts, which have probability of 
impairment based on historical trend. These accounts show propensity of default in payment 
despite regular follow-up actions and extended payment terms.

As of December 31, 2009, financial assets categorized as neither past due nor impaired are viewed
by management as high grade, considering the collectability of the receivables and the credit 
history of the counterparties.

Foreign Currency Risk
The Company’s exposure to foreign currency risk resulted from the financial assets and liabilities 
that are denominated in U.S. dollar and Japanese yen. This primarily arise from future payments 
of foreign-currency denominated loans, BOT lease obligation and other commercial transactions 
and the Company’s investment in ROP Bonds.   

The Company’s exposure to foreign currency risk to some degree is mitigated by some provisions 
in the Company’s GRESCs (formerly GSC), SSAs and PPAs. The service contracts allow full 
cost recovery while the sales contracts include billing adjustments covering the movements in
Philippine peso and the U.S. dollar rates, US Price and Consumer Indices, and other inflation
factors. 

To mitigate further the effects of foreign currency risk, the Company will prepay, refinance or 
hedge its foreign currency denominated loans, whenever deemed feasible. During 2008, the
Company entered into derivative contracts with various counterparties to hedge its JPY12 billion
Miyazawa 1 loan. The derivatives contracts had already matured on May 26, 2009 and were
settled on May 28, 2009. 

The Company’s foreign currency-denominated financial assets and liabilities (translated into
Philippine peso) as of December 31, 2009 and December 31, 2008 are as follows: 

2009 2008 
Original Currency Peso Original Currency Peso

Yen US Dollar Equivalent1 Yen US Dollar Equivalent2

Financial Assets 
Loans and receivables: 

Cash equivalents 35,882,643 1,657,778,096 16,769,052 796,865,372
Cash on hand and in banks 2,176,322 100,546,084 386,027 262,524 12,857,892
Trade and other receivables  4,946,733 228,539,071 2,442,801 116,081,918
Cash collateral on PCIR Bonds 74,058 3,519,226

AFS investments: 
Government debt securities 15,905,000 734,811,000 14,193,900 674,494,128

Financial assets at FVPL: 
Derivative assets 208,031 9,611,022 13,657,172 648,988,818

Total financial assets 59,118,729 2,731,285,273 386,027 47,399,507 2,252,807,354

Current Financial Liabilities 
Liabilities at amortized cost: 

Trade and other payables 2,153,900 3,195,225 148,705,325 390,442,807 15,881,766 919,566,162
Current portion of interest-

bearing financial liabilities 26,309,860,127 65,759,866 16,303,002,458 13,856,808,675 30,131,115 8,672,427,695
Current portion of obligations

to a power plant contractor – 2,360,847 112,187,446
Due to related Party 10,912,094 504,138,756 – – –
Interest on long term loans 500,091,989 3,510,193 414,307,135 – – –

Financial liabilities at FVPL: 
Derivative liabilities 1,110,992 54,250,018 

Total current financial liabilities 26,812,106,016 83,377,378 17,370,153,674 14,247,251,482 49,484,720 9,758,431,321

(Forward) 
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2009 2008 
Original Currency Peso Original Currency Peso

Yen US Dollar Equivalent1 Yen US Dollar Equivalent2

Noncurrent Financial Liabilities
Liabilities at amortized cost: 

Interest-bearing financial 
liabilities - net of current 
portion 8,973,004,364 40,946,914 6,415,753,795 35,123,058,752 109,515,541 23,557,027,591

Total noncurrent financial 
liabilities 8,973,004,364 40,946,914 6,415,753,795 35,123,058,752 109,515,541 23,557,027,591

Total financial liabilities 35,785,110,380 124,324,292 23,785,907,469 49,370,310,234 159,000,261 33,315,458,912
1USD1=JPY91.634 as of December 29, 2009 and USD1= P=46.200 as of December 29, 2009 
2USD1= JPY90.942 as of December 24, 2008 and USD1= P=47.520 as of December 24, 2008 

The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in the U.S. dollar 
and Japanese yen exchange rates, with all other variables held constant, of the Company’s profit 
before tax as at December 31, 2009 and 2008 (arising from revaluation of monetary assets and
liabilities and derivative instruments). 

2009 
Foreign Currency 

Appreciates (Depreciates) By 
Effect on Profit

Before Tax 
USD 10% or PHP4.62 (P=293,611,227)

(10% or PHP4.62) 268,296,414 
JPY 10% or PHP0.05602                    (2,004,680,577)

(10% or PHP0.04583) 1,640,193,199 
EURO(a) 10% against USD 33,122,515

(10% against USD) (7,807,701)
2008 

Foreign Currency 
Appreciates (Depreciates) By 

Effect on Profit
Before Tax 

USD 5% or PHP2.376 (P=244,322,941)
(5% or PHP2.376) 166,841,457

JPY 5% or PHP0.02488 (1,061,867,588)
(5% or PHP0.02750) 1,204,896,251

EURO(a) 5% against USD 29,034,248
(5% against USD) (18,110,738)

(a) This pertains to fair valuation of FG Hydro’s derivative asset which is a currency option.  
Equity Price Risk
Equity price risk is the risk that the fair value of traded equity instruments decrease as the result of 
the changes in the levels of equity indices and the value of the individual stocks.

As of December 31, 2009 and 2008, the Company’s exposure to equity price risk is minimal.

Interest Rate Risk
The Company’s exposure to the risk of changes in market interest rates relates primarily to the
Company’s long-term debt obligations with floating interest rates, derivative assets, derivative
liabilities and AFS investments.   

The interest rates of some of the Company’s long-term borrowings, AFS debt investments and
finance leases (to which the Company is a lessee) are fixed at the inception of the loan agreement 
and/or lease.   

The Company regularly evaluates its interest rate risk by taking into account the cost of qualified
borrowings being charged by its creditors. Prepayment, refinancing or hedging the risks are
undertaken when deemed feasible and advantageous to the Company.
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The following tables demonstrate the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in interest rates,
with all other variables held constant, of the Company’s profit before tax and equity as of 
December 31, 2009 and December 31, 2008. The effect also includes impact of changes in
interest rates on derivatives.

2009 
Increase/Decrease

in Basis Points 
Effect on Profit

Before Tax 
Effect on

Equity 

USD +100 (23,935,811) (19,438,385)
-100 24,897,799 33,746,396 

JPY +100 – –
-100 – –

EURO +100 (574,657) –
-100 1,552,248 –

2008 
Increase/Decrease

in Basis Points 
Effect on Profit

Before Tax 
Effect on

Equity 

PHP +100 P=5,027,101 –
-100 (3,654,973) –

USD +100 (45,960,630) (26,692,263)
-100 27,285,375 29,948,351 

JPY +100 (42,161,399) –
-100 23,895,658 –

EURO +100 (3,695,207) –
-100 7,798,603 –

Interest Rate Risk Table
The following table provides for the effective interest rates and interest payments by period of 
maturity of the Company’s long-term debt   

Interest
Rates Within 1 Year

More than 1 
year but less 
than 4 years 4–5 Years

More than
5 Years Total

2009 Fixed Rate 
Long-term debt: 

OECF 
JEXIM(a) 3747 
JBIC(b) 21st yen
Miyazawa II 
PSALM Loan 
IFC  

3%–5.7%
3.5%

2.3% & 2.7%
2.37%

12.00%
7.40%

P=60,537,010
30,638,316

118,769,086
131,440,868
272,194,577
307,613,889

P=16,188,372
–

217,172,635
–

352,421,315
609,644,375

P=10,868,953
–

189,336,278
–

64,095,628
525,471,944

P=24,610,024
–

559,726,781
–
–

1,096,559,236

P=112,204,359
30,638,316

1,085,004,780
131,440,868
688,711,520

2,539,289,444
FRCN Series 1    8.37% 223,804,477 361,530,309 166,418,714 – 751,753,500
FRCN Series 2    9.4% 454,720,695 841,997,994 600,585,714 237,855,729 2,135,160,132
FRCN Series 3 8.43% 108,088,982 209,168,781 96,284,042 – 413,541,805
Public Bonds 
Series 1 8.64% 734,553,000 1,469,106,000 1,469,106,000 367,276,500 4,040,041,500
Series 2 9.33% 326,644,500 653,289,000 653,289,000 653,289,000 2,286,511,500
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Interest
Rates Within 1 Year

More than 1 
year but less 
than 4 years 4–5 Years

More than
5 Years Total

2009 Floating Rate 
Long-term debt: 
IBRD 7.54%     169,684,783 – – – 169,684,783

2008 Fixed Rate 
Long-term debt: 

OECF 
JEXIM(a) 3747 
JBIC(b) 21st yen
Miyazawa I 
Miyazawa II 
PSALM Loan 

3%–5.7%
3.5%

2.3% & 2.7%
2.62% & 3.78%

2.37%
12.00%

P=80,125,182
39,312,925

130,228,204
98,019,103

272,449,143
791,404,919

P=72,791,485
31,753,377

239,046,620
–

136,224,572
1,582,809,837

P=12,616,304
–

210,803,299
–
–

1,582,809,838

P=30,880,143
–

674,642,893
–
–
–

P=196,413,114
71,066,302

1,254,721,016
98,019,103

408,673,715
3,957,024,594

2008 Floating Rate  
Long-term debt: 

IBRD 7.07% 243,635,506 158,627,319 – – 402,262,825

(a) The Export - Import Bank of Japan 
(b) Japan Bank for International Cooperation 

Liquidity Risk
The Company’s objective is to maintain a balance between continuity of funding and sourcing 
flexibility through the use of available financial instruments. The Company manages its liquidity 
profile to meet its working and capital expenditure requirements and service debt obligations. As 
part of the liquidity risk management program, the Company regularly evaluates and considers the
maturity of both its financial investments and financial assets (e.g. trade receivables, other 
financial assets) and resorts to short-term borrowings whenever its available cash or matured 
placements is not enough to meet its daily working capital requirements. To ensure immediate 
availability of short-term borrowings, the Company maintains credit lines with banks on a 
continuing basis.  

Liquidity risk arises primarily when the Company has difficulty collecting its receivables from its 
major customer, NPC. Other instances that contribute to its exposure to liquidity risk are when the
company finances long-term projects with internal cash generation and when there is credit crunch
especially at times when the company has temporary funding gaps.

The tables below show the maturity profile of the Company’s financial assets used for liquidity 
purposes based on contractual undiscounted cashflows as of December 31, 2009 and December 31, 
2008. 

December 31, 2009  

On Demand
Within 30 

Days
31 to 60 

Days
61 to 180 

Days
181 to 360 

Days
Over

360 Days Total
(In Thousands)

AFS investments - 
Debt investments P=734,811 P= P= P= P= P= P=734,811

Loans and receivables - 
   Cash equivalents – 2,792,341 2,536,712 5,631,870 – – 10,960,923

P=734,811 P=10,960,923 P=2,536,712 P=5,631,870 P= P= P=11,695,734
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December 31, 2008  

On Demand
Within 30 

Days
31 to 60 

Days
61 to 180 

Days
181 to 360 

Days
Over

360 Days Total
(In Thousands)

AFS Investments - 
Debt investments P=674,494 P= P= P= P= P= P=674,494

Loans and receivables - 
   Cash equivalents – 929,213 – – – – 929,213

P=674,494 P=929,213 P= P= P= P= P=1,603,707

The table below summarizes the maturity analysis of the Company’s financial liabilities at 
December 31, 2009 and 2008 based on contractual undiscounted payments: 

2009 
On

Demand
Less than
3 Months

3 to
6 Months

>6 to
12 Months

>1 to
5 Years

More than
5 Years Total

(In Thousands)
Liabilities at amortized cost: 

Accounts payable - trade P= P=2,202,141 P= P= P= P= P=2,202,141
Accrued interest and 

guarantee fees 252,201 462,241 208,706 923,148
Other current liabilities 10,508 10,508
Due to related parties 537,020 537,020
Royalty fee payable 87,500 87,500 175,000 693,011 1,043,011
Long-term debt 1,224,743 13,059,012 5,697,286 30,299,838 12,004,016 62,284,895

Total P=789,221 P=3,987,133 P=13,355,218 P=5,872,286 P=30,992,849 P=12,004,016 P=67,000,723

2008 
On

Demand
Less than
3 Months

3 to
6 Months

>6 to
12 Months

>1 to
5 Years

More than
5 Years Total

(In Thousands)
Liabilities at amortized cost: 

Accounts payable - trade P=168,208 P=1,478,004 P= P= P= P= P=1,646,212
Accrued interest and 

guarantee fees 347,876 347,876
Accrued premium on range 

bonus forwards – 175,116 175,116
Other current liabilities 8,649 8,649
Loan payable 34,500 33,750 2,066,750 2,135,000
Due to related parties 63,708 47,213 110,921
Royalty fee payable 1,688,282 1,688,282
Obligations to a power plant 

contractor 61,011 54,140 115,151
Long-term debt 532,144 7,315,727 2,245,116 21,761,378 4,025,796 35,880,161

Financial liability at FVPL: 
Derivative liabilities – – 54,250 – – – 54,250

Total P=231,916 P=4,197,679 P=7,632,983 P=4,311,866 P=21,761,378 P=4,025,796 P=42,161,618

The following tables show the fair value information of financial instruments classified under 
FVPL and AFS analyzed by source of inputs on fair valuation as follows: 

Quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1); 
Those involving inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for the
asset or liability, either directly (as prices) or indirectly (derived from prices) (Level 2); and 
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Those with inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data
(unobservable inputs) (Level 3). 

December 31, 
2009 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 At Cost 

Financial assets at FVPL- 
derivative assets P=9,611,022 P= P=9,611,022 P= P=

AFS investments: 
Debt investments 734,811,000 734,811,000 
Equity investments 15,388,428 15,295,010 93,418 

December 31, 
2008 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 At Cost 

Financial asset and liability at 
FVPL : 

Derivative asset P=648,988,818 P= P=648,988,818 P= P=
Derivative liability 54,250,018 54,250,018 

AFS investments: 
Debt investments 674,494,128 674,494,128 
Equity investments 13,597,238 13,522,688 74,550 

During the period 2009 and 2008, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value
measurements and no transfers into and out of Level 3 fair value measurements. 

Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities 
Set out below is a comparison of carrying amounts and fair values of the Company’s financial 
instruments as of December 31, 2009 and 2008. 

2009 2008 
Carrying
Amount Fair Value 

Carrying
Amount Fair Value 

Financial Assets 
Loans and receivables:

Cash and cash equivalents P=11,220,897,157 P= 11,220,897,157 P=957,088,260 P=957,088,260 
Trade receivables - net 5,306,417,083 5,306,417,083 4,763,042,643 4,763,042,643 
Non-trade receivables 77,268,776 77,268,776 237,513,288 237,513,288 
Loans and notes receivables 67,573,603 67,573,603 60,350,973 60,350,973 
Employee receivables 14,998,506 14,998,506 31,358,060 31,358,060 
Advances to employees 20,826,816 20,826,816 26,724,217 26,724,217 
Long-term receivables 819,861,389 838,203,873 
Concession receivable 34,695,434,198 30,995,036,175 
Cash collateral on PCIR Bonds 3,519,226 3,519,226 
Royalty fee chargeable to NPC 122,018,657 122,018,657 

AFS investments: 
Debt investments 734,811,000 734,811,000 674,494,128 674,494,128 
Equity investments 15,388,428 15,388,428 13,597,238 13,597,238 

Financial assets at FVPL:
Derivative assets 9,611,022 9,611,022 648,988,818 648,988,818 

P=17,467,792,391 P=17,467,792,391 P=43,053,991,095 P=39,371,935,556 

Financial Liabilities 
Financial liabilities at amortized cost: 

Accounts payable - trade P=2,202,140,914 P=2,202,140,914 P=1,645,574,303 P=1,645,574,303 
Accrued interest and guarantee fees 923,147,531 923,147,531 390,839,708 390,839,708 
Accrued premium on range bonus 

forwards 175,116,194 175,116,194 

(Forward)
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2009 2008 
Carrying
Amount Fair Value 

Carrying
Amount Fair Value 

Miscellaneous current liabilities P=10,507,987 P=10,507,987 P=8,649,387 P=8,649,387 
Loan payable 2,000,000,000 2,000,000,000 
Due to related parties 537,020,209 537,020,209 110,920,747 110,920,747 
Royalty fee payable 811,004,709 836,317,273 1,688,282,467 1,688,282,467 
Obligations to a power plant

contractor 112,187,446 111,720,404 
Long-term debt  47,464,498,391 52,538,678,773 32,229,455,285 34,255,439,515 

Financial liabilities at FVPL: 
Derivative liabilities 54,250,018 54,250,018 

P=51,948,319,741 P=57,047,812,687 P=38,415,275,555 P=40,440,792,743 

The methods and assumptions used by the Company in estimating the fair value of financial 
instruments are: 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Carrying amounts approximate fair values due to its short-term nature. 

Trade and Other Receivables, Cash Collateral on PCIR Bonds, Royalty Fee Chargeable to NPC,
Due to Related Parties, Trade and Other Payables and Loan Payable.  These are instruments with
relatively short maturity ranging 1 to 3 months. Carrying amounts approximate fair values. 

Long-term Receivables 
The fair value of long-term receivables was computed by discounting the expected cash flow using 
the applicable rates of 6.08% to 6.59% in 2008 (nil in 2009).   

Concession Receivable 
The fair value of concession receivables is computed by discounting the expected free cash flows 
using the applicable rates as of reporting date of 5.26% to 15.03% in 2008 (nil in 2009). 

AFS Investments 
Fair values of debt securities are based on quoted market prices. For equity investments that are
not quoted, the investments are carried at cost less allowance for impairment losses due to the
unpredictable nature of future cash flows and the lack of suitable methods of arriving at a reliable
fair value.

Derivative Assets and Liabilities 
The fair values of range bonus forwards and currency forwards were determined by reference to
market values provided by counterparty banks. The currency options were valued using Garman- 
Kohlhagen option pricing model that takes into account such factors as the risk-free US Dollar and
Euro interest rates and historical volatility.

Long-term Debt and Royalty Fee Payable. The fair values for the Parent Company’s long-term 
debt are estimated using the discounted cash flow methodology with the applicable rates ranging 
from 0.19% to 5.93% in 2009 and 0.49% to 1.61% in 2008, while for FG Hydro, the fair value of 
deferred payment facility with PSALM was computed by discounting the facility’s expected
future cash flows using the prevailing credit adjusted Philippine Government Zero Coupon Yield
interest rates ranging from 4.19% to 6.17% in 2009 and from 5.82% to 6.71% in 2008. 

Fair values of royalty fee payable are determined using discount rates ranging from 4.54% to
5.64 % in 2009 while fair value approximates the carrying value as of December 31, 2008.  
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Obligations to a Power Plant Contractor 
The fair value of obligation to power plant contractor represents the present value of the expected
future cash flows of the liability using the applicable rates at the reporting dates ranging from nil 
in 2009 and 0.86% to 1.65% in 2008. 

The Company classifies its financial instruments in the following categories. 

2009 

Loans and
Receivables AFS 

Financial
Assets at

FVPL 

Liabilities at
Amortized

Cost 

Financial
Liabilities at

FVPL Total 
(In Thousands) 

Financial Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents P=11,220,897 P= P= P= P= P=11,220,897 
Trade receivables 5,306,417 5,306,417 
Non-trade receivables 77,269 77,269 
Loans and notes receivables 67,574 67,574 
Employee receivables 14,999 14,999 
Advances to employees 20,827 20,827 
AFS - debt investments 734,811 734,811 
AFS -  equity investments 15,388 15,388 
Derivative Assets 9,611 9,611 
Financial Liabilities
Accounts payable - trade 2,202,141 2,202,141 
Accrued interest and guarantee fees 923,148 923,148 
Miscellaneous current liabilities 10,508 10,508 
Due to related parties 537,020 537,020 
Royalty fee payable 811,005 811,005 
Obligations to a power plant contractor
Long-term debt  47,464,498 47,464,498 
Total P=16,707,983 P=750,199 P=9,611 P=51,948,320 P= P=69,416,113 

2008 

Loans and
Receivables AFS 

Financial
Assets at

FVPL

Liabilities at
Amortized

Cost 

Financial
Liabilities at

FVPL Total 
(In Thousands) 

Financial Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents P=957,088 P=– P=– P=– P=– P=957,088 
Trade receivables 4,763,043 4,763,043 
Non-trade receivables 237,513 237,513 
Loans and notes receivables 60,351 60,351 
Employee receivables 31,358 31,358 
Advances to employees 26,724 26,724 
Long-term receivables 819,861 819,861 
Concession receivable 34,695,434 34,695,434 
Cash collateral on PCIR Bonds 3,519 3,519 
Royalty fee chargeable to NPC 122,019 122,019 
AFS - debt investments 674,494 674,494 
AFS -  equity investments 13,597 13,597 
Range bonus forwards 614,082 614,082 
Currency options 34,907 34,907 

Financial Liabilities 
Accounts payable - trade 1,645,574 1,645,574 
Accrued interest and guarantee fees 390,840 390,840 
Accrued premium on range bonus

forwards 175,116 175,116 
Other current liabilities 8,649 8,649 
Loan payable 2,000,000 2,000,000 
Due to related parties 110,921 110,921 
Royalty fee payable 1,688,282 1,688,282 
Obligations to a power plant contractor 112,187 112,187 
Long-term debt  32,229,455 32,229,455 
Derivative liabilities 54,250 54,250 
Total P=41,716,910 P=688,091 P=648,989 P=38,361,024 P=54,250 P=81,469,264 
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The table below demonstrates the income, expense, gains or losses of the Company’s financial 
instruments for the years ended December 31, 2009 and 2008. 

2009 2008 2007 
Effect in 

Profit or Loss 
Effect

in Equity 
Effect in

Profit or Loss 
Effect 

in Equity 
Effect in

Profit or Loss 
Effect

in Equity
Increase 

(Decrease) 
Increase

(Decrease) 
Increase

(Decrease) 
Increase 

(Decrease) 
Increase

(Decrease) 
Increase

(Decrease)
Loans and receivables: 

Interest income on cash in bank P=1,742,901 P=– P=1,917,865 P=– P=1,006,736 P=–
Interest income on cash 

equivalents 322,651,978 – 219,049,172 – 304,112,318 –
Interest income on trade 

receivables 75,669,519 – 108,113,195 – – –
Interest income on due from

related parties – – 261,069 – – –
Interest income on concession 

receivables 1,650,208,827 – 2,107,841,224 – – –
Interest income on employees

receivable 1,104,060 – 381,892 – 673,975 –
“Day 1” loss on NPC receivable – – (189,790,628) – – –
Interest income on other 
receivables 723,941 – 1,995,342 – 2,236,906,585 –

AFS investments: 
Equity investments: 

  Net gain (loss) recognized 
in equity – 1,791,090 – (2,813,418) – 4,263,827

  Impairment loss on AFS (3,328,633) – – – – –
Provision for impairment 

loss removed from equity – 3,328,633 – – – –
Debt investments: – –

Gain on sale of AFS 
investments – – 46,323,392 – 7,937,724 –

  Net gain removed from  
  equity – – – (46,323,392) – (7,937,724)

  Net gain (loss) recognized 
in equity – 77,231,146 – (288,586,089) – 240,760,339

  Interest income on  
  ROP Bonds 1,057,831 – 842,697 – – –

Derivative Financial Instruments at 
FVPL: 
Fair value changes and 

premium on forward 
contracts (175,648,625) – 384,715,411 – 56,011,571 –

Unrealized gain (loss) on fair 
value on changes on 
currency options (23,161,134) – 35,304,332 – – –

Financial liabilities at amortized 
cost: 
Interest expense on long-term

loans (2,431,195,352) (1,771,562,904) – (1,170,417,420) –
Interest expense on royalty 

payable (69,904,267) (225,590,774) – (211,445,798) –
Interest expense on short-term

loans (164,255,636) (34,535,508) – (51,799) –
Amortizations of transactions 

costs on loans (109,852,266) (120,834,470) – (218,138,637) –
“Day 1” gain on royalty fee 168,284,986 – – 39,769,241 –

(P=755, 901,870) P=82,350,869 564,431,307 (P=337,722,899) P=1,046,364,496 P=237,086,442

Capital Management
The primary objective of the Company’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a 
healthy capital ratio in order to comply with its financial loan covenants and support its business 
operations.  
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The Company manages and makes adjustment to its capital structure as it deems necessary. To
maintain or adjust its capital structure, the Company may increase the levels of capital 
contributions from its creditors and owners/shareholders through debt and new shares issuance,
respectively.

The Company monitors capital using the debt ratio, which is long-term liabilities divided by long-
term liabilities plus equity. The Company’s policy is to keep the debt ratio not more than 70:30.
The Company’s long-term liabilities include both the current and long-term portions of obligations 
to power plant contractors and long-term debt. Equity includes capital stock attributable to
common and preferred shares, unrealized gains reserve and retained earnings.

Table below shows the Company’s debt ratio as at December 31, 2009 and 2008. 

2009 2008
Long-term liabilities P=47,464,498,391 P=32,341,642,731 
Equity 30,331,861,805 28,735,318,699 

Debt ratio 61.0% 53.0% 

Derivative Financial Instruments
The Company’s derivative financial instruments are accounted for as financial instruments at 
FVPL. The table below shows the fair value of derivative financial instruments reported as assets 
or liabilities as of December 31, 2009 and 2008.   

December 31, 2009 December 31, 2008 
Derivative

Assets
Derivative 

Assets 
Derivative
Liabilities

Embedded derivatives -
Currency options P=9,611,022 P=34,907,195 P=–

Free standing derivatives 
Range bonus forwards – 614,081,623 –

     Currency forwards – – 54,250,018
Total derivatives P=9,611,022 P=648,988,818 P=54,250,018
Presented as:

Current  P=– P=614,081,623 P=54,250,018
Noncurrent  9,611,022 34,907,195 –

Total derivatives P=9,611,022 P=648,988,818 P=54,250,018

Freestanding Derivatives. The Company enters into derivative transactions to hedge the foreign
currency exposure arising from its foreign currency denominated loan contracts, particularly the
maturing Miyazawa 1 loan. The Company had positions in the following types of freestanding 
derivatives to protect itself against foreign currency risk arising from the changes on the exchange
rate of the peso in relation to the foreign currency. As of December 31, 2009, the Company has no 
outstanding derivatives due to the termination of its derivative contracts with counterparty banks 
on May 28, 2009.  

Foreign Currency Forward Contract. Foreign currency forward contracts are contractual 
agreements to buy or sell a foreign currency at an agreed rate on a future date. These are contracts 
that are customized and transacted with a bank or financial institution.   
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The Company had a total of 14 foreign currency forward contracts with various counterparty 
banks, five of these were only instituted during the same year 2009 and all of these had already 
matured last May 28, 2009. The Company’s deliverable buy Dollar and sell Peso and buy yen and 
sell dollar forward exchange contracts had an aggregate notional amount of $118 million and
Y4,000 million, respectively. The weighted average forward rates of these forward exchange
contracts were P=48.59 and Y 98.6 to US$1. The net mark to market loss recognized in 2009
relative to the forward contracts was P=10.6 million.

Range Bonus Forward Contract. A Range Bonus forward contract is an agreement that provides 
protection against unfavorable exchange rate movement by setting an agreed rate at which an 
entity can exchange one currency for another. At the same time, it provides that for each day 
during the fixing period that the spot rate is outside the predetermined range, the Company will 
accrue a premium based on a specified formula, which is payable at maturity.   

The following table shows the relevant data with the corresponding realized gain pertaining to the
two range bonus forward contracts entered into by the Company for the Miyazawa 1 loan due on 
June 1, 2009: 

Notional Amount JPY 5 Billion JPY 3 Billion
Trade date April 30, 2008 May 2, 2008 
Expiry date May 26, 2009 May 26, 2009 
Delivery date May 28, 2009 May 28, 2009 
Agreed rate 110 110 
Premium formula 

(where n = number of days when
the spot rate is outside the
predetermined range during the fixing
period and N = fixing period) 

USD47,846,890 
x 13.40% x n/N 

USD28,571,428.57 
x 13.06% x n/N 

Predetermined range  JPY96-JPY106 JPY97-JPY107 
Fixing period (in days) 260 258 
Net Realized mark to market loss and 

premium (from January 1, 2009 to
May 28, 2009) 

P=102,325,462 P=62,757,894 

The premium paid by the Company on May 28, 2009 for the JPY5 billion and JPY3 billion range
bonus forward amounted to P=168.5 million and P=93.4 million, respectively. As of December 31, 
2008, the accrued premium for the JPY5.0 billion and JPY3.0 billion range bonus forward which
were represented under the “Trade and other payables” account in the consolidated statements of 
financial position were P=116.01 million and P=59.11 million, respectively, based on the total 
number of days, of 99 and 86 days, that the sport rate is outside the predetermined ranges.

Embedded Derivatives. The Company has financial and non-financial contracts with derivatives 
embedded in them. These embedded derivatives have the effect that some of the cash flows of the
financial and non-financial contracts vary in a similar way to a freestanding derivative. 

Currency Options. The Company has embedded currency options in its PRUP with VA TECH 
HYDRO GmbH, now known as Andritz Hydro GmbH. Under the PRUP Contract, the Company 
has the option to pay the Contractor in European Euro (Euro) or in U.S. Dollar at a strike rate of 
€1.4691 to $1.00 for the original contract and €1.5549 to $1.00 for the contract options availed
during the year. As of December 31, 2009 and 2008 the embedded currency options have a
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notional amount of €7.8 million and €22.0 million, respectively. The fair value of the outstanding 
embedded currency options as of December 31, 2009 and 2008 amounted to $0.21 million (P=9.6
million) and $0.73 million (P=34.9 million).  The outstanding embedded currency options will 
mature on various dates until December 2010 or upon full payment and completion of the related
host contract.  

Fair Value Changes of Derivatives 
The tables below summarize the net movement in fair values of the Company’s derivatives as of 
December 31, 2009and 2008.

Freestanding Derivatives 
December 31, 2009 December 31, 2008 

Derivative
Asset Derivative Liability 

Derivative
Asset Derivative Liability 

Range Bonus Forward 
Balance at beginning of year P=614,081,623 P=– P=– P=–

Net changes in fair value (78,318,622) – 614,081,623 –

Settlement (535,763,001) – – –

Balance at end of year P=– P=– 614,081,623 P=–

Currency Forwards 
Balance at beginning of year P=– (P=54,250,018) P=–  P=–

Net changes in fair value 68,344,713 (78,909,982) – (54,250,018)

Settlement (68,344,713) 133,160,000 – –

Balance at end of year P=– P=– P=– (P=54,250,018)

Total P=– P=– P=614,081,623 (P=54,250,018)

Embedded Derivatives 

Derivative Assets 
December 31, 

2009
December 31, 

2008
Balance at beginning of year P=34,907,195 P=–
Net changes in fair value of derivatives (23,161,134) 35,304,331
Fair value of settled derivatives (1,800,163) (5,547,240)
Foreign exchange difference (334,876) 5,150,104
Balance at end of year P=9,611,022 P=34,907,195

The net changes in fair value of the Company’s derivative instruments during the year were taken 
into “Derivative gain (loss)” account in the consolidated statements of income, net of accrual of 
premium on range bonus forwards amounting to P=86.76 million and P=175.12 million in 2009 and 
2008, respectively.

38. Wind Energy Service Contract 

On September 14, 2009, the Parent Company entered into Wind Energy Service Contract (WESC) 
2009-09-004 with the DOE granting the Parent Company the right to explore and develop the
Burgos Wind Project for a period of 25 years from the effective date. The pre-development stage
under the WESC shall be two years extendible for another year if the Parent Company has not 
been in default in its exploration or work commitments and has provided a work program for the
extension period upon confirmation by the DOE. Within the pre-development stage, the Parent 
Company shall undertake exploration, assessment and other studies of wind resources in the
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contract area. Upon declaration of commerciality, as confirmed by the DOE, the WESC shall 
remain in force for the balance of the 25-year period for the development/commercial stage. The
DOE shall approve the extension of the WESC for another 25 years under the same terms and 
conditions provided the Company is not in default of any material obligations under the contract 
and has submitted a written notice to the DOE for the extension of the contract not later than one 
(1) year prior to the expiration of the original 25-year period.  Further, the WESC provide that all 
materials, equipment, plant and other installations erected or placed on the contract area by the
Parent Company shall remain the property of the Parent Company throughout the term of the
contract and after its termination. 

39. Description of the Service Concession and Related Arrangements

All geothermal resources in public and/or private lands in the Philippines, whether found in, on or 
under the surface of dry lands, creeks, rivers, lakes, or other submerged lands within the waters of 
the Philippines, belong to the State, inalienable and imprescriptible, and their exploration,
development and exploitation are governed under P.D. 1442. Under P.D. 1442, the Government 
may enter into service contracts for the exploration, development and exploitation of geothermal 
resources. 

Pursuant to P.D. 1442, the Parent Company had entered into the following service contracts with
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines (Government, represented by the DOE) for the
exploration, development and production of geothermal fluid for commercial utilization: 

a. Tongonan, Leyte, dated May 14, 1981 
b. Southern Negros, dated October 16, 1981 
c. Bacman, Sorsogon, dated October 16, 1981 
d. Mt. Apo, Kidapawan, Cotabato, dated March 24, 1992 
e. Mt. Labo, Camarines Norte and Sur, dated March 19, 1994
f. Northern Negros, dated March 24, 1994 
g. Mt. Cabalian, Southern Leyte, dated January 13, 1997 

The exploration period under the service contracts shall be five years from the effective date,
renewable for another two years if the Parent Company has not been in default in its exploration,
financial and other work commitments and obligations and has provided a work program for the
extension period acceptable to the Government. Where geothermal resource in commercial 
quantity is discovered during the exploration period, the service contracts shall remain in force for 
the remainder of the exploration period or any extension thereof and for an additional period of 
25 years thereafter, provided that, if the Parent Company has not been in default in its obligations 
under the contracts, the Government may grant an additional extension of 15 to 20 years. 

The Parent Company shall acquire for the geothermal operations materials, equipment, plants and
other installations as are required and necessary to carry out the geothermal operations. All 
materials, equipment, plants and other installations erected or placed on the contract areas of a
movable nature by the Company shall remain the property of the Parent Company unless not 
removed therefrom within one (1) year after the expiration and/or termination of the related
service contract in which case, ownership shall be vested in the Government. 

The service contracts provide that, among other privileges, the Parent Company shall have the 
right to enter into agreements for the disposition of the geothermal resources produced from the
contract areas with any party, subject to the approval of the Government.
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Pursuant to such right, the Parent Company has entered into agreements for the sale of the
geothermal resources produced from the service contract areas principally with the NPC, a 
government-owned and controlled corporation. These agreements are for 25 years and may be 
opened for renegotiation by either party after five years from the date of commercial operations or 
earlier upon the mutual agreement of both parties. 

Also, pursuant to such right, the Parent Company has also entered into agreements with NPC for 
the development, construction and operation of a geothermal power plant by the Parent Company 
in its geothermal service contract areas and the sale to NPC of the electrical energy generated from 
such geothermal power plants. These agreements are for 25 years of commercial operations and
may be extended upon the request of the Parent Company by notice of not less than 12 months 
prior to the end of the contract period, the terms and conditions of any such extension to be agreed
upon by the parties. 

The Parent Company’s agreements with NPC for the sale of the geothermal resources and the sale
of the electrical energy contain certain provisions related to (i) pricing control in the form of a cap
in the Parent Company’s internal rate of return for specific contracts; and (ii) payment by NPC of 
minimum guaranteed monthly remuneration and nominated capacity.

For the Northern Negros service contract area, however, the Parent Company does not have
agreements with NPC for the sale of the geothermal resources and electrical energy produced from 
the service contract area. The Parent Company instead enters into contracts with distribution
utilities, electric cooperatives and other third party buyers of electricity for the sale of the electrical 
energy generated from the service contract area. 

Revenue and profits recognized in 2009, 2008 and 2007 on exchanging construction services for a
financial or an intangible asset amounted to P=541.49 million, P=932.25 million and P=108.81 million, 
respectively; and P=74.20 million, P=128.59 million and P=7.68 million, respectively.

The disclosures have been provided in aggregate since management believes that the service
concession arrangements are similar in nature. 

On October 23, 2009, the GSCs for the following contract areas were replaced by GRESCs 
pursuant to R.A. 9513 as discussed in Note 40: Leyte, Southern Negros, Bacman, Mindanao, and
Northern Negros. Aside from the tax incentives arising from the conversion to GRESCs as 
discussed in Notes 40 and 49 to the consolidated financial statements, the significant terms of the
service concessions under the GRESCs are similar to the GSCs except for the Company has 
control over any significant residual interest over the steam field, power plants and related
facilities throughout the concession period and even after the concession period. As a result of 
these changes in the service concession arrangements, the Company has made a judgment that its 
service concession contracts are no longer within the scope of IFRIC 12 starting October 23, 2009
(see Note 3).   

The DOE conducted bidding on the geothermal energy resources located in Labo, Camarines 
Norte and the contract area was won by the Parent Company. The certificate of registration as RE 
Developer for this contract area was granted by the DOE on February 19, 2010.  

The remaining service contract of the Parent Company covered by P.D. 1442 as of December 31, 
2009 is the Mt. Cabalian in Southern Leyte with a term of 25 years from the effective date of the
contract, January 31, 1997 and for an additional period of 25 years if the Parent Company has not 
been in default in its obligations under the GSC.
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40. Geothermal Service Contracts/Renewable Energy Service Contracts

As discussed in Note 39, by virtue of P.D. 1442, the Parent Company entered into seven service
contracts with the DOE granting the Company the right to explore, develop, and utilize the
country’s geothermal resource subject to sharing of net proceeds with the Government. The net 
proceeds is what remains after deducting from the gross proceeds the allowable recoverable costs,
which include development, production and operating costs.  

The allowable recoverable costs shall not exceed 90% of the gross proceeds. The Parent Company 
pays 60% of the net proceeds as Government share and retains the remaining 40%. 

The 60% government share is comprised of royalty fees and income taxes. The royalty fees are
shared by the Government through DOE (60%) and the LGU (40%). 

On July 8, 2009, the Parent Company negotiated with the DOE for the payment of deferred
royalty due to DOE as of December 31, 2008 amounting to P=1.4 billion for a period of four years 
with a quarterly amortization of P=87.5 million or an annual payment of P=350.0 million. Royalty 
fees beginning 2009 shall be paid as they become due. 

R.A. 9513 mandates the conversion of existing service contracts under P.D. 1442 into RE Service
Contracts to avail of the incentives under the RE Law. The Parent Company submitted its letter of 
intent to register with the DOE as an RE Developer on May 20, 2000 and the conversion contracts 
negotiation with the DOE started in August 2009. 

On September 10, 2009, the Parent Company was granted the Provisional Certificate of 
Registration as an RE Developer for the following existing projects: (1) GSC No. 01 – Tongonan,
Leyte, (2) GSC No. 02 – Palinpinon, Negros Oriental, (3) GSC No. 03 – Bacon-Manito,
Sorsogon/Albay, (4) GSC No. 04 – Mt. Apo, North Cotabato, and (5) GSC No. 06 – Northern
Negros.

With the receipt of the certificates of provisional registration as geothermal RE Developer, the
fiscal incentives of the RE Law was implemented by the Parent Company retroactive from the
effective date of the Law. Thus, the incentives provided by P.D. 1442 is effective until January 
2009. The GSCs were fully converted to GRESCs upon signing of the parties on
October 23, 2009; thereby the Parent Company is now the holder of five (5) GRESCs and the
corresponding DOE Certificate of Registration for the following geothermal production fields: (1) 
GRESC 2009-10-001 for Tongonan, Leyte; (2) GRESC 2009-10-002 for Palinpinon, Negros 
Oriental; (3) GRESC 2009-10-003 for Bacon-Manito, Sorsogon/Albay; (4) GRESC 2009-10-004
for Kidapawan, North Cotabato; and (5) GRESC 2009-10-005 for Northern Negros. 

Under the GRESCs, the Parent Company pays the Government an amount equivalent to 1.5% of 
the gross income from the sale of geothermal steam produced and such other income incidental to
and arising from generation, transmission, and sale of electric power generated from geothermal 
energy within the contract areas. Under the GRESCs, gross income derived from business is an
amount equal to gross sales less sales returns, discounts and allowances, and cost of goods sold. 
Cost of goods sold includes all business expenses directly incurred to produce the steam used to
generate power under a GRESC.

The Government is entitled to receive 60.0% of the 1.5% government share in the gross income of 
EDC, and the remaining 40.0% is allocated to the local government within the applicable contract 
area. 
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Total outstanding royalty fees due to DOE and to LGUs are shown in Note 19 of the consolidated
financial statements. 

41. Steam Sales Agreement and Geothermal Resources Sales Contract

The geothermal energy currently produced by the Company’s geothermal projects is supplied to
the power plants owned and operated by NPC and GCGI pursuant to the following terms of the
SSA/GRSC: 

Tongonan-I
Under the SSA entered in June 1984 for Tongonan I, NPC agrees to pay the Company a base price
per kilowatt-hour of net generation, subject to inflation adjustments and based on a guaranteed
take-or-pay rate at 75% plant factor for a period of 25 years starting December 25, 1983. NPC 
opted to extend this agreement until the sale and turnover of the power plant to GCGI on October 
23, 2009, at which time Tongonan-I GRSC became effective. Under the GRSC which will 
terminate in 2031, GCGI agrees to pay EDC remuneration for actual net electricity generation of 
the plant with steam prices in U.S. dollars per kilowatt hour tied to coal indices.  

Palinpinon-I
The SSA for Palinpinon I provides, among others, that NPC shall pay the Company a base price
per kilowatt-hour of gross generation, subject to inflation adjustments and based on a guaranteed
take-or-pay rate at 75% plant factor. The SSA is for a period of 25 years, which commenced on 
December 25, 1988.  Similar to Tongonan I, NPC opted to extend this agreement until the sale and 
turnover of the power plant to GCGI on October 23, 2009, at which time the Palinpinon I and II 
GRSC became effective. Under the GRSC which will terminate in 2031, GCGI agrees to pay 
EDC remuneration for actual net electricity generation of the plant with steam prices in U.S. 
dollars per kilowatt hour tied to coal indices.  

Palinpinon-II
In June 1996, the Company and NPC signed a SSA for Palinpinon II’s four modular plants - 
Nasuji, Okoy, Sogongon I and Sogongon II. Under the terms and conditions, NPC agrees to pay 
the Company a base price per kilowatt-hour of gross generation, subject to inflation adjustments 
and based on a guaranteed take-or-pay rate commencing from the established commercial 
operation period, using the following plant factors: 50% for the first year, 65% for the second year 
and 75% for the third and subsequent years. The SSA is for a period of 25 years for each module,
which commenced on December 13, 1993 for Nasuji; November 28, 1994 for Okoy; January 28, 
1995 for Sogongon I and March 23, 1995 for Sogongon II.  Such agreement remained effective
until the turnover of the power plants to GCGI on October 23, 2009, at which time the Palinpinon
I and II GRSC became effective. Under the GRSC which will terminate in 2031, GCGI agrees to
pay EDC remuneration for actual net electricity generation of the plant with steam prices in U.S.
dollars per kilowatt hour tied to coal indices.  

Bacon-Manito-I
The SSA for the Bacon-Manito (Bacman) geothermal resources entered in November 1988
provides, among others, that NPC shall pay the Company a base price per kilowatt-hour of gross 
generation, subject to inflation adjustments and based on a guaranteed take-or-pay rate at 75% 
plant factor. The SSA is for a period of 25 years, which commenced in May 1993.
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Bacon-Manito-II
Bacman II’s SSA with NPC was signed in June 1996 for its two 20-MW capacity modular plants - 
Cawayan and Botong. The terms and conditions under the contract contain, among others, NPC’s 
commitment to pay the Company a base price per kilowatt-hour of gross generation, subject to
inflation adjustments and based on a guaranteed take-or-pay rate, commencing from the
established commercial operation period, using the following plant factors: 50% for the first year,
65% for the second year and 75% for the third and subsequent years. The SSA is for a period of 
25 years, which commenced in March 1994 for Cawayan and December 1997 for Botong.

42. Power Purchase Agreements

The electricity produced by the Company is sold to NPC pursuant to the following PPAs: 

Leyte-Cebu, Leyte-Luzon
The PPA provides, among others, that NPC shall pay the Parent Company a base price per 
kilowatt-hour of electricity delivered subject to inflation adjustments.  The PPA stipulates a
contracted annual energy of 1,370 GWH for Leyte-Cebu and 3,000 GWH for Leyte-Luzon
throughout the cooperation period. It also stipulates a nominated energy of not lower than 90% of 
the contracted annual energy.  

On November 12, 1999, NPC agreed to accept from the Parent Company a combined average
annual nominated energy of 4,455 GWH for the period July 25, 1999 to July 25, 2000 for both
Leyte-Cebu and Leyte-Luzon PPA. The annual nominated energy starting July 25, 2000 and
onwards was contested by NPC, which was one of the issues of the arbitration with NPC 
(see Notes 16 and 31). The contracts are for a period of 25 years commencing in July 1996 for 
Leyte-Cebu and July 1997 for Leyte-Luzon. 

47 MW Mindanao I
The PPA provides, among others, that NPC shall pay the Parent Company a base price per 
kilowatt-hour of electricity delivered subject to inflation adjustments.  The PPA stipulates a
minimum offtake energy of 330 GWH for the first year and 390 GWH per year for the succeeding 
years. The contract is for a period of 25 years, which commenced in March 1997. 

48.25 MW Mindanao II
The PPA provides, among others, that NPC shall pay the Parent Company a base price per 
kilowatt-hour of electricity delivered subject to inflation adjustments.  The PPA stipulates a
minimum offtake energy of 398 GWH per year. The contract is for a period of 25 years, which
commenced in June 1999. 

43. Electricity Sales Agreement

In October 2006, the Parent Company entered into an ESA with ILECO. Under the agreement,
which has a five-year term, the Parent Company agreed to sell specified amount of electric energy,
or contract energy, to ILECO each year from its Northern Negros Geothermal Power Plant. As the 
purchaser of electric energy, ILECO agreed to pay for the energy supplied by the Parent Company.
ILECO is required to pay the Parent Company, calculated on a monthly basis, either the contract 
energy per month or the actual energy metered and delivered to ILECO, whichever is higher,
multiplied by the electricity price.   
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44. Power Supply Contracts

With GCGI’s takeover of Palinpinon and Tongonan power plants effective October 23, 2009,
Schedule X of the Asset Purchase Agreement (APA) provides for the extension to GCGI of Power 
Supply Contracts of NPC with the following assigned customers: 

Customers Contract Expiration 
Palinpinon

V.M.C. Rural Electric Service Cooperative, Inc. (VRESCO) December 25, 2010 
Central Negros Electric Cooperative, Inc. (CENECO) December 25, 2010 
Dynasty Management Development Corp. (DMDC) March 15, 2016  
Aklan Electric Cooperative, Inc. (AKELCO) December 25, 2009 a

Guimaras Electric Cooperative, Inc. (GUIMELCO) December 25, 2012 
Iloilo I Electric Cooperative, Inc. (ILECO I) December 25, 2009 b

Philippine Foremost Milling Corp. (PFMC) March 25, 2016 
Iloilo Provincial Government (IPG) December 25, 2011 

Tongonan
Don Orestes Romualdez Electric Cooperative, Inc. (DORELCO) September 25, 2010 
Leyte II Electric Cooperative, Inc. (LEYECO II) December 25, 2009 c

Philippine Phosphate Fertilizer Corp. (PHILPHOS) December 25, 2011 
Philippine Associated Smelting and Refining Corp. (PASAR) September 25, 2009 d

aGCGI won in the public bidding conducted by AKELCO and is now in the process of negotiating for the power supply 
agreement for the period March 26, 2010 to December 25, 2020. Until the agreement is finalized and submitted to the 
Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC), AKELCO on December 7, 2009 has requested from the ERC the approval of the 
extension of the Contract for the Supply of Electric Energy (CSEE) assigned by NPC to GCGI from December 26, 2009 
to March 25, 2010.

bGCGI has continued to supply electricity to ILECO I in accordance with the contracted energy provisions of the CSEE 
subject to adjustment retroactive to December 26, 2009 upon approval by the ERC of the new Power Supply Agreement. 

cGCGI has continued to supply electricity to LEYECO II in accordance with the contracted energy provisions of the 
CSEE subject to adjustment retroactive to December 26, 2009 upon approval by the ERC of the new Power Supply 
Agreement. 

dA new contract was signed between GCGI and PASAR on November 24, 2009 for the supply of electric energy until 
December 25, 2012. 

GCGI is currently working towards tapping new customers in Panay, Negros and Leyte grids for 
the supply of electrical energy generated by Palinpinon and Tongonan power plants and towards 
renewal of contracts with existing customers for optimal power plant operation.

45. Supplementary Disclosures of Geothermal Reserves

The Parent Company has relied on volumetric reserve estimation and numerical simulation in
determining the geothermal energy reserves of its steamfields. However, it was shown that while
numerical simulation is more sophisticated than the volumetric reserve estimation, the latter can be 
readily conducted in a probabilistic way that would account for uncertainties in the parameters 
used in the calculations, while the former cannot. 

The Parent Company engaged GeothermEX, Inc. (GeothermEX) in 2008 to provide a third-party 
review of the reserve estimations of its five (5) operating steamfields. GeothermEX, in their 
report released in October 2008, used the same volumetric reserve estimation method employed by
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the Company patterned after the US Geological Survey but differ only in heat recovery factor.
GeothermEX concluded that the Company’s estimation is conservative but prudent due to the low 
heat recovery factor values. GeothermEX reserve estimates are about 60% higher than those of 
the Company.

GeothermEX 2008 findings as well as those of the Parent Company’s still remain valid for the
current year as the reserve estimates apply for a 25-year period. There are no significant changes 
in the geothermal resources of the Company’s steamfields that would warrant recalculations of the
geothermal energy reserves.

The following table shows a comparison of estimated geothermal energy reserves from the
Company and GeothermEX.

Estimated Geothermal Energy Reserves

Field 

Mean Reserves
Company
Estimates

(MWe) 

Mean Reserves
GeothermEX

Estimates
(MWe) 

Greater Tongonan (Leyte) 686 772
Mindanao 154 456
Bacon-Manito (Luzon) 270 415
Palinpinon (Negros Oriental) 217 411
Northern Negros 47 103
Total 1,374 2,157 
Source: GeothermEX Report, October 2008 

46. Commitments and Contingencies

Stored Energy
On various dates, the Company entered into Addendum Agreements to the PPAs for the Unified
Leyte and GRSC for BacMan 2 projects, where any excess generation above the nominated energy 
or take-or-pay volume will be credited against payments made by NPC for the periods it was not  
able to take electricity or steam, where applicable. As of December 31, 2009, the commitments 
for stored energy in gigawatt-hours are as follows: 

Plant 
Stored Energy

(in gigawatt-hours) 
Unified Leyte 4,326.6
BacMan 2 - Cawayan  583.2 

Lease Commitments

Company as a Lessee. Future minimum lease payments under the operating leases are as follows: 

Amount
Within one year P=90,804,680
After one year but not more than five years 47,230,090 
After five years 1,029,484
Total P=139,064,254
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The Parent Company’s lease commitments pertain to the drilling rig and various office space and 
warehouse rentals. 

Under the terms and conditions governing the Rig Lease Agreement with PNOC Exploration
Corporation, the Parent Company shall use the Kremco 750T drilling rig for the Lihir Island
Drilling Project with an operating rental rate of USD 2,352/day, inclusive of 12% VAT. The
agreement took effect last March 1, 2008 and was amended to the extension for the period January 
1, 2010 to December 31, 2010 under the same rates and terms.

The Contract of Lease for the use of the office buildings at Fort Bonifacio was entered into
between the Parent Company and PNOC with the rental rate of P=4.18 million per month, inclusive
of VAT.  The Contract of Lease covers the use of office space of Building 2, Building 3, Building 
4A, Building 4B, Computer Center, Laboratory, Wellness Center/PEGEA Office, and
Motorpool/Storage, with a total area of 11,824.24 sq.m. This contract commenced on June 1,
2009 and will expire on November 30, 2011, subject to pre-termination as provided in Section 17 
or renewal at option of the Lessor as provided in Section 3 of the Contract of Lease. 

Other lease contracts pertain to various office space and warehouse being rented by 
steam/electricity projects in Leyte, Northern Negros and Mindanao with the aggregate future lease
payments of P=3.3 million.  

Purchase Commitments
Total purchase commitments for capital items as of December 31, 2009 and 2008 year amounted
to P=82.7 million and P=904.3 million, respectively.

Legal Claims
The Company is contingently liable for lawsuits or claims filed by third parties, including labor 
related cases, which are pending decision by the courts, the outcomes of which are not presently 
determinable. In the opinion of management and its legal counsel, the eventual total liability from 
these lawsuits or claims, if any, will not have a material effect on the consolidated financial 
statements (see Note 3). 

47. Events After the End of Reporting Period

On February 19, 2010, the DOE granted to the Company the Certificates of Registration as RE 
Developer for the following: 

Resources Contract Number Location 
a. Geothermal GRESC 2010-02-020 Labo, Camarines Norte 

b.  Wind WESC 2010-02-040 Pagudpud, Ilocos Norte 
WESC 2010-02-041 Mahinog, Camiguin
WESC 2010-02-042 Taytay, Palawan 
WESC 2010-02-043 San Jose, Dinagat Island, Surigao del Norte 
WESC 2010-02-044 Siargao Island, Surigao del Norte 
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48. Electricity Power Industry Reform Act (EPIRA)

Republic Act No. 9136, otherwise known as the EPIRA, and the covering Implementing Rules and
Regulations (IRR) provide for significant changes in the power sector, which include among 
others: the functional unbundling of the generation, transmission, distribution and supply sectors; 
the privatization of the generating plants and other disposable assets of NPC, including its 
contracts with Independent Power Producers (IPP); the unbundling of electricity rates; the creation
of a WESM; and the implementation of open and nondiscriminatory access to transmission and
distribution systems.

The law also requires public listing of not less than 15% of common shares of distribution
companies within five years from the effectivity date of the EPIRA. It provides cross ownership
restrictions between transmission and generation companies and between transmission and  
distribution companies and a cap of 50% of its demand that a distribution utility (DU) is allowed
to source from an associated company engaged in generation, except for contracts entered into
prior to the effectivity of the EPIRA. 

There are also certain sections of the EPIRA, specifically relating to generation companies, which
provide for a cap on the concentration of ownership to only 30% of the installed capacity of a grid
and/or 25% of the national installed generating capacity. 

The implementation of reforms in the power industry mandated by the EPIRA continued to attain
significant momentum.  

The requirement to privatize at least 70% of the total capacity of generating assets of NPC Luzon
and Visayas has been achieved with the successful sale of the 600 MW Calaca Coal fired power 
plant in July 2009. The only remaining precondition for Retail Competition and Open Access to
be satisfied is the transfer of the management and control of at least 70% of the total energy output 
of power plants under contract with NPC to IPP Administrators. 

With the successful bidding of the 192.5 MW Palinpinon and 112.5 MW Tongonan Geothermal 
Power Plants, NPC has privatized approximately 88% of its total installed generating capacity in
Luzon and Visayas. With regards to the privatization of NPC IPP contracts, PSALM has 
commenced bidding out agreements for IPP administration in 2009. After its completion of the
second round of bidding on 1,000 MW Sual and 700 MW Pagbilao coal-fired power plants,
PSALM has privatized around 35% of the NPC IPP contracts. 

Once Retail Competition and Open Access are implemented, as mandated by the EPIRA, end-
users with electricity demand falling above the thresholds set by the ERC will be allowed to
source electricity from the electricity suppliers of their choice. The EPIRA also contemplates that 
certain end-users will source power directly through WESM or by entering into contracts with
generation companies. This will encourage competition at the retail level. 

On December 5, 2008, ERC approved the Power Supply Option Program (PSOP), or the Interim 
Open Access (IOA). The program allows qualified generation companies, and registered
electricity suppliers to contract the supply of electricity directly with eligible end-users. The
PSOP or IOA will cease to be operational upon commencement of Retail Competition and Open
Access. As of December 31, 2009, the first condition to the implementation of the PSOP or IOA,
the transfer of the operation of Calaca power plant to DMCI Holdings Inc., the new holder of the 
plant, has not yet been met.
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In terms of market share limitations, no generation company is allowed to own more than 30.0% 
of the installed generating capacity of the Luzon, Visayas or Mindanao grids, and/or 25.0% of the
total nationwide installed generating capacity. As of December 31, 2009, NPC, along with 
PSALM, is the only power generation company that has breached the mandated ceiling. Also, no 
generation company associated with a DU may supply more than 50.0% of the DU’s total demand,
under bilateral contracts, without prejudice to the bilateral contracts entered into prior to the
enactment of EPIRA.

Pursuant to the EPIRA, NPC transferred its transmission and sub-transmission assets to TransCo,
which was created to operate the transmission systems throughout the Philippines. TransCo is 
also mandated to provide Open Access to all industry participants. The EPIRA granted TransCo a 
monopoly over the high-voltage transmission network and subjected it to performance-based
regulations. 

The EPIRA also required the privatization of TransCo through an outright sale or concession 
contract to be carried out by PSALM. In December 2007, Monte Oro Grid Resources Corp.
(Monte Oro) won the concession contract for TransCo with a bid of $3.95 billion. On January 14, 
2009, PSALM formally turned over the 25-year concession of TransCo to National Grid
Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP), the company formed by Monte Oro. The successful grant 
to the NGCP of the concession to manage, operate and maintain the transmission and
subtransmission assets of TransCo is expected to lead to better efficiency and improved grid
interconnectivity.

The EPIRA mandates the establishment of a wholesale market that provides the mechanism for 
identifying and setting the price of actual variations from the quantities transacted under contracts 
between sellers and purchasers of electricity. This market, the WESM, became operational in the
Luzon Grid on June 26, 2006. The Philippine Electricity Market Corporation (PEMC) acts as the
market operator that governs the WESM and is currently undergoing the trial operations program 
in the Visayas Grid. In accordance with the EPIRA, the present structure of PEMC will undergo
changes upon implementation of an independent market operator set up. 

The WESM for the Visayas continues to operate under trial operations due to supply constraints of 
the grid. In the meantime, the DOE has directed PEMC to establish and operate the Visayas 
Supply Augmentation Auction Program (VSAAP), as an interim measure to address deficit in
power supply particularly in the Cebu, Negros and Panay sub-grids. It has been announced that 
the VSAAP shall be an introduction to the commercial operations of the Visayas WESM,
commencement of which shall be contingent upon the approval of the DOE. The WESM is 
envisioned to initially develop two main markets, the (1) Energy Market, and the (2) Reserve
Market. With the energy market in Luzon being continuously developed, PEMC has set 
commercial operations of its reserve market to start at the beginning of 2010. 

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 36 of the EPIRA, all Electric Power Industry Participants 
shall prepare and submit for approval of the ERC their respective Business Separation and
Unbundling Plan (BSUP) which requires all industry participants to maintain separate accounts for, 
or otherwise “structurally and functionally unbundled” their business activities. 

Since the Company is engaged solely in the business of power generation, to the exclusion of the
other business segments of transmission, distribution, supply and other related business activities,
compliance with the BSUP requirement on maintaining separate accounts is not reasonably 
practicable.   

Based on the Company’s assessment, it is in the process of complying with the provisions of the
EPIRA and its IRR.
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49. Renewable Energy Law of 2008 

As early as May 20, 2009, the Parent Company submitted its letter of intent to register with the
DOE as an RE Developer. The DOE Circular No. 2009-07-0011 which took effect on August 10,
2009, provided the guidelines for the registration process of RE Developers. In compliance with
the DOE Circular, the Parent Company submitted the requirements for the issuance of provisional 
registration and on August 28, 2009, paid the necessary processing fee. On September 10, 2009, 
the Parent Company was granted the Provisional Certificate of Registration as an RE Developer 
for the following existing projects: (1) GSC No. 01 – Tongonan, Leyte, (2) GSC No. 02 – 
Palinpinon, Negros Oriental, (3) GSC No. 03 – Bacon-Manito, Sorsogon/Albay, (4) GSC No. 04 – 
Mt. Apo, North Cotabato, and (5) GSC No. 06 – Northern Negros.  

With the receipt of the provisional certificates of registration as geothermal energy RE Developer,
the Parent Company wrote down P=2,959.2 million worth of deferred tax assets in view of the 
change in the applicable corporate tax rate from 30% to 10%, which is one of the fiscal incentives 
of the RE Law. 

Moreover, the decrease in provision for income tax - current and income tax payable was also due
to the 10% corporate tax rate implemented by the Parent Company retroactive from the effective
date of the RE Law. 

The GSCs were fully converted to GRESCs upon signing of the parties on October 23, 2009; 
thereby the Parent Company is now the holder of five (5) GRESCs and the corresponding DOE 
Certificate of Registration for the following geothermal production fields: (1) GRESC 2009-10-
001 for Tongonan, Leyte; (2) GRESC 2009-10-002 for Palinpinon, Negros Oriental; (3) GRESC 
2009-10-003 for Bacon-Manito, Sorsogon/Albay; (4) GRESC 2009-10-004 for Kidapawan, North
Cotabato; and (5) GRESC 2009-10-005 for Northern Negros.

50. FG Hydro’s Contracts and Agreements

Transition Power Supply Contracts
Eight TPSCs were attached to the APA and these were awarded to FG Hydro as the winning 
bidder of the PAHEP/MAHEP.  FG Hydro is bound to service these customers for the remainder 
of the stipulated terms, the range of which falls between June 2007 and 2010. The contracts may 
be renewed upon renegotiation with the customers and due process as stipulated by the ERC. As 
of December 31, 2009, there are five remaining power supply contracts being serviced by the
Company.  

Related Contracts Expiry Date Other Developments 
Nueva Ecija II Electric
Cooperative, Inc., Area 2
(NEECO II-Area 2) 

June 25, 2008 The Company and NEECO II - Area 2 have
executed a new power supply agreement that is 
now pending consideration by the ERC. Until 
the issuance of a provisional authority for said
agreement or final resolution of the application
for the approval thereof, the ERC approved the
extension of the TPSC on a month-to-month or 
on a per billing period basis. 

(Forward) 
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Related Contracts Expiry Date Other Developments 
Pantabangan Municipal Electric
System (PAMES) 

December 25, 
2008

There is no new agreement executed between 
the Company and PAMES yet. In the
meantime, the Company has continued to
supply electricity to PAMES on a month-to-
month basis.

Nueva Ecija I Electric
Cooperative, Inc. (NEECO I) 

December 25, 
2007

A new agreement was signed by the Company 
and NEECO 1 in December 2007 for the
supply of power in the succeeding five years.
The ERC has provisionally approved this 
agreement pending final resolution of the
application for the approval thereof. 

Edong Cold Storage and Ice
Plant 

December 25, 
2010

NIA-UPRIIS December 25, 
2010

Operation and Maintenance Agreement (O&M Agreement)
FG Hydro entered into an O&M Agreement with the NIA, with the conformity of the NPC. Under 
the O&M Agreement, NIA will manage, operate, maintain and rehabilitate the Non-Power 
Components of the PAHEP/MAHEP in consideration for a service fee based on actual cubic meter 
of water used by FG Hydro for power generation.  

In addition, FG Hydro will provide for a Trust Fund amounting to P=100.0 million within the first 
two years of the O&M Agreement. The amortization for the Trust Fund is payable in 24 monthly 
payments starting November 2006 and is billed by NIA in addition to the monthly service fee. The 
Trust Fund has been fully funded as of October 2008. 

The O&M Agreement is effective for a period of 25 years commencing on November 18, 2006 
and renewable for another 25 years under the terms and conditions as may be mutually agreed
upon by both parties. 

Total service fees incurred, including the Trust Fund amortization in 2008, amounted to  
P=82.5 million and P=113.3 million in 2009 and 2008, respectively, and are included under 
“Operations and maintenance expenses” account in the consolidated statements of income,
specifically Repairs and maintenance.  

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
PSALM entered into a MOA with the Protected Area Management Board (PAMB). Under the
MOA, PAMB granted FG Hydro the right to use the Masiway land, where the MAHEP power 
plant is situated in consideration for an annual user’s fee. The MOA will be effective for 25 years 
and renewable for a similar period subject to terms and conditions as may be mutually agreed
upon by both parties. 

FG Hydro incurred annual user’s fee amounting to P=0.1 million in 2009 and 2008. The user’s fee
is included under “General and administrative expenses” account in the consolidated statements of 
income, specifically Rental, insurance and taxes. 

PRUP Contract
On January 24, 2008, FG Hydro signed the Letter of Acceptance (LOA) for the PRUP with VA 
TECH HYDRO GmbH, now known as Andritz Hydro GmbH (Contractor), an Austrian company.
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The contract provides that the Contractor will undertake the engineering, procurement, installation, 
testing and commissioning of the PRUP. The technical scope of the PRUP agreed upon by FG 
Hydro and the Contractor includes the following: 

i. Refurbishment and upgrade of Pantabangan main and auxiliary plant which includes: 

– Turbine and wicket gate replacement; headcover modification 
– Draft tube repair and modification 
– Generator rewind and refurbishment 
– Replacement of key auxiliary systems  

ii. Power increase from 50 MW to 59.4 MW per unit 

The total updated contract price of the PRUP amounts to €30.3 million ($44.7 million),
including the Contract Options (CO) that will be exercised by FG Hydro. The contract 
provides that payments to the Contractor are made in accordance with the Milestone Schedule
as provided in the Contract. 

FG Hydro has the option to make any payments to the Contractor in U.S. Dollar, at an 
exchange rate fixed by reference to the European Central Bank fixing rate for converting Euro
to U.S. Dollar as at the date of the LA, plus a premium of $0.0028 per Euro.  Similarly, with
respect to the CO’s, FG Hydro also has the option to make any payments to the Contractor in
U.S. Dollar, at an exchange rate fixed by reference to the European Central Bank fixing rate
for converting Euro to U.S. Dollar as at the date of the relevant option notice, plus a premium 
of $0.0028 per Euro. 

Commissioning of the first unit commenced in December 2009 and was successfully completed in
early 2010. Consequently, the final taking over of the refurbished and upgraded plant and 
equipment was achieved on January 29, 2010. The power generation capacity of the upgraded and 
refurbished unit was increased by 10 MW. 

For the second unit, takeover of the refurbished and upgraded plant machinery and equipment is 
scheduled to take place in December 2010. 
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Corporate Address
Energy Development Corporation
EDC Building 5, Energy Center, Merritt Road, Fort Bonifacio, Taguig, Metro Manila, Philippines
Tel. (+632) 6677-332
www.energy.com.ph

CONTACT

US

Bacon-Manito Geothermal Production Field
Palayang Bayan, Manito, Albay
Tel. (+632)  6677-332 loc. 2405

Leyte Geothermal Production Field
Steamfield Operations
Tongonan Admin. Complex, Kanga, Leyte
Tel. (+632) 6677-332 loc. 2400 / 2401 / 2402

Power Generation Office
Milagro Admin. Complex, Ormoc City, Leyte
Tel. (+632) 6677-332 loc. 2400 / 2401 / 2402

Mindanao Geothermal Production Field
Ilomavis, Kidapawan City, Cotabato
Tel. (+632) 6677-332 loc. 2404

Northern Negros Geothermal Production Field
Bago City, Negros Occidental
Tel. (+632) 6677-332 loc. 2406
Fax: (+632) 812-8685

Southern Negros Geothermal Production Field
Ticala, Valencia, Negros Oriental
Tel. (+632) 6677-332 loc. 2403

Pantabangan-Masiway Hydro Power Complex
Brgy. West Poblacion, 
Pantabangan, Nueva Ecija
Tel. (+632) 449-6520

North Luzon Wind Power Project
Brgy. Saoit, Burgos, Ilocos Norte
Contact Nos. 09195401863 / 09195470576

Investor Relations Office
5/F EDC Building 5, 
Energy Center, Merritt Road, Fort Bonifacio,
Taguig, Metro Manila, Philippines
Tel. (+632) 6677 332 loc. 5508
recio@www.energy.com.ph

Corporate Communications Department
2/F EDC Building 5, 
Energy Center, Merritt Road, Fort Bonifacio,
Taguig, Metro Manila, Philippines
Tel. (+632) 6677-332 loc. 5281
pubrels@energy.com.ph
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GLOSSARY OF

Terms
Definitions
AFS Investments Available-for-Sale Investments
AGC Audit and Governance Committee
Availability Factor A measure (expressed as a percentage) of the 

available generation of a plant over a defined 
period of time compared with the maximum possible 
available generation of the plant over the same 
period

BFA Baslay Farmers Association
BGPF Bacman Geothermal Production Field

BIR Bureau of Internal Revenue
BOD Board of Directors
BOT Build-Operate-Transfer scheme

BSP Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas
CalEnergy California Energy Company, Inc
CBA Collective Bargaining Agreement

CBU Capital build-up

CFSA Community Forest Stewardship Agreement
CG Corporate Governance

Cocomethyl ester
CPD Community Partnerships Department
CSR Corporate Social Responsibility
CSRC Corporate Social Responsibility Committee
DA Department of Agriculture
DENR Department of Environment and Natural Resources
DepEd Department of Education
DOE Department of Energy

DTI Department of Trade and Industry
EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and 

Amortization
ECA Energy Conversion Agreement
ECC Environmental Compliance Certificate
EDC or the Company Energy Development Corporation
EDD Energy Drilling Division

EPC Engineering, Procurement and Construction
EPIRA Electric Power Industry Reform Act of 2001 
EPS Earnings Per Share 
ERC Energy Regulatory Commission
ERDD Energy Research and Development Department
ERPA
ESA

Emissions Reduction Purchase Agreement 
Electricity Sales Agreement

FCRS Fluid Collection and Recycling System
FG
FGHPC

First Gen Corporation
First Gen Hydro Power Corporation

FPHC First Philippine Holdings Corporation
Fuji
GHG Greenhouse gas
GSC Geothermal Service Contract
GWh Gigawatthours; 1,000,000,000 watthours; 1,000 

GOCC Government Owned and Controlled Corporation
GRSC Geothermal Resources Sales Contract
GSIS Government Service Insurance System 
IBJ International Bank of Japan 
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development
ICD Institute of Corporate Directors
IFRIC International Financial Reporting Interpretations 

Committee

IRR Implementing Rules and Regulations
JBIC
Japan Yen or JPY

Japan Bank for International Cooperation
Japanese Yen

KWh Kilowatthour; 1,000 watthours

NCC Nominations and Compensation Committee

NG National Government or the Republic of the 
Philippines or the ROP

NNGP Northern Negros Geothermal Production Field
NPC National Power Corporation
NRE New and Renewable Energy 
NTC National Transmission Company or Transco
Opscomm Operations Committee
Ormat Ormat Inc.
Oxbow Oxbow Power Corporation

PAS Philippine Accounting Standards 
PCIRBs Principal Collateralized Interest Reduction Bonds 
Peso or PhP Philippine Peso, the lawful currency of the Republic 

of the Philippines
PFRS Philippine Financial Reporting Standards
PGI Philippine Geothermal Incorporated

PNOC Philippine National Oil Company
PNS/ISO Philippine National Standard/International 

Standardization Organization
PPA Power Purchase Agreement

Corporation
PSE Philippine Stock Exchange
PT Union Professional/Technical Union
RE Coalition Renewable Energy Coalition
Red Vulcan Holdings 
Corp.

ROP Republic of the Philippines or National Government
SART Site Emergency Response Team
SEC Securities and Exchange Commission
SFE Schools for Excellence
SHAPES Safety and Health Association of the Philippine 

Energy Sector
SNGPF Southern Negros Geothermal Production Field
SSA Steam Sales Agreement
Subsidiary EDC is a subsidiary of Red Vulcan Holdings which 

owns a majority of the outstanding capital stock
Tongonan 1

TOFA Tongonan Farmers Association
Transco National Transmission Company or NTC
US dollar or USD United States dollar, the lawful currency of the 

United States of America
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